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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Collisions of atomic or sub-atomic particles are a fundamental field of physical and
technological research. Most prominent, the frontier of high energy physics is based
on collisions of super-fast particles in collider experiments, pursuing, for example,
the search of the Higgs boson [1]. In nuclear physics, new heavy elements are found
in accelerator experiments as well. Element 112 was discovered by colliding Zn onto
Pb targets at GSI [2]. The heaviest element confirmed up to date has the atomic
number 118 [3] and was created analogously. Historically, the discovery of nuclear
fission sparkled the research of nuclear reactions induced by collisions. The development of reactors, built to investigate nuclear fission, was the first strong artificial
source of high-energy irradiation. Besides nuclear reactions, modifications of irradiated bulk materials were discovered opening a new field of research on radiation
damage caused by swift heavy atomic and sub-atomic projectiles. The microscopic
nature of this damage was first described by Young et al. in 1958 [4]. They were able
to show the material modification, caused by each individual impinging particle, by
etching the irradiated surface of LiF crystals. The modification along the trajectory would increase the etching rate and small craters for each impact are formed
on the crystal surface. They also proposed the first concept of defect production
by the stopping process along the projectile path. One year later, Silk et al. published direct proof of this damage showing individual tracks in mica with the aid of
transmission electron microscopy [5]. In addition, natural tracks caused by cosmic
irradiation gained interest. The moon rocks, obtained during the Apollo missions [6],
and geologic specimens in general are dated and analyzed by using tracks caused by
particle irradiation [7, 8].
The development and availability of controlled ion accelerators beams have allowed
more systematic analysis of the stopping processes by the creation of different synthetic ion tracks. For example, Trautmann et al. gained detailed information on the
track formation in LiF by using well controlled ion beams instead of fission products
for the radiation [9]. Since the discovery of first fission tracks 50 years ago, a multitude of research and application around swift heavy ion tracks has developed [10,11].
Generally, the irradiation with swift heavy ions will cause material modifications
within the track volume, which are hard to obtain otherwise. The high energy deposition within very short time frames results in enormous temperature spikes followed
by quenching leading to the freezing of non-equilibrium states. In addition, technical
applications take advantage of the nano-sized track dimensions as well as the large
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areas that can be irradiated in parallel. The material transformations provide a vast
field of fundamental research to study non-equilibrium physics. A prominent example
for technical use is the track formation in polymers. Here, the stopping of swift heavy
ions produces trails of damage changing the chemical reaction rate within the track
volume, allowing selective etching and pore formation in polymer materials [12]. The
resulting nanometer- to micrometer-sized pores with high aspect ratios are the basis
for different applications. A process, called track ion lithography, uses the pores as
a mask. Filled pores create high aspect metallic nanowires [13]. These wires can
be applied as field emission structure [14]. The pores may also be used as a mask
to modify materials underneath by etch processes. Bernhardt et al. developed field
emission structures implementing ion track lithography to create their devices [15].
Further applications of ion tracks in micro- and nano-electronics were proposed by
Fink et al. and Hoppe et al. [16, 17]. A field of fundamental research and technical
applications is the track formation in magnetic- and superconductive materials. In
case of superconductors, the formation of straight defect rich cylinders may be ideal
for pinning magnetic flux lines [18]. For example, the magnetic behavior of hexaferrites can be modified by swift heavy ion tracks [19]. Furthermore, ion irradiation may
plastically deform targets (ion hammering) providing information on the mechanical
behavior [20]. The modifications at impact points of ions are an interesting tool of
surface physics; a review of this field is provided, for example, by Aumayr et al. [21].
Among the multitude of different types of material modifications, induced by ion
track formation, a relatively unique kind is found in amorphous carbon (a-C). Here,
the energy deposition of swift heavy ions form highly conductive ion tracks by graphitizing the path of the projectile. This phenomena was first reported by Waiblinger
et al. over a decade ago. Since then, research has been done in order to understand
the formation and improve the conductivity of these embedded filaments [22–28]. In
addition, some applications for conductive ion tracks have already been suggested
and explored. Schwen et al. investigated the field emission capabilities of embedded
conductive ion tracks [29]. Gehrke et al. suggested a more elaborated device [30]
combining latent tracks in polymer producing lithographic electrode structures in
connection with conductive tracks in amorphous carbon. This technique exploits
another advantage of swift heavy ions. The same projectile produces the track in
the entire film sandwich aligning the structures to nanometer-precision without any
effort.
Without an understanding of the dominant conduction mechanisms and knowledge about factors affecting the transport, an application of conductive ion tracks in
devices is problematic. The characterization is achieved by one of two approaches for
electrical characterization, either large ensembles of tracks that are analyzed collectively using macroscopic contacts, or individual tracks are measured microscopically
using atomic force microscopy (AFM). The identification of conduction mechanisms
requires temperature dependent characterization. This method has been applied recently on individual tracks by AFM [24, 31]. Temperature dependent pad data has
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been available for some time, but a direct comparison of AFM- and pad-data has
been difficult [25,32,33]. A major problem is the reproducibility of amorphous carbon
films exhibiting the same electric behavior. Slight differences in the hybridization ratio cause significant differences in conductivities [26] . Finally, films irradiated by
typical fluences exhibit a low resistivity, requiring careful contacting to produce reliable data with little contact resistance. A correct description of the electric behavior
is only possible when these factors are controlled.
Another aspect of amorphous carbon has been the search for suitable doping to
create semiconductor devices. So far, neither p- nor n-type doping has been successfully achieved [34, 35]. According to theoretical descriptions, doping will not be
possible in an effective manner due to the structural and chemical properties of a-C
(chapter 2.5.4). Nonetheless, the incorporation of impurities in a-C affects the conduction behavior. Reducing and tuning the resistivity of tracks would be useful for
device applications. In addition to a high conductivity contrast of tracks and matrix,
reproducible and homogeneous tracks are important for applications. Microscopic
analysis by AFM has revealed a large distribution of track conductivities under typical irradiation conditions (e.g. ref. [24]). Typical ion irradiation conditions apply
stripper foils directly before the target causing an irradiation with differently charged
ions according to the equilibrium charge distribution. The direct effect of different
charge states is part of this work.
With regard to possible applications, a large conductivity contrast of matrix and
track is desired besides highly conductive tracks. This ratio can be manipulated by
the irradiation conditions and the properties of the pristine carbon films. Zollontz
et al. [26] investigated the effect of the hybridization ratio of the carbon. Nix [25]
and Krauser et al. [31, 36] measured the effect of various impurities on track conductivity. Copper has been the most promising additive in terms of improving track
conductivity while preserving the matrix resistivity.
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1.2 Objectives of this thesis
The main objective of this thesis is the comprehensive analysis of the electric behavior of tetrahedral amorphous carbon, particularly with regard to the effects of
swift heavy ion irradiation and copper impurities. Several carbon films with different
copper concentration were synthesized and underwent structural analysis by x-ray
photon spectroscopy (chapter 4). The import hybridization ratio of the carbon matrix is measured under the the effect of copper. In addition, all samples underwent
electrical characterization using macroscopic contact pads at temperatures ranging
from 20 K to 380 K (chapter 5). In this mode, millions of tracks are measured in
parallel by each pad contacted. The resulting currents are normalized to specific
conductivities of tracks and matrices in order to be able to make direct comparisons.
Furthermore, a model-description in terms of simple conduction mechanisms is presented and fitted to the data (chapter 5.6). The results allow an interpretation of
effects caused by copper impurities and tracks on the conductivity. The data is also
analyzed to find the best doping concentration to create the highest conductivity
enhancement in tracks (chapter 5.8). Microscopic analysis of conductive ion tracks
was conducted by AFM (chapter 6). The statistical distributions of tracks in carbon films with different copper content are compared in order to better understand
the track formation. The direct effect of the initial charge state on track formation
was observed by comparing different charge states of the impinging ions. The normalized average track conductivities obtained by AFM are compared to the results
of the macroscopic measurements. This comparison shows the degree of integrity
of both experimental approaches showing possible differences and sources of errors.
Finally, a device concept to create interrupted ion tracks is presented (chapter 7).
The electric transport is measured by AFM and contact pad characterizations. The
structure is also investigated using cross section transmission electron microscopy.
The comparison of all analytical techniques provides a good understanding of the
electric transport as well as ideas for improving the device.
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In this section the fundamentals and the theoretical background of the physical phenomena studied in this work are presented. In the last decades, a multitude of research has been performed with regard to amorphous carbon providing a vast amount
of publications. A collection of knowledge of amorphous carbon was published by
Robertson [37] and Silva [38].

2.1 Tetrahedral amorphous carbon
Carbon, the sixth element of the period table, has many unique properties. Most
famous are the superlatives of diamond, which is the hardest crystalline structure
(largest bulk modulus), has the highest thermal conductivity, a high optical refraction index, and is a wide band gap semiconductor with gap of 5.5 eV [39, 40]. Simultaneously, carbon forms graphite, an anisotropic metal [41]. Furthermore, modern
research has shown interesting nano-configurations of carbon such as carbon nanotubes [42], fullerenes [41, 43] and graphene [44]. The key to the very different physical properties of carbon is its electron bond structure.
Carbon forms different bond structures, graphite and diamond are the bulk crystalline allotropes, where graphite is the thermodynamically stable configuration at
normal conditions. The hexagonal layered structure results from sp2 hybridized carbon atoms forming strongly-bonded layers. The layers, on the other hand, are only
bonded weekly by Van der Waals forces. This results in high anisotropies of physical
properties such as electric and thermal conductivity or the speed of sound [45, 46].
Graphite has no band gap and exhibits a metallic conductivity. Electronically, the
reason for this behavior is again the sp2 hybridization. Two of the three p orbital
electrons form a strong σ bond in the hexagonal planes, while the last p electron
forms a week π bond normal to the plane. The diamond structure, on the other
hand, is the thermodynamically stable form of carbon at high pressures and temperatures, which is metastable at normal conditions. The lattice structure is an
isometric-hexoctahedral cubic structure formed by sp3 -hybridized carbon. Here, all
electrons of the outer s and p orbitals form strong σ bonds to the neighboring atoms,
leading to the very stable nature of diamond, its high electrical resistivity and its
optical transparency. The nanostructures of carbon are formed of two-dimensional
sheets of the sp2 bond structure of carbon exhibiting properties of two-dimensional
crystals leading to extraordinary properties such as extreme hardness, high current
densities and electron mobility [41–43].
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Finally, amorphous structures containing mixtures of sp2 and sp3 hybridization are
possible. The ratio of the two hybridization types of carbon influence the properties of
the amorphous carbon (a-C). The electrical conductivity, band gap, density, hardness,
and transparency are dependent on this ratio. It is possible to tailor materials with
properties to desired specification. As the sp2 bond ratio is reduced the behavior
tends towards diamond properties. The conductivity decreases dramatically, density
and hardness increase and the band gap widens [37].
Another factor, besides the hybridization ratio is the hydrogen content of the a-C
structures. Hydrogen is easily integrated by saturating sp2 bonds forming sp3 bonds.
It can be added on purpose, but often, it is unavoidably incorporated because of
the gases used for the synthesis process. For many mechanical properties, such as
hardness and roughness of films, the H-content is not too important. However, the
electrical behavior is significantly influenced by hydrogen even at low concentrations.

Figure 2.1: Ternary phase diagram illustrating the different types of amorphous carbon in a
triangular diagram taken from ref. [37]. The interesting ta-C phases of the work are found on the
left side towards high sp3 hybridization.

In general, the possible configurations can be shown in a triangular plot, a ternary
phase diagram (figure 2.1), where one corner represents pure graphite, the next pure
diamond and the last pure hydrogen. Regions in the center of this triangle are called
amorphous carbon (a-C) or a-C:H if a significant amount of hydrogen is incorporated. Amorphous carbons with high sp3 hybridization ratios are called tetrahedral
amorphous carbon (ta-C). In case of a significant hydrogen content the material is
called ta-C:H. In this work ta-C films with low hydrogen and high sp3 content are
of interest situated along the left side of the triangle in figure 2.1. A synonym to
amorphous carbon in general is diamond-like carbon (DLC). Technical details on
obtaining hydrogen-free samples in the scope of this work are discussed in chapter
3.1. Furthermore, the electron transport phenomena in ta-C are discussed in chapter
2.4. An elaborated and extensive overview on many aspects of DLC is provided by
Robertson [37] and Silva [38].
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2.2 Growth model and amorphous carbon deposition
The formation of DLC in general and ta-C in particular can only be achieved by
depositing the carbon with sufficient energy and allow for quick relaxation (nonequilibrium deposition). A prominent method, also used in this work, is ion deposition, where ions are accelerated onto the target with the desired energy. Other
deposition methods include sputtering, pulsed laser deposition (PLD), (magnetron)
sputtering, and cathode vacuum arc deposition. An overview and a collection of references discussing advantages of each method is given by Robertson [37]. For ta-C,
all methods rely on depositing the carbon atoms or ions with energies in the range of
20 eV to 1000 eV. In case of ion beam synthesis, the energy can easily be controlled to
high precision independently of other parameters, such as flux and hydrogen content.
Other methods as sputtering or PLD lead to larger deposition rates, which are more
economical in a manufacturing environment. The technical details of the ion beam
deposition used in this work are found in chapter 3.1.
The sp3 -sp2 ratio of ta-C depends on the deposition energy. While the complete
growth mechanism is not entirely understood, it is commonly accepted that the
formation of the sp3 -rich matrix is formed underneath the surface. This process
is called subplantation [47]. The carbon ions with 20 eV to 200 eV have a range of
0.5 nm to 1.5 nm according to SRIM [48]. An in-depth study of ion range during
a-C deposition has been performed by Neumaier et al. [49]. The energy is mainly
lost by nuclear stopping (chapter 2.3.2). The energy is transferred to other atoms
(displacements and sputtering) and couples via phonons to the lattice. The pressure
exerted by this subplantation prefers the denser sp3 configuration of the carbon.
Hofsäss describes this idea in the cylindrical-spike model [50]. Here, the dependence
of the amorphous carbon hybridization is expressed as function of the displacements
per atom within the spike volume. While Robertson criticizes the lack of a physical
relaxation force preferring sp3 configuration [37], the model allows the prediction of
the experimental results shown, for example, by Ronning [51]. Robertson, Hofsäss
and Ronning agree that the highest sp3 ratio is achieved at an ion energy of 100 eV.
Towards lower energy, the sp3 content drops quickly and towards higher energies
it decreases slowly. As noted by Robertson [37], the whole process is temperature
dependent, elevated temperatures will also yield lower sp3 content which should be
kept in mind for the track formation process. A more in-depth collection of concepts
and references on the growth model is presented by Robertson.

2.3 Stopping of ions and track formation
2.3.1 Stopping of ions
Interactions of ions and solids are a facet rich phenomena. Processes are confined to
small volumes in the order of cubic nanometers, energy transfers take place in short
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time spans (femtoseconds) and in case of swift heavy ions, the specific energy density
is high, reaching some electronvolt per atom. The transformations of the target,
induced by the ion bombardment, are often not in thermodynamically equilibrium
and allow the studies of non-equilibrium physics.
In general, any particle impinging an object will lose kinetic energy due to interactions with the target. This specific energy loss, also called stopping power S (E)
is defined as the negative derivative of the energy over path length:
S (Ep ) = −

dE
dx

.

(2.1)

Ep

S depends upon the projectile energy Ep . In case of ions the units eV nm−1 or
eVcm2 / atom are commonly used. If the stopping power is given per unit length, the
density of the target must be known, while atoms /cm2 is density independent unit
of the stopping power.
One obvious interaction of moving ions is the collision with atoms of the target,
governed by the repulsive coulomb potential of the penetrating electron clouds (see
nuclear stopping power chapter 2.3.2). At sufficient speeds of the ion, the projectile is capable of ionizing the matrix along its track (see electronic stopping power
chapter 2.3.3). Furthermore, at higher energies, nuclear reactions, Bremsstrahlung
and Cherenkov radiation slow the projectile [10, 52]. Nuclear reaction takes place,
if the energy of the projectile is sufficiently high to provide the required activation
energy to overcome the repulsive coulomb potential of the positive nuclei. A prominent example is the reaction of 15 N and H. The N projectile and a H atom in the
target can fuse to form 16 O. The fusion energy required is approximately 6.385 MeV.
This reaction is used to profile Hydrogen at low concentration and depth in thin
films [53]. However, the usage of swift heavy ions in the energy regime of 4 MeV u−1
to 6 MeV u−1 used in combination with carbon and silicon (substrates) targets leads
to very little nuclear reactions, since the coulomb barrier is not overcome1 .
In the scope of this work electronic stopping and to some part nuclear energy loss
are relevant and will be examined in more detail.
2.3.2 Nuclear stopping power
Nuclear stopping power Sn (E) refers to the elastic collisions of the projectile with
atoms of the target. Although the effect is called nuclear, the scatting potentials
are not defined by nuclear forces but by the Coulomb repulsion of the ions. This
interaction is dominant at the low energy regime (< 5 keV/u). The cross section first
increases to reach a maximum and decreases towards higher energies [10,52,54] as it is
shown for some examples in figure 2.2 (dashed lines). Each nuclear collision transfers
1

A low rate of sample activation is still observed as expected due to tunneling processes (Gamow
factor)
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a relatively large amount of energy (percent regime of the projectile energy) to the
target atom, removing it from its lattice position and causing a collision cascade until
the energy of all involved atoms drop underneath the threshold of the displacement
energy. The series of collisions may alter the direction of the ion significantly and
create a large straggling of the ions. The nuclear stopping generates the most damage
to the lattice, as many atoms are displaced and statistic disorder is the result. In
case of ion beam doping this effect is responsible for lattice defects which have to be
healed, for example, by annealing [54].
A relatively precise method to calculate the nuclear stopping power was designed
by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark [54] using their universal screening function. This
method is evaluated numerically and is implemented in SRIM described in chapter
2.3.5. Nastasi [52] and Ziegler et al. offer also theoretical descriptions of the nuclear
stopping in their text books.
2.3.3 Electronic stopping power
The electronic stopping power Se (E) is the result of inelastic collisions of the charged
impinging ion and the electrons of the target, exciting both the target and ion electron
structure. Each collision transfers a small amount of energy (10 eV to 20 eV), while
the rate of interactions is relatively large. The high number of events reduces the
statistical fluctuation leading to smooth and almost continuous energy loss compared
to nuclear stopping. In turn, the path of the projectile has little straggling and forms
straight tracks in the target [52]. The excited electrons relax in different ways, for
example, by phonon interaction, emitting a photon (typical x-ray or gamma radiation
detected during ion irradiation) or leaving the atom (ionization). In addition, the
number of electrons of the projectile may change as discussed in detail in chapter
2.3.4. An approach to describe the stopping power in the regime of the electronic
energy loss is accomplished by the Bethe formula [52]
4πnz 2
e2
dE
=−
·
dx
m e c2 β 2
4π0

!2 "

2me c2 β 2
· ln
− β2 ,
2
I · (1 − β )
!

#

(2.2)

where β = v/c is the particle velocity, c the speed of light, E the energy of the
particle, z the charge state, e the elementary charge, n the electron density, me the
electron rest mass and I the average excitation potential. The excitation potential I
was estimated by Felix Bloch to be I = Z · 10 eV, Z being the atomic number of the
target material. More realistic results can be obtained by experimentally acquired
values for I(Z) as found for example by the International Commission on Radiation
Units and Measurements [55].
The electronic stopping power has a maximum value, where the cross section is
largest, called the Bragg peak. For carbon targets and heavy ions as Au, Pb or
U, this energy is in the range of 4 MeV u−1 to 5 MeV u−1 as seen in figure 2.2. This
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maximum, is the highest stopping power available for ion track formation using these
ion specimens.
2.3.4 Charge state
The charge of the impinging ion is called charge state and is measured in elementary
charge e, for example, an α particle has a charge state of 2+. As soon as the ion
interacts with the target, the initial ionization may change. On one hand, each ion
attracts electrons by the ionization potential trying to neutralize itself, on the other
hand, fast ions may also be stripped of electrons, if the ion speed is in the range of the
Bohr electron velocity. Both processes define an equilibrium charge state depending
mainly on ion velocity. If an ion enters the target with more electrons than the
equilibrium charge, it is stripped of electrons, otherwise it will gain electrons along
its path. The distance until equilibrium charge is reached depends on many factors,
such as target density and ion velocity.
The first theoretical descriptions of the charge state of swift ions in solids was
formulated by Niels Bohr [56]. He proposed this expression for the ionization of an
ion [52]:
vion
Z∗
=
,
(2.3)
2/3
Z
v0 Z1
where Z ∗ is the ion equilibrium charge, Z the atomic number, vion the ion velocity,
c
). This expression can be improved to an
and v0 the Bohr electron velocity ( 137
empirical formula fitted to experimental results:
Z∗
vion
.
= 1 − exp −0.92 ·
2/3
Z
v0 Z1
"

#

(2.4)

In a typical setup, an ion with known energy and charge state passes through thin
foils called a stripper. Subsequently, the change in charge is measured ( me ratio). It is
important to keep in mind that the charge state is governed by statistical processes
(random collisions) and is distributed with a certain width around the equilibrium.
For this reason, the stopping power of otherwise two identical ions may be different.
An example of the charge state distribution is shown in figure 2.3(a) in the following
discussion about simulations of the stopping power.
An ion will reach its equilibrium charge after passing a certain distance in the solid.
In case of sufficiently path length, the equilibrium charge state distribution can be
used to estimate the stopping power. However, if effects close to the surface are
analyzed, the initial charge and the change of the ionization along the path have to
be taken into account. In this work, films of less than 100 nm thickness are irradiated
and the initial charge state is of importance because the order of the ion range before
reaching equilibrium is in the order of 10 nm to 100 nm [57, 58]. Therefore, an ion
has to possess the desired charge before hitting the samples.
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In experiments, the ions are provided with a single charge state by the ion accelerator. To change the ionization state of the beam, a stripper is implemented typically
realized by diluted gases or solid foils (carbon or aluminum). The stripping is essentially limited to the equilibrium charge state. If extremely high levels of ionizations
are desired, very high acceleration energies are required as figure 2.3(b) illustrates.
2.3.5 Simulation of stopping power and charge states
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Figure 2.2: Stopping power of different simulations (SRIM and CasP). Showing the nuclear stopping at low energy regime (SRIM) and the electronic energy loss at higher energies. SRIM simulation
assume equilibrium charge, whereas different charge states were simulated using CasP. At high energies, both simulations are in agreement, towards lower energies a deviation is observed. However, at
the marked energy regime, where experiments were performed, both simulations are in agreement.

To design experiments and analyze results, the ion-solid-interactions can be simulated with computer algorithms. Two programs are demonstrated and used in this
work. The first is SRIM [48, 54]. It is a versatile Monte Carlo simulation, capable
of simulating the energy loss at low (nuclear stopping) and high energies (electronic
stopping). Besides stopping powers, it simulates the damage cascades, sputtering
etc. of the target. This software is a standard tool for predicting implantation profiles, structural damage, ion beam depositions, and straggle of ion beams within the
target (proton beam writing). The second program CasP [59,60] is a specialized tool
for analyzing the electronic stopping power. It allows the application of different ap-
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proximations granting the freedom of more user controlled parameters compared to
SRIM, such as the charge state. On the other hand, no output for the target modifications (sputtering, displacements) and ion path (straggling) is given. Furthermore,
only the electronic energy loss is modeled. Unlike SRIM, it is not a Monte Carlo
simulation but an analytic calculation. Obviously, both programs have a different focus. SRIM provides essential information for sputter and implantation experiments.
Its results are calibrated to experimental results leading to a high overall reliability
of the predictions. CasP, on the other hand, is a theoretical approach specialized
for the prediction of electronic stopping, which is dominant at higher ion energies
around the Bragg peak. Further details are available online, where both programs
are available free of charge 2 3 . Unfortunately, the authors do not publish the source
code.
Regarding the results of the simulations, first in figure 2.2 the stopping powers of
the ions species used in this work are shown. The target material is carbon with a
density of 3 g cm−3 . SRIM offers an output for both Se and Sn . The nuclear stopping
power (dashed lines), as expected, is dominant at low energies reaching its maximum
at about 400 keV or 2 keV u−1 and decreasing exponentially towards higher energies.
The electronic stopping power increases with projectile energy reaching the Bragg
peak at about 1 GeV(4.2 MeV u−1 ). The small orange box marks the energy regime
used for the irradiations in this work. The simulation results of CasP are shown for
238
U and three different charge states. The triangle symbols calculated for equilibrium charge state4 should be in accordance with SRIM results for Se . This is the
case for high energies beyond the Bragg peak. The maximum itself is shifted towards
lower energies and is a little higher than the prediction of SRIM. One calibration
problem is posed by the density of the material. CasP does not consider an explicit
density. The results in units of eVcm2 /atom were transformed to kV nm−1 by assuming a density of 3 g cm−3 . SRIM takes the density as an input parameter and
returns its results in keV nm−1 . Furthermore, SRIM is calibrated to return overall
stopping powers in agreement to experimental data. To low energies, the CasP simulation returns significantly smaller values compared to SRIM. While SRIM returns
a plausible overall stopping power, it is assumed, that it overestimates the electronic
energy loss in the region between nuclear and electronic stopping dominance, while
CasP tends to underestimate the energy loss in this regime. A comparison of both
algorithms to experimental results by Singh et al. [61] shows this behavior in first
order approximation. Nonetheless, at the energy regime of the experiment, both
simulations yield similar results.
All irradiations in this work are done in the MeV u−1 range, where both simulations
agree and predict a stopping power of 30 keV nm−1 to 45 keV nm−1 . In addition to
2

http://www.helmholtz-berlin.de/people/gregor-schiwietz/casp_en.html
http://www.srim.org/
4
a weighted average of the charge state distribution was used ”charge state scan”.
3
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the equilibrium charge state, completely stripped U92+ ions and U28+ (as provided
by accelerator) were simulated. The highly charged ion has a much higher stopping
power especially in the region around the Bragg peak. In addition, the maximum
is shifted towards lower energy. At higher energy the difference to the equilibrium
simulation vanishes, as the equilibrium charge state approaches full ionization. The
28+ simulation results in much lower stopping powers around the Bragg peak. The
equilibrium charge state is about 60+ at the Bragg peak. According to the Bethe
formula, stopping increases quadratically with charge state as confirmed in first order
approximation by the simulation.
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Figure 2.3: (a) shows the charge distribution for Pb in C simulated with CasP (fixed charge
state) and the experimental data of charge state measured after beam ionization of thin carbon foils
(private communication with Omar Kamalou). The data is in good agreement with the simulation.
Furthermore, the increase of higher charge state after thicker degraders suggests that equilibrium
is not quite reached with the applied foil thickness. (b) shows the equilibrium charge state of Pb
depending on its impinging energy as simulated by CasP.

Figure 2.3(a) compares the equilibrium charge state calculated by CasP to experiment. A Pb23+ beam with an energy of 4.57 MeV/u is passing through thin carbon
foils. After the stripping foils, the charge distribution is measured and compared to
the simulation with CasP. The data5 shown in figure 2.3(a) reveals that both simulation and experiment yield 54+ 55+ as the most likely charge states. Moreover, the
width of the distributions is comparable, although the thin stripper foils are not thick
enough to ionize to full equilibrium distribution. The deviation from equilibrium is
visible in the increasing likelihood of higher charge states with increasing stripper
thickness. The thinner foils would produce more less-charged ions, which were not
recorded in this experiment. In figure 2.3(b) the weighted average of the simulated
5

Private communication with Omar Kamalou. Experimental details are published by Baron and
Ricaud using different ion specimens [62]
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equilibrium charge is plotted against projectile energy. Again, the target is composed
of carbon.
Uran 4.20 MeV u−1 :
Charge [e]
55+
Weight [%]
15.5
Se (E) [keV nm−1 ] 46.8

56+
11.5
48.0

57+
14.7
49.2

58+
16.0
50.4

59+
14.8
51.6

60+
11.7
52.9

61+
15.9
54.1

Lead 4.57 MeV u−1 :
Charge [e]
51+
Weight [%]
9.8
−1
Se (E) [keV nm ] 39.2

52+
9.9
40.3

53+
14.4
41.3

54+
17.2
42.5

55+
17.0
43.6

56+
13.8
44.8

57+
9.2
46.0

58+
8.7
47.2

Gold 5.20 MeV u−1 :
50+
Charge [e]
Weight [%]
6.7
−1
Se (E) [keV nm ] 35.4

51+
8.0
36.4

52+
12.8
37.4

53+
16.6
38.4

54+
17.7
39.5

55+
15.5
40.5

56+
11.1
41.6

57+
11.5
42.7

60+
—
49.6

Table 2.1: Lists of electronic stopping powers for three different ions in carbon. All values were
simulated with CasP, the charge states were chosen from the equilibrium distribution simulated by
CasP as well (except Pb60+ ). The energy deposition of the same ion-type varied by 15-20 % in
equilibrium.

Finally, table 2.1 shows the charge state distributions and the simulated stopping power in carbon of three ion types. The relatively wide distribution of charge
states and the resulting fluctuation of stopping powers become obvious. The simulated charge states are part of the predicted equilibrium distribution. The chosen
ion species and energies resemble the beam properties available for this work. The
variation in stopping power will be significant for the track formation.
2.3.6 Track formation
The energy lost by the projectiles is deposited along the path of the ion. The energy is
capable, depending on target material, to trigger transformations, which in turn form
tracks. A typical effect can be the amorphization of a crystalline target (amorphous
ion track) or the change of chemical bonds in polymers (latent track6 ).
The first ion tracks noticed were fission tracks in LiF observed by Young [4] and
in Mica analyzed by Silk and Barnes [5]. The tracks in LiF become only visible after
chemical etching. The disordered structure along the track trajectory has a higher
etching rate and a microscopic crater appears for each track as seen in figure 2.4(a).
Using a modern swift heavy ion accelerator at the GSI, Trautmann et al. analyzed
6

The tracks are ’invisible’, but can be etched selectively.
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the damage caused in LiF to more detail [9]. Using multiple ion specimens, resulting
in different energy loss and material damage, they could show a threshold S(E).
Lower energy loss will not produce etchable tracks. The cross section of the sample
shows the length of the ion tracks, which is in the order of 50 µm for swift heavy ions
in the GeV range. Finally, the confirmation of nuclear energy loss causing substantial
structural damage in LiF, Trautmann et al. examined a cross section of an irradiated
crystal. Here, etching damage was only observable at the end of the ion range, where
the slowed ions exhibit mainly nuclear energy loss. The influence of the changing
stopping power and the different form of resulting ion track is shown by Herre et al.
in InP by Xe irradiation [63]. As the ion slows down, S(E) can be transformed
to S(r), where r is the ion range. This quantity was simulated by Herre et al. for
electronic energy loss (ionization) and nuclear stopping power (displacements). In
figure 2.4(b) the results are shown for 250 MeV Xe in InP. The electronic stopping
monotonously decreases along the ion path, while the nuclear stopping increases at
greater depth reaching its maximum directly before finally stopping.

(a) Tracks in LiF (taken from Trautmann et al. (b) Displacement and Energy loss along ion
[9])
track (taken from Herre et al. [63])

Figure 2.4: (a) shows the etched latent tracks in LiF. Each crater indicates an individual ion track.
The change of electronic and nuclear stopping along the path as simulated in InP for Xe ions is
shown in (b). The electronic energy loss decreases monotonously while the nuclear stopping reaches
a maximum just before completely stopping.

These exemplary ion track experiments demonstrate the most important factors for
ion track creation. The type of track depends on target type (material) and energy
loss of the ion. As shown in figure 2.2, the ion energy influences significantly the
stopping power. Commonly, a threshold energy density must be deposited to form
tracks, the ion specimen itself is usually of less importance mostly S(E) is relevant.
The tracks formed by nuclear and electronic stopping can be different as seen in the
example of InP [63].
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Theoretically, the diameter of the initial energy deposition, equivalent to the volume of the directly exited electron system, can be estimated by the Bohr adiabatic
radius:
v
(2.5)
rad = ,
ω0
where v is the ion velocity and ω0 the plasmon frequency of the target material. For
swift heavy ions this radius is in the order of 1 nm. Therefore, the energy density
in this initially exited volume reaches very high values of 200 eV to 300 eV per atom.
Furthermore, the energy transfer from the projectile to the target takes place in very
short time frames in the order of 1 × 10−17 s as the particles travel with about 10% c.
Within the first 1 × 10−14 s, an electron cascade transports the energy outward. The
initial track becomes wider and the energy density decreases. By electron-phononinteraction, the energy is passed to the matrix. The time frame for this process is
still short taking place in the order of 1 × 10−12 s. Finally, the system cools rapidly
(quenching), freezing the ion track. Depending on heat transfer, this process is in
the order of 1 × 10−12 s to 1 × 10−10 s. Typical tracks are in the order of 5 nm to
10 nm wide as shown for ta-C by Schwen [22] or for SiO2 by using SAXS by Kluth
et al. [64].
The final track diameter and the track formation process as a whole can be estimated by modeling and simulation. For macroscopic calculations the concepts of
Coulomb explosion [65–67] and thermal spike [68–70] are used. While microscopic
approaches are based on molecular dynamic simulations [71, 72], and for ta-C by
Schwen [22, 23], the thermal spike is described by two coupled equations [73]:
∂Te
= ∇(Ke ∇Te ) − g(Te − T ) + B(r, t)
∂t
∂T
ρC(T )
= ∇(K∇T ) + g(Te − T ),
∂t
Ce

(2.6)
(2.7)

where C is the specific heat, K the thermal conductance, ρ is the specific mass of the
lattice, g is the electron phonon coupling constant, and B(r, t) is the energy density
supplied by the incident ion to the electronic system by ballistic collisions. The
subscript ’e’ indicates values of the electrons, the non-subscript variables describe
the atomic system. Toulemonde et al. applied the thermal-spike model to α-SiO2
and calculated the temperature in dependence of the time. Furthermore, the track
diameter is estimated by assuming track formation within the volume heated above
the melting temperature compared to experimental results. The model yields good
correlation to experimental results; the diameters are again in the order of 5 nm to
10 nm, depending on energy loss of the impinging ion [73]. Furthermore, the time
scales are in agreement with the theoretical expectations.
Another aspect has to be considered for track formation at lower stopping powers
close to the threshold of formation. The ionization processes within the very small
volumes and short time spans responsible for the energy loss are finite in number.
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Since each collision is a random process a fluctuation of the material transformation
along the ion path is plausible. This concept was applied to Muscovite Mica by
Dartyge and Sigmund [74] and to Yttrium iron garnet by Meftah et al. [75]. Both
publications describe a transition from discontinuous track fragments to fully developed tracks with increasing energy loss of the irradiation ion. In other words, at
the threshold for track formation, the material transition is not complete and more
developed tracks will form at higher stopping powers until a complete transformation is achieved and the track properties are almost independent of energy loss7 .
Inhomogeneous tracks can be seen in LiF (figure 2.4(a)), where the etched craters
are different in size. Therefore, it is often desired to maximize the energy density
to produce uniform pronounced tracks. In addition to the stopping power, which is
maximized at the Bragg peak, the ion velocity has an effect. According to equation
2.5 the excitation radius is proportional to the velocity which should be kept as low
as possible. Because of this velocity effect, it is often efficient to choose the left side
of the Bragg peak for ion track formation [76, 77].
The field of application of ion tracks is large. Besides fundamental investigations
of non-equilibrium physics, the tracks can be used to engineer nanodevices. Some
examples are the creation of porous polymers which in-turn can be used as masks
to produce nanowires [78], field emission structures [14, 15]. More applications and
effects are discussed by Spohr [10]. An overview of current research taking place at
the GSI is summarized in its annual report of 2011 [79].
2.3.7 Track formation in ta-C
Swift heavy ion irradiation of ta-C leads to a unique increase in conductivity of the
material. Many amorphous insulators increase their conductivity after swift heavy
ion irradiation because of a generally increasing defect density [11]. However, in case
of ta-C , the current increases by many orders of magnitude. The change of electric
properties is confined to the track volume and the high contrast in conductivity leads
to embedded nanometer-sized filaments called conductive ion tracks [26, 28, 80]. By
atomic force microscopy, it is possible to visualize these tracks directly as shown
in figure 2.5. Each ion leaves two signs visible by atomic force microscopy (AFM).
The ion track is marked by a hillock (few nanometer hill) and a locally increased
conductivity. The hillocks are found by traditional AFM analysis of the surface
topography (figure 2.5(a)). The current measurement requires a conductive tip and
a special AFM capable of measuring the tip current as a bias voltage is applied to
the sample (see chapter 3.6). The result is a current-map of the area scanned. The
data shown in figure 2.5 is taken from the same area and each hillock corresponds to
a spot of high conductivity marking an individual track.
The formation of ta-C films is achieved by ion beam deposition, where the energy
7

The radius will still increase.
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(a) Topography of ion tracks in ta-C

(b) Current map of ion tracks in ta-C

Figure 2.5: AFM scans of ion tracks in ta-C. (a) shows the topography of the flat film with hillocks
for every track while (b) displays the current measured of the same location. Each track exhibits
an elevated current. (taken from Krauser et al. [28])

has to be within a small margin to yield high sp3 bond ratio. This requirement,
already suggests a metastability of the sp3 bond in a-C. In fact, the high sp3 bond
ratio will decrease at high temperatures. More precisely, the activation for the sp3 →
sp2 reaction is about 3.3 eV to 3.5 eV as measured by Raman Spectroscopy (Ferrari
et al. [81]) and X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (by Grieson et al. [82]). A
sp2 -rich DLC film has a higher conductivity, as well as a smaller optical gap [37, 83].
The energy loss of swift heavy ions is sufficient to activate the transformation towards
sp2 bonds within the confined track volume leaving conducting ion tracks in sp3 -rich
amorphous carbon matrix upon irradiation.
The track formation is illustrated in figure 2.6. The impinging ion hits the sp3 -rich
ta-C with about 5 % to 10 % of the speed of light. It deposits the energy within
3 × 10−15 s along a typical length of 100 nm mainly as electronic stopping power. The
energy spreads within the the next 1 × 10−14 s activating the bond transformation
creating a more sp2 -rich track. The lesser density of the sp2 bond carbon increases
the pressure inside the track. During the relaxation the typical hillock is formed
as seen by AFM measurements. The complete track formation is finished within
1 × 10−12 s to 1 × 10−10 s [22, 23].
The final track diameter is about 8 nm as measured by TEM [22,28]. Assuming an
energy loss of 40 keV nm−1 results in an average energy deposition of about 5 eV per
atom. Simulations by Schwen et al. [23] suggest temperatures in the order of 2 eV to
2.5 eV, corresponding to measurements of Auger-electrons [84]. The time scale for the
hillock formation is estimated by these simulations to be in the order of 1 × 10−11 s,
being in time frames generally assumed for track formation in amorphous materials.
Furthermore, Schwen et al. showed an increase of hillock height with growing energy
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loss in the regime of 20 keV nm−1 to 80 keV nm−1 [22, 23]. This correlation has been
observed by Waiblinger et al. [80] and Krauser et al. [24]. Furthermore, a threshold
stopping power of 10 keV nm−1 to 20 keV nm−1 is required for track formation [23,26,
80].
The material in the track volumes, created with stopping powers close to the
threshold, is not completely transformed. Schwen et al. suggest a linear relationship
between energy loss and hillock height at least up to 80 keV nm−1 [23]. In this case,
the saturation described by Herre et al. for complete track formation lies beyond
80 keV nm−1 and beyond the stopping powers available through swift heavy ions.
Therefore, the track formation in ta-C is sensible to small fluctuations in energy loss
under typical irradiation conditions. The charge state distribution received by stripping the beam by aluminum foils produces a fluctuation of stopping power of about
20 % (table 2.1). In addition, the statistical nature of the track formation process
will cause a distribution of track properties even in the event of perfectly constant
stopping powers. The electronic properties depend stronger than the hillock height
on the degree of transformation within the track volume. A significant fluctuation
of the conductivity of even neighboring ion tracks is always observed in irradiated
ta-C [22, 24, 25, 33, 36].
This fluctuation of track, conductivity eventually caused by random processes, is
a draw back of conductive ion track usage in devices. The only method to remove
this fluctuation is the usage of very high stopping powers surpassing the maximum
possible with heavy ions. A possibility is the usage of molecule irradiation, such as
C-60 yielding uniform tracks [24, 25]. However, the path-length until these fullerens
break up and spread are in the order of 100 nm [85]. Furthermore, these C-60 beams
are even rarer than swift heavy ion beams.
A different approach is the increase of the initial sp2 content as done by Zollonz
et al. [26] and adding impurities to the ta-C . Both approaches increase the track
conductivity and the unirradiated matrix. In most cases the matrix conductivity
increases more reducing the overall contrast. Nevertheless, higher conductive tracks
could be interesting for applications even if embedded in a less resistive matrix. One
goal of this thesis is the search for an optimal copper impurity concentration.
2.3.8 Conductive tracks in other materials
Many materials, especially amorphous materials, may show an increased conductivity
upon irradiation, because the defect density is raised. However, in most cases the
change in conductivity is small compared to the change observed in ta-C. Notable
are some experiments on polymers regarding carbonization and break-down voltages
[86, 87].
Other carbon based materials exhibiting conductive tracks are C-60-films [88].
The origin of the track conductivity is probably similar to DLC, where the deposited
energy causes defects changing the bond structure of the carbon. Although, theoret-
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(a) Ion hitting ta-C

(b) Energy deposition

(c) Track formation

(d) Track relaxation

Figure 2.6: The above figures (adopted from Schwen [22]) illustrate the track formation process.
After the ion passes the thin film in about 3 fs. The deposited energy first cascades through the
electron system of the target (1 - 10 fs), than couples to the lattice (0.1 - 200 ps). The energy per
atom can be estimated to be 5 eV within the track volume.

ically diamond would be a candidate for conductive ion tracks, the crystalline matrix
is too stable to be transformed by the energy density possible with swift heavy ions.
In fact, diamond anvil cells are very inert to radiation damage even at extreme pressures and after high fluences [89]. Although diamond can be damaged by irradiation,
no track formation by electronic energy loss is observed; the damage is the result
of nuclear stopping or cascades of the swift heavy ions and not the result of one
individual ion.
Another material, where a conductivity change induced by swift heavy ions is
observed, is VO2 analyzed by Ehrhardt [90] and Hofsäss et al. [91]. VO2 exhibits a
metal-semiconductor transition around 60 ◦C. The low temperature semiconductor
phase shows improved conductivity upon swift heavy ion irradiation. Above the
transition temperature, the irradiation effect on conductivity vanishes. So far, no
individual tracks with typical diameters of some nanometer could be observed. The
VO2 films observed were micro-crystalline. Hofsäss et al. and Ehrhardt suggest an
effect of a single ion to a whole grain.
A change in conductivity was also observed after the irradiation of CuIr2 S4 with
H and He ions at low temperatures [92]. These tracks are only stable at low temperatures well below room temperatures. The energy density required is much smaller,
the transition can be caused by x-ray photons as well.
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2.4 Electron transport mechanisms
2.4.1 Fundamental concepts
The two fundamental quantities in electrical transport are current I and the potential
V . The current, measured in A, is equivalent to the flux of charge per time (1 A =
1 C s−1 ). The potential describes the energy per charge (1 V = 1 J C−1 ). The product
of current and potential is equivalent to the energy transported by the current. A
third fundamental quantity is provided by the quotient of current and potential:
R=

I
V
and G = .
I
V

(2.8)

Here R is the resistance in Ω and G is the conductance in S (Siemens). R and
G are the reciprocal of each other and provide the same information. In general,
the resistance is a function of potential (or current). If, however, R(V ) = const.,
I is proportional to V , the behavior is called ohmic-behavior in reference to Ohm’s
law [93]:
U = RI.
(2.9)
The resistance does not only depend on material properties but also on sample and
contact geometry. To obtain quantities independent of geometry, specific resistivity
ρ and specific conductivity σ are defined:
ρ=

I d
V A
and σ =
,
I d
V A

(2.10)

where A is the cross section area of the conductor and d the length (or thickness).
Again, both quantities are reciprocal to each other. In case of an ohmic material, ρ
and σ are constant, generally they depend on V . In the same fashion, I and V are
normalized as well:
V
I
and F = ,
(2.11)
J=
A
d
where J is the current density and F is the electric field (V /d). Note, F is used for
the electric field instead of standard E to distinguish electric field and energy. Ohms
law can be written in terms of specific quantities:
1
J = σF = F .
ρ

(2.12)

2.4.2 Transport of electrons
The discovery of the electron by Thomson [94] in 1897 marked the beginning of the
modern understanding of charge transport. An early model describing the current
transport behavior in metals is the Drude model [95] from 1900. This model assumes
weakly bound valence electrons in metals, which form a ”sea” of electrons called a
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free electron gas. These electrons are accelerated by the external electric field F . The
resistivity is caused by collisions of the drifting electrons with phonons and lattice
defects. The material specific properties for this theory are the electron density n
and the mean time between collisions τ . The current density is equivalent to
q2τ n
F,
J = vD nq = µnF =
me

(2.13)

where me is the electron mass, q the electron charge (−1.602 × 10−19 C) and vD =
− τmqFe is the drift speed. The drift speed is the electron velocity caused by the electric
field excluding the thermal velocity. In an engineering context and semiconductor
physics µ = vFD , the electron mobility is used instead of drift speeds. Increasing its
value is often related to lowering defect densities and effective conduction in semiconductor devices. The Drude model obeys Ohm’s law as the current is proportional to
F . Further details and the historic impact of this model are described, for example,
by Kittel [96] and Ashcroft [97] in their solid state physics text books.
In the decades following the Drude model, the fundamentals of quantum mechanics
were discovered and formulated. The behavior of electrons in solids is majorly affected
by quantum mechanical principals. While the Drude model is sufficient to describe
the electron transport in metals, it is inadequate to understand the transport in
semiconductors and amorphous insulators. Here, the concept of electrons drifting in
quasi free electron gases is not applicable.
In order to understand the transport mechanism in non-metalic materials, the
concept of band structure is essential. The band structure can be seen as a result of
the Pauli-Exclusion Principal stating that no two fermions (e.g. electrons) can have
the same wave-function (state) [96, 97]. Each state is characterized by an energy.
The electrons prefer states with lower energies filling up all states up to a specific
energy called Fermi energy (EF ). In bulk solids the large number of states form
quasi continuous bands with respect to energy. The amount of states in a small
energy range dE is called density of states (DOS) D(E). At certain energy ranges,
D(E) is zero (forbidden zones) which are called band gaps. The electric properties of
a solid are substantially governed by the band structure close to EF and the band gap.
When the Fermi energy lies within a band it is called a conduction band exhibiting
metallic conduction (covered by the Drude model). If, however, the Fermi energy
is between two bands in a band gap, the material is classified as a semiconductor
or insulator. At 0 K, no electron migration is possible because an electron trying to
change its position cannot find a free state at the same energy level, since all states
are occupied. The resistivity is infinite.
At finite temperatures, the thermal activation energy kB T excites some electrons
into more energetic states. In classical physics, thermal distributions are described
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. In case of fermions (electrons), this approach
leads to incorrect results. Instead, the Fermi-Dirac statistics must be applied to
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Figure 2.7: Simplified schematics of band structures for different classes of conductors. For each
system the valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB) are shown as well as an exemplary plot
of the density of states (DOS). As dotted line, the Fermi energy EF is plotted. In metals (a) the
Fermi energy is within the conduction band and free electrons for current transport are available
at any temperature. In case of an intrinsic (b) semiconductor, EF is in the middle of the band
gap. Electrons must be exited over the whole band gap to reach the conduction band. Next an
n-doped (c) semiconductor is shown. Additional donor states are created within the band gap
below the Fermi energy. The excitation required is much reduced in comparison to the intrinsic
case. Analogously, the p-doped (d) semiconductor has acceptor states close to the valence band.
The excitation energy required to lift electrons into these acceptor states is again much reduced
compared to band gap excitations. In case of an amorphous semiconductor (e), new states are
created within the band gap which are strongly localized. Instead of drifting, electrons migrate by
hopping.

calculate the occupation probability at energy Ẽ:
f (Ẽ) =

1
exp



Ẽ−EF
kB T



+1

.

(2.14)

At T = 0, this distribution has a sharp step at EF , states below this energy are
occupied, all others are empty. As the temperature raises, the transition becomes
smoother, where f (EF ) = 0.5 and states below and above the Fermi energy are
occupied with a finite probability. The transition width grows with kB T .
The number of occupied states at a given temperature and energy is the product
of the Fermi-Dirac statistic and the density of states:
N (Ẽ, T ) = f (Ẽ, T ) · D(Ẽ).

(2.15)

The total number of occupied states N is equivalent to the integral over all energies:
N=

Z ∞
0

N (Ẽ, T ) dẼ =

Z ∞
0

f (Ẽ, T ) · D(Ẽ) dẼ.

(2.16)

In case of amorphous semiconductors, the density of states close to the Fermi energy
is an important quantity it is called N (EF ) (see chapter 2.5.2).
In semiconductor, where EF is within the band gap, the smearing of the FermiDirac distribution predicts a finite probability of occupied states within the conduction band. Similarly to Drudes concept, the thermally activated electrons can
move freely in this partially filled band transporting a current. In addition, each
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activated electron leaves a void in the valence band, which enables the electrons
here to migrate as well. In semiconductor physics, this process is referred to as hole
conduction. If the activation energy is large enough
 (EA = EC − EF  kB T ), the
C
. The exponential decay
Fermi-Dirac statistic is simplified to f (EC ) ≈ exp EFkB−E
T
of f (E) allows estimating the amount of electrons in the conduction band to be
proportional to f (EC ). In turn, the conductivity of the system is proportional to the
number of electrons in the conduction band:


σ ∝ exp −

EA
kB T



(2.17)

.

Combining equation 2.17 with the Drude model equation 2.13 leads to


J = µn0 exp −

EA
kB T



F,

(2.18)

where n0 is the DOS at the band edge. In case of an intrinsic semiconductor, where
the Fermi-energy is in the middle of the band gap, the activation energy can be
written as EA = 21 EC − EV independently of the Fermi energy. This intrinsic approximation is often valid for undoped semiconductor and insulator materials.
The theoretical concepts described in this section are covered by many text books
on solid state physics including Ashcroft [97], Ibach-Lüth [98] and Kittel [96]. In the
following sections the conduction mechanisms, which are relevant to the analysis of
this work are described, focusing on conduction in disordered solids as ta-C.
Metallic conductivity
As mentioned above, metallic conduction can be described by the Drude model.
Although Drude uses a solely classical approach, without regards to band structures
and quantum states, his model is surprisingly successful. The reason lies mainly in the
weakly bond valence electrons forming the conduction band as an almost free electron
gas. The dispersion of these electrons is well approximated by classical dispersion.
In semiconductors the dispersion has to be corrected by the concept of effective
mass [97, 98]. The collisions limiting the electron mobility are governed by phonon
and impurities (defects in the lattice). The latter is almost temperature independent,
whereas the phonon interaction vanishes at 0 K and increase exponentially to higher
temperatures as described by the Debye model [99] and Einstein model [100] of the
specific heat in solids. (These theories are covered by text books as well [96–98].)
The mobility of the electrons in metal can be described by the sum of both collision
cross sections:
1
1
1
=
+ ,
(2.19)
µ(T )
µp (T ) µd
where µp is the phonon- and µd the defect-contribution . At low temperatures, the
phonons vanishes and µp approaches infinity. The total mobility µ is at a maximum
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at low temperatures. Towards higher temperatures, the interaction with phonons
increases and the overall mobility decreases. Therefore, looking at equation 2.13,
the resistivity of a metal decreases towards low temperatures reaching a minimum
(residual resistivity), which depends on the quality of the crystal. An example of
this behavior is presented for Na by Ibach and Lüth [98] portraying the characteristic T 5 dependence at very low temperatures and the effect of defect density. At
higher temperatures the dependence on temperature is weaker and can be approximated by linear empirical formulas as often done in technical descriptions of metal
conductivities [98].
The temperature dependence of the conductivity of metals (metallic conduction)
can be expressed as a function of two contributions:
1
1
1
=
+
σ(T )
σp (T ) σd

(2.20)

The I-V -behavior of metals is ohmic because the number of charge carriers is mutually independent of the field. Experimentally, metallic conduction at moderate and
high temperatures can be identified by ohmic characteristics and a small negative
temperature dependence. In the scope of this work, metallic conduction is expected
in contact wires and evaporated contact pads.
2.4.3 Crystalline semiconductors
In crystalline (undoped) semiconductors the temperature dependence of the electron
transport is ultimately governed by equation 2.18. The electron mobility is similarly
influenced as in metals resulting in higher mobilities at lower temperatures. However,
unlike metals, the number of free electrons depends on thermal activation. The exponential nature of this activation usually outweighs the change in mobility. Therefore,
contrary to metals, conductivity increases with raising temperature. Nonetheless,
improving electron mobility in crystalline semiconductors is an important task of
semiconductor engineering [98]. The activation energy in undoped intrinsic semiconductors is EA = 12 Eg = EC − EV as the Fermi energy is in the middle of the band
gap.
Besides reducing the mobility, impurities have an additional influence on conductivity in semiconductors. Each impurity modifies the band structure introducing new
states inside the band gap. If a newly introduced site is occupied (below EF ) it is
called donor, else it is an acceptor as illustrated in figure 2.7. In silicon, boron and
phosphorus are effective acceptors (p-type) and donors (n-type). At finite temperatures, the required activation energies for exciting electrons from donor levels to the
conduction band or from valence band to acceptor levels are significantly reduced
compared to the intrinsic case. The extrinsic donor or acceptor conduction is described again by equation 2.18, where n0 is the number of dopant sites and EA is the
distance from doping level to the band edge. At high temperatures, all doping sites
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are exited and the thermal activation is limited by the number of available states.
In this exhaustion- or saturation-regime the conductivity is independent of temperatures. At sufficiently high temperature, the intrinsic activation becomes dominant.
In this work only highly doped silicon is used at moderate temperatures, exhaustion
is not expected to be relevant in the scope of this work. Further details on theoretical
description of doped crystalline semiconductors can be found in text books [96–98].
2.4.4 Asymmetric conduction – Schottky contact
The doping of semiconductors changes the position of the Fermi energy because
the introduction of new states change the maximum energy required to occupy all
electrons. Common devices depend on the combination of differently doped semiconductors, as for example a p-n junction. A n-doped (donor) and a p-doped (acceptor)
semiconductor are joined. The Fermi level is usually different in both materials. A
migration of charge carriers close to the junction driven by the potential difference
of the Fermi energy is the result. This redistribution locally changes the occupancy
of the states forming two oppositely charged regions. The positivity charged area is
depleted of electrons essentially causing the high resistance of p-n-diodes in reverse
polarity [98]. A similar effect can be observed in certain metal-semiconductor junctions. The high electron mobility in metals conduction bands prevent the formation
of locally confined charged volumes. However, these volumes are still found within
the attached semiconductor. If a depletion region is formed a measurable rectifying property of the junction is observed. This phenomena is referred to as Schottky
contact or Schottky diode [98].
The conductivity through p-n junctions and Schottky contact can be modeled by
the Shockley equation [101]:
Vq
I = Is exp
ñkB T








−1

(2.21)

where Is is the saturation current and ñ is the ideality factor. The ideality factor is
1 for an ideal p-n diode without any recombination and 1 < ñ < 2 for junctions with
recombination.
In case of Schottky contact (Schottky diode), the current in reverse bias is described
by Shottky emission [102]:




−q 
J ∝ A∗ T 2 exp 
φsh −
kT

s



qF 
,
4π0 

(2.22)

where A∗ is the effective Richardson constant and φsh is the barrier height for the
charge carriers at the interface.
Schottky diodes can be the desired or undesired result of metal contact on-top of
semiconductor surfaces. An in-depth description and discussion of such diode behav-
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ior in case of metal contacts on-top of ta-C films deposited on various semiconductors
is given by Brötzmann [103].
2.4.5 Tunnel current
In addition to the band structure, quantum mechanics predicts for small particles
the possibility to tunnel through potential barriers. This phenomena is essentially
the result of the decay of the wave-function Ψ(t, x) inside a finite barrier. If the
thickness of the barrier is sufficiently small, the particle probability at the other side
is proportional to Ψ(t, x)2 . Obeying the boundary conditions for the wave-function,
a transmission rate t̃ = nnti , the quotient of transmitted and impinging particles, can
be expressed depending on barrier-height φ and particle energy E:
−1

 q

a 2m(φ − E)
φ

t̃ 2 = 1 +
sinh2 
4E(φ − E)
~


2

,

(2.23)

where m is the particle mass and a is the width of the box-shaped barrier. For small
t̃ this expression can be approximated by:
q

2m(φ − E)
16E(φ − E)
.
t̃ ≈
exp −2a
2
φ
~




(2.24)

The prefactor is only dependent on the particle energy and barrier height, not on the
. In experimental studbarrier width. Furthermore, it smoothly scales with about 16E
φ
ies, the prefactor is often omitted. One example is the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin
(WKB) approximation used to approximate arbitrary shaped barriers with an integral over δ-like box-shaped potentials:
q



t̃ ≈ exp −2

Z
pot.

2m(φ(x) − E)
~



dx ,

(2.25)

where x is the position within the barrier and the integral extends over the width of
the potential. φ(x) can be an arbitrary integrable positive function greater than E
describing the shape of the barrier. These approximations are discussed in quantum
mechanics text books, such as Schwabl [104] and Fließbach [105].
One typical example of tunneling is the emission of cold electrons. The current is
described by the Fowler-Nordheim formalism based on WKB approximation [106]:
β
J = αF exp −
F

!

2

m
7
where α = 1.5413 · 10−6 φm
∗ and β = 6.828 · 10
the dielectric material.

q

,
φ3 m ∗
.
m

(2.26)
m∗ is the effective mass in
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2.5 Conductivity in amorphous materials
Amorphous materials are usually non-metals8 and have a Fermi-energy inside a band
gap as illustrated in figure 2.7. Hence, the most obvious conduction method would
be the thermal activation of electrons into the conduction band according to equation
2.18. However, most band gaps are of the order of several electronvolt making thermal
activation from the valence band unlikely at room temperature (kB T = 0.025eV). The
irregular amorphous structure results in randomly altered energy levels of individual
states compared to an ordered lattice. A significant number of states are shifted into
the band gap forming band tails. In addition, the defect-rich nature of the amorphous
material causes the formation of states deep inside the band gap. The defect- and
tail states are limited in their mobility (localized), because no direct neighbors are
necessarily available. Hence, amorphous materials have localized states within their
band gaps as illustrated in figure 2.7 and figure 2.10. These localized states are filled
up to the Fermi energy. At finite temperatures, some electrons can be thermally
exited up to the conduction band from defects close to the Fermi energy, causing
a current. In addition, thermal fluctuations allow electrons to migrate to nearby
localized states (thermally assisted hopping). Furthermore, electrons can move by
tunneling to neighboring states at the same energy level.
The development of modern conduction models for amorphous materials has begun
in the 1940s. One early and effective model by Frenkel and Poole will be discussed
later, this model describes thermal activation of trapped states into the conduction
band and models the field dependency as well. Besides assuming a band-structure,
this model is a completely classical model. A hopping model, which is based on a
combination of thermal activation and tunneling was created in the late 1960s by
Mott and is considered a semiclassical model9 .
All models and extension created before the 1980s could not use modern computer
simulation and had to be solved analytically. The random nature of amorphous materials and the resulting complex band structure and potential landscape of charge
carriers have to be approximated by averages and simplified distributions, which
leads to sometimes questionable predictions. Modern approaches use Monte-Carlo
simulations or molecular dynamic calculations to check the analytical approximations. Here, complicated barrier geometries, the true randomness of the structure,
and the full quantum mechanical dependencies can be implemented. However, the
results show that the classical and semiclassical models are still suitable to model
the current transport in many applications. The microscopic interpretation of the
analytical models should be done with care, since not all effects are accounted for
correctly. In this work the semiclassical approaches by Mott and Frenkel-Poole are
applied to interpret the electrical currents measured in ta-C films.
8
9

metallic glasses shall be excluded from discussion here.
electrons are treated as classical particles but quantum mechanical tunneling is included
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2.5.1 Frenkel-Poole model
The model for a conduction mechanism in amorphous materials named after Frenkel
and Poole was published in 1938 by Frenkel [107]. The assumption is the presence
of occupied localized states below the conduction band. By thermal activation, a
trapped electron can be exited into the conduction band, where it can move freely
until it is trapped again in a localized state below the conduction band. In parallel,
thermal activation from the valence band is possible. However, the activation energy
of valence-band electrons is much higher than the energy required for the trapped
electrons. If a sufficient amount of localized states is available, the thermal activation
from traps will be dominant. The localization potential in the Frenkel-Poole model
(FP) is assumed to have x1 -shape (coulomb potential). The reduction of the barrier
height at finite fields is βFP F , where βFP is the Frenkel-Poole factor which can be
calculated from electrostatics to be:
βfp =

s

q
,
π0

(2.27)

with 0 ≈ 8.854 × 10−12 F m−1 the vacuum permittivity,  the relative permittivity
(dielectric constant) and q the charge (in case of electrons q = e). Assuming all
traps are on the same energy level and using equation 2.18 leads to the thermal- and
field-assisted hopping:
√ !
φ − βFP F
F,
(2.28)
J = µntrap exp −
kB T
where φ is the energy difference between the conduction band and the trap-level,
and ntrap the density of localized states. Combining equation 2.27 and equation 2.28
and combining all pre-exponential variables to one system dependent σfp leads to the
common representation of the Frenkel-Poole equation:




1 
· −qφfp +
J = σfp F · exp 
kB T

s



q 3 F 
.
π0

(2.29)

The FP model current transport mechanism is illustrated in figure 2.9(a) by the
red dashed line E2 . The reduction of the potential is visualized by the green arrow
marked with βfp F 1/2 , where F is the applied field. The electron is exited into the
conduction-band and can move freely until it is caught by the next localized trap.
The figure shows two alternative paths; these will be discussed while regarding the
extension of the FP model. Since the barrier reduction is field-dependent, the amount
of activated electrons, and therefore the conductivity will increase
√ with field strength.
This correlation leads to bend I-V -characteristics with an exp F dependence of the
current on the field.
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Figure 2.8: Band schematics with two localized state levels acting as donor
and acceptor. The arrow indicates the activation for the FP between two
levels of localized states as proposed by Simmons [108]

One obvious simplification of the FP model is the assumption of an average energy
level of the traps, which is most likely incorrect. This problem could be corrected by
using multiple FP functions. However, this approach is only practical, if the DOS
is known with sufficient precision (which is rarely the case), fitting it usually leads
to an overdetermined system. The effect of assuming only one energy level (φ) in
case of several different states results in unphysical parameter values (in particular
for ) and in a wrong temperature dependence of the parameters, indicating that the
model is not correct.
A second effect is referred to as barrier saturation (exhaustion). This
effect is
√
observed if the field and thermal excitations are large enough so βfp F is in the
order of qφfp , which is often the case for very shallow states and always occurs at
sufficiently high fields and temperatures. If this saturation is reached, all available
sites contribute to current transport
√ and a higher field will no longer increase their
number. Instead of σ(F ) ∝ exp F a more ohmic behavior is observed. The decreasing derivative of I(F ) in case of saturation reduces the value of the fitted βfp
leading to a seemingly higher .
Furthermore, an inhomogeneity of the amorphous medium can lead to an apparently too high . If the density of states fluctuates along the path of the current, the
local field will not be constant. The FP effect will be most dominant where the field
is large. However, at these positions the effective field is underestimated assuming a
homogeneous sample leading to an apparently too small βfp .
The FP model suggests that most active localized states are close to the Fermi
energy since the thermal excitation of these electrons to the conduction band has the
highest probability and decreases very fast towards deeper energy levels. In this case,
φ can be interpreted as the distance of the EF to the mobility edge of the conduction
band or valence band.Simmons [108] argues that φ should not be interpreted in
this sense per se. He describes a FP mechanism solely utilizing localized states
depicted in figure 2.8. In his opinion, a more or less symmetric distance of donor
sites Ed below EF and acceptor sites Ea above the Fermi energy is very likely. In this
case, the measured activation is equivalent to Ea − EF = 21 (Ea − Ed ). Interpreting
this value falsely as the distance of the Fermi energy to the mobility edge leads
to two wrong conclusions. First, no true knowledge of the position of the Fermi
energy is obtained. Second, the barrier reduced by the field is 2φ in the context of
equation 2.28, because the actual potential depth is Ea − Ed . Fitting βfp assuming
the experimental activation to be equivalent to φ results in apparently four times
larger value for .
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To derive the correct function for Simmons interpretation shown in figure 2.8, first
from equation 2.14 and equation 2.13 the conductivity at zero bias σ0 is calculated:
Ea − Ed
σ0 ∝ exp
,
2kB T




(2.30)

assuming EF = 21 Ea + Ed . The barrier is φ is equivalent to Ea − Ed . Equation 2.29
must be rewritten as




1 
J = σfp F · exp 
· −qφfp +
kB T

s



q 3 F 
.
4π0

(2.31)

Simmons points out, that in this formulation of the FP model the field dependence
β is equivalent to β of the Schottky emission. Therefore, it is not possible to distinguish Schottky emission (equation 2.22 and FP by the fitted value of . The expected
difference of a factor four is not necessarily observed.
Finally, the FP model neglects any current transport due to tunneling. However,
as shown in figure 2.9(a) the electron can also tunnel into the conduction band if a
sufficiently high field is applied. The WKB-approximation allows the representation
of a tunnel probability through an arbitrary barrier by an exponential function. The
magnitude of the integral depends on the barrier height and width as seen in equation
2.25. For ease of presentation, the integral is written as r(x). The tunnel probability
can now be expressed as
t̃ ∝ exp [−2r(x)].
(2.32)
The migration of the electrons is possible by a combined process where the electron is
first elevated thermally close to the conduction band edge and then tunnels into the
band without going over the barrier. The probability of this process is the product
of the thermal activation and the tunnel probability. An example of this transport
is shown in figure 2.9(a) by the purple level E1 . The tunneling probability is practically temperature independent [106]. The tunneling process becomes increasingly
more important at low temperatures. The purple and blue path in figure 2.9(a) are
dominant at low temperatures. A more thorough description of tunneling will be
given in the next section chapter 2.5.2.
The FP hopping length and resulting conductivity are affected by magnitude
and change of the DOS as indicated by theoretical calculations by Bleibaum [109].
As thermally activated FP saturates, the dependency on tunneling (distances and
number of hopping sites) becomes more important, similar to the calculations of
Grünewald [110, 111]. The assumption of a constant level of DOS induces a shorter
localization length α−1 leading to larger barriers as described later in variable range
hopping.
El-Samanoudy et al. analyzed the I-V -characteristics of Ge25 Bix Sb15−x S60 , using
different extensions of the FP model [112]. They suggested two models, one by
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Hall [113] assuming two activation energies. El-Samanoudy uses this model to explain
low temperature deviations of  obtained with the original FP model. The other by
Hill [114] where multiple contributions of thermally activated tunneling are included.
Again it is derived, that the conduction channel of pure FP cannot be expected to
be observed; additional contributions are required [114]. In other words, FP is most
likely accompanied by tunneling.
The determination of  suffers from these uncertainties and simplifications of the
original model. Analysis of the limits and extensions of the FP model as given for by
Hill [114], Hall [113], and Jonscher [115] basically suggest the addition of transport
channels in parallel to the original FP. An approach to assume a three-dimensional
potential topography was given by Hartke [116]. The conclusion of the authors
supports the effectiveness of the FP model to describe conduction in amorphous thin
films. However, for several reasons, the original model is not effective in predicting
the correct  values, essentially for the reasons given above. Applying the correct
extension to FP requires an extensive knowledge of DOS and other film properties.
The model is suitable to fit the current behavior of defect-rich amorphous semiconductors at high temperatures where thermal activation dominates. The model
accounts numerically for non-ohmic I-V -characteristics. Instead of fitting , the deviation from the expected value may hint an alternative conduction path as proposed
by Simmons, Hill or Hall. It is not reliabale to use the FP model to determine the
position of EF with respect to the mobility edge, neither should an  be extracted
from the fits.
2.5.2 Variable Range Hopping
The FP model describes thermally activated electron transport where electrons from
localized states are lifted into the conduction band. An applied electrical field lowers the barrier for the transport, thus the current is field-dependent. In high-field
situations, direct tunneling into the conduction band or a combination of thermal
activation and tunneling as shown (figure 2.9(a)) is possible. Now, considering the
situation at zero-bias, the FP model converges to simple thermal activation without
barrier lowering. Tunneling into the conduction band is impossible. However, tunneling (hopping) to neighboring states with the same energy level is possible as sketched
by the blue dotted path in figure 2.9(b). The ease of tunneling increases with higher
thermal activation (dashed-doted purple path). At even higher temperatures, the
electron may jump over the barrier solely by thermal activation (red-dashed path).
As temperature decreases, longer tunneling paths become relevant. This temperature dependent average tunneling range leads to the Variable Range Hopping (VRH)
model first proposed by Mott [117]. Its σ ∝ exp T 0.25 dependency is successfully
fitted to systems as amorphous SiOx [118].
In the following, the mathematical description of the mechanisms sketched in figure 2.9(b) will be reviewed. The energies and locations of states in amorphous solid
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Figure 2.9: Schematics of the transport mechanisms from a Coulomb trapped localized state E0
into the conduction band in√high field case (a). The thermal activation (E2 = EA − E0 ) is reduced
by the FP effect by δ = βfp F , the excitation probability is proportional to exp Ek2B−δ
T . At E1 and
E0 two other path are shown. The thermally excited tunneling through r1 and the pure tunneling
without any thermal excitation at r0 . In (b) a low field example of three possible hopes from one to
another localized state are shown. Hopping is possible by pure thermal excitation, excitation and
tunneling or only tunneling. Again, each path is probability given by the exponential functions.
2
Reducing the distance between two sites lowers the barrier height by βhp = 4πq0 dhp .

are randomly distributed. This description of the non-periodic nature of the environment is the most critical point of formulating an analytical model. In fact, the
simplifications made by Mott in this respect are the most criticized part of the theory.
However, other authors applying different mathematical and analytical approaches
propose the same temperature dependence. Some notable works were done by Apsley
and Hughes [119, 120] and Bourbie [121, 122]. Early on, percolation approaches were
applied to VRH, as for example, by Pike and Seager [123, 124] as well. The results
are similar to the analytical results published by Mott. I will focus on the original
approach to VRH including some arguments especially by Apsley and Hughes.
Taking the Fermi-Dirac distribution into account (equation 2.14), the hopping
current from site i to j is
Iij = fi (Ei )[1 − fj (Ej )]ωij − fj (Ej )[1 − fi (Ei )]ωji ,

(2.33)

where ωij = νpij is the transition rate which is the product of the trial frequency
ν and the hopping probability pij . The trial frequency is physically related to the
phonon frequency [125]. The tunnel rate is estimated with WKB-approximation and
is expressed as
p̃ij = exp (−2α |Rij |) ,
(2.34)
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where R is the distance between the hopping sites and α−1 the localization length.
In one dimension, α−1 corresponds to the attenuation length for a hydrogen-like localized wave-function into the barrier depending on the barrier height. It is in the
order of the Bohr-radius. In higher dimensions, the system becomes mathematically
more complicated and the parameter α depends upon the three dimensional potential landscape as all possible tunneling paths through space have to be considered.
Accounting for the Fermi-Dirac-statistics and the activation needed for ”up-hill tunneling” as well as assuming |Ei − Ej | > kB T and low electric fields across the involved
hopping sites (qF Rij < kB T ) leads to the Miller and Abrahams [126] conduction:
|Ei − EF | + |Ej − EF | + |Ei − Ej |
.
Iij ∝ ν exp −2α |Rij | +
2kB T
!

(2.35)

In case of high fields, the Fermi energy cannot be assumed constant at both hopping
sites and equation 2.35 is extended to:
|Ei − EF | + |Ej − EF | + |Ei − Ej | − |EFi − EFj |
Iij ∝ ν exp −2α |Rij | +
, (2.36)
2kB T
!

where EFi is the Fermi energy at hopping site i. Mott simplified equation 2.35 further
taking out the effect of the Fermi-Dirac statistics assuming all relevant hopping states
are within kB T of the Fermi energy. This assumption is questionable and a point
of criticism. However, it has been shown by Apsley and Hughes [119, 120] that
this simplification does not significantly affect the behavior of the overall model
(Temperature dependence). Mott’s approximation leaves a very convenient form for
the hopping probability:
pij ≈


exp(−2αR )
ij


exp −2αRij − Ej −Ei
kB T

Ej ≤ Ei
.
Ej > Ei

(2.37)

For a more convenient representation, the spacial and energetic distances of the two
hopping sites are combined into one R as done for example by Apsley and Hughes:
Rij = − ln (pij ) .

(2.38)

The hopping probability is largest if the four dimensional distance in hoping-space R
is smallest. If the DOS is very high (αd0  110 ), hopping will be most dominant to the
nearest neighbor in space. The conductivity of this nearest-neighbor hopping depends
on a small thermal activation to reach the destination site (equation 2.18). An
example for nearest-neighbor-hopping would be the electron transport in donor levels
(high DOS density in small energy band) of a crystalline semiconductors [127,128]. If
10

where d0 is the average distance to the nearest neighbors
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the density of localized states is smaller (αd0 ' 1), the tunneling part of the hopping
probability (second part of equation 2.37) becomes more important leading to VRH.
The hopping probability between two sites in the four dimensional hopping space
depends exponentially on spacial and energetic distance. Therefore, the dominance of
few favorable paths is expected. From all neighbor sites Rij the minimum is selected
and denoted as Ri nn , the nearest neighbor site. Furthermore, an average distance
for all relevant hopping sites is assumed R̄ and the resulting electron transport is
proportional to the product of the probability p of each step k up to the final number
of hops m through the solid which is assumed to be constant (p̄):
σ∝

m
Y

!1/m

pk =p̄

= p̄ = exp(−R̄).

pk

(2.39)

k

The mathematical approximation of R̄ is critical debated in literature [119, 120, 125,
129–131]. Motts method is shown to some extend in his book [125]. Alternative
approaches are carried out by Apsley and Hughes [119, 120], for example, leading
to the same over temperature dependence. Furthermore, the DOS is assumed to
be constant over the regime of active hopping sites (independent of energy). This
assumption has been debated for example by Hamilton [130] and Pollak [131] as well
as Apsley and Hughes in their publications cited above. In any case, the proportionality of equation 2.39 is unchanged. The prefactor itself varies between different
mathematical treatments of the problem as it is discussed by the above publications.
Mott suggested for optimum hopping range (minimizing the distance within the four
dimensional hopping space)
R̄ = 2α

31/4
,
(2παN (EF )kB T )1/4

(2.40)

which gives the famous temperature dependence:
−B
J = F σvrh exp
.
T 1/4




(2.41)

The variables are equivalent to:
3α3
B=2
2πkB N (EF )

!1/4

3
=2
2π


1/4

α3
kB N (EF )

and
σvrh

R̄
= νe N (EF )
2α
2

!1/4

α3
≈ 1.66
kB N (EF )

!1/4

(2.42)

!2

(2.43)

.




R̄
Mott does not use the four-dimensional notation of R̄, he uses R̄ = 2α
instead.
1
According to equation 2.40 the prefactor has a T 2 dependence assuming constant
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phonon frequency and DOS constant at the Fermi-energy. Equation 2.41 is one
of the possible representation of the generalized form of equation 2.39 deriving the
prefactor according to Mott [125]. As described above, other authors using different
mathematical approaches or percolation theory present similar results showing the
same temperature dependence. A further collection of works is summarized by Mott
in his book [125].
The above formula is true only for small fields. In case of larger fields, the correction
as already shown in equation 2.36 for the MA conduction has to be carried through
the process of minimizing the hopping ranges R. Different approximations lead to
different field dependencies, while the overall temperature dependence is preserved.
One example of moderate-field correction of Mott’s VRH is the model of Pollak and
Riess [132]. Mott’s equation (equation 2.41) is extended to be:
!

qF γ̃p R̄
−B
,
+
J = F σvrh exp
T 1/4
kB T

(2.44)

whereγ̃p = 0.17 is a proportional factor. R̄ is the low-field average hopping range
R̄
R̄ = 2α
. This approximation is valid for fields and temperatures not exceeding
qF
< 1.
2αkB T
2.5.3 Conductivity of ta-C
The key to the electronic conduction behavior of ta-C is its bond structure. In
the sp3 -configuration, carbon has four sp3 orbitals forming strong σ bonds to the
neighboring atoms. In the sp2 configuration, three sp2 orbitals form planar σ bonds;
the fourth orbital is π bond. The electrons in σ-bonds fill states in the valence band,
whereas the empty σ ∗ sites are located in the conduction band. The π states and π ∗
states are distributed analogously. The overall distribution of states with respect to
the Fermi energy is illustrated in figure 2.10. Diamond, only bonded by σ bonds in
sp3 -configuration, is an insulator with a wide band gap (large separation of σ bands).
Graphite, on the other hand, is a (metallic) conductor, where the states, forming the
π and π ∗ bands, touch at the Fermi-energy. The band structure of a-C is formed by
both σ and π electrons. In ta-C , where the sp3 /sp2 ratio is high, the band gap is
preserved. Furthermore, the high defect density introduces a large amount of defect
states into this band gap as illustrated in figure 2.10. Both bands show exponential
tails into the gap, these states are localized, as well as, the defect states. The relative
energy positions of the valence band edge (EV ) and the conduction band (EC ) are
shown with respect to the Fermi energy. The values for DOS as well as the energy
scale are rough estimations based on ref. [37].
In a-C, the Fermi energy is estimated to be about mid-gap. Some authors proposed a Fermi-energy closer to the valence-band in case of ta-C [133, 134]. The value
published is about 0.3 eV [134–137], which is actually small. In case of a band gap
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in the order of 2 eV a pronounced p-type behavior should be visible, which is not the
case [34, 35, 138] (see also chapter 2.5.4). Most likely, the measured thermal activation was misinterpreted to resemble the distance of the Fermi energy to the valence
band (compare Simmons argument in chapter 2.5.1s). Electrical characterization of
MSIBD deposited ta-C shows no sign of either n- or p-type conduction [34, 35, 103].

Figure 2.10: Schematic graph of the band structure of ta-C showing the continuous bands, the
localized tales of the bands and the defect states. Underneath the density of states the bond types
making up the states with respective energy are sketched. All numbers are estimates and should
present a qualitative overview as estimated by Robertson [37].

The electron distribution shown in figure 2.10 does not indicate single conduction
mechanism, instead multiple possibilities are plausible. Four obvious channels for
a-C and ta-C conduction are:
• Thermal activation of localized states to the mobility edge (unlikely at moderate
temperatures as the band gap is estimated to be in the order of 2 eV or more
and a thermal activation of 0.3 eV has been observed.)
• Nearest neighbor hopping in localized states close to the Fermi-energy
• FP conduction at high fields and temperatures – most likely in the manner
proposed by Simmons
• Variable range hopping, especially at lower temperatures and higher defect
densities (tracks and impurities)
Other authors also suggest the coexistence of multiple conduction mechanisms, especially hopping between localized states [135, 139].
The band structure of a-C and ta-C depends on the ratio of the sp-hybridization
determining the amount of σ and π bonds. In figure 2.11 [140, 141], the DOS are
shown for different sp3 contents. In all cases EF is about midway of the band gap and
the defect states are distributed more or less symmetrically to the Fermi energy supporting the argument of no natural p-type behavior. The figure shows the decreasing
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number of π states as the sp3 ratio increases. Furthermore, the strong localization of
states around the band gap is visible (increasing defect density).

2.5.4 Impurity conduction in ta-C
A decade ago, substantial research was devoted to find dopants for a-C and ta-C.
Probably driven by this quest arose the assumption of the natural p-type behavior of
ta-C based on its thermal activation [133, 134]. However, up to today, no successful
doping has been found. In crystalline silicon doping is easily achieved with boron and
aluminum (acceptors) and nitrogen and phosphorous (donors). The same dopants
would be promising for carbon. Doping diamond is much more difficult than silicon,
although both have the same structure. Besides the problems raised by incorporating
dopants in diamond [142], it is hard to place shallow levels into the wide band gap.
Nitrogen, for example, creates deep donor levels 1.7 eV inside the band gap [37].
While solubility of dopants is a major problem in diamond [142], it is easy in aC. The main problem of doping amorphous semiconductors lies in the freedom of
atoms to exert their chemically preferred valence structure [143] forming defect-like
non-doping sites with lower energies. In a-Si doping is still possible using higher
concentrations [144] compared to its crystalline counterpart. Up to now, doping has
failed in ta-C. Experiments trying to form p-n junctions composed of doped ta-C have
not been successful [35]. Instead, theoretical calculations predict no doping effect
[145]. One reason is the high DOS in the band gap in pure ta-C . Doping requires
the movement of the Fermi level closer to a mobility edge becoming increasingly more
difficult with a high density of defect states pining the Fermi level [146]. In a-Si, the
effect is observed as well, but can be overcome with high doping concentrations [144]
as the defect density [147] is smaller compared to ta-C [148]. In addition, in a-C, N
is bonded to structures as aromatic rings with sp2 - instead of sp3 -hybridization. In
the end, N mainly increases the defect density and reduces the sp3 /sp2 ratio leading
to a higher conductivity [149, 150], but no doping [34, 35]. Similarly, Boron should
act as a p-dopant [151]. However, for essentially the same reason, no doping effect
has been shown for B [35]. Again, only the conductivity increases [25, 35].
Copper is known to have a low solubility in ta-C (< 0.01 at.% [152]) forming
clusters embedded in the ta-C matrix. Gerhards et al. [153] visualized these clusters
in MSIBD-deposited films with 5% Cu content (3 nm diameter). Unlike N and B, Cu
is almost inert in ta-C , a doping effect in terms of n- or p-doping was never expected.
Instead, the Cu clusters increase the defect density and the effective surface of the
carbon matrix. Cu surfaces are successfully used to grow epitaxial graphene [154,155]
leading to the speculation that Cu surfaces increase the likelihood of sp2 bond carbon.
Experimentally, the shift towards sp2 bonds in a-C films is observed at higher copper
concentration (see results of XPS measurements chapter 4). Copper improves the
conductivity of the ta-C films by increasing the DOS in the band gap.
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2.5.5 Track conductivity in ta-C
The irradiation of the ta-C locally increases the sp2 content as well as the defect
density forming conductive ion tracks. In figure 2.11, which was taken from [140], the
density of states, measured by participation ratio spectra, is shown for three different
sp3 contents visualizing the variation of DOS with hybridization ratio. The number
of π states, which increase the conductivity, grows significantly with decreasing sp3
hybridization. Schwen et al. [23] estimated the sp2 ratio inside a track to be 60% as
result of MD-simulations compared to 20% in the matrix surrounding it.
Similar to the increase in conductivity caused by impurities, the basic transport
mechanism does not change. Instead, the DOS increases. Both effects can be combined, as experiments show, higher track conductivity in irradiated films containing
impurities [24, 25].
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(a) 92 % sp3 a-C

(b) 69 % sp3 a-C

(c) 20 % sp3 a-C

Figure 2.11: DOS and Inverse participation ratio spectra for different a-C networks with different
hybridization ratios [140]. The amount of π states and defects within the band gap increase with
reduced sp3 . The reduced band gap and the increased DOS within decrease the resistivity of the
a-C.
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3.1 Mass selected ion beam deposition
Mass selected ion beam deposition (MSIBD) is a method of thin film coating by
directing a filtered low energy ion beam onto a target. The desired ions are provided
by the ion source. Depending on ion type, different techniques are implemented to
ionize the atoms or molecules. One common type is the penning source, where a
diluted gas around a hot filament is ignited to a plasma. This source works well,
if the desired specimens are available in a gaseous form or are easily evaporated.
Other techniques of ion generation include sputter sources and cathodic arcs. In any
case, the ions are accelerated by an extraction potential. Ion optics are used to focus
and sweep the ion beam onto the target. In case of mass selection, the beam passes
a bending magnet, filtering a field depended mee ratio, thus allowing the selection
of a specific isotope. Besides providing a highly purified beam of the selected ion
specimen, the energy for the deposition can be controlled precisely1 .
Samples analyzed in this work were synthesized by the MSIBD setup ADONIS
(Anlage zur Deposition niederenergetischer Ionen) at the II. Institute of Physics of
the University Göttingen. A schematics of the accelerator is shown in figure 3.1, it
is routinely used for preparing ta-C BN and other films.
Both ta-C and BN films were deposited using a penning type ion source with
multiple gas feeds and an oven to evaporate solids and liquids to be ionized. While
a plasma is burning, the typical working pressure of the source is in the order of
1 × 10−4 mbar to 1 × 10−5 mbar and the typical extraction bias is 30 kV. The first
electrostatic lens focuses the beam before entering the 90◦ bending magnet. The
beam direction can be corrected by the aid of the beam shift. The second electrostatic lens and the quadrupole lens are used to correct the beam profile in order
to yield a quadratic and homogeneous beam profile. To filter out neutral particles
(recombination with residual gas), the beam is bent by a small angle using the electrostatic deflector. Finally, the beam is wobbled by the beam sweep to yield a larger,
more homogeneous irradiation spot and decelerated before hitting the target. Using a
high extraction potential and decelerating the beam to the desired values has the advantage of higher extraction currents (Richardson’s Law), and optical elements need
no substantial adjustments upon deposition energy switching. The charge reaching
the target is measured by an electronic current integrator. This information is fed to
a PC and used to calculate the amount of deposited ions. The software can control
1

A penning source uses a hot filament to generate ions with a thermal fluctuation of less than 2 eV.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration (adoption from [156]) of the accelerator ADONIS used for preparing the
ta-C films by mass selected ion beam deposition.

the deposition energy and charge as well as the magnetic field of the bending magnet
(ion type).
It is possible to deposit two or more different ion types quasi simultaneously by
switching the magnet between two ”masses” every 1015 atoms (about one monolayer). Previous works, analyzing samples prepared by ADONIS, for example, by
Zutz [157] or Gerhards et al. [153, 156] showed by transmission electron microscopy
no correlation of the switching process and the sample composition. Brötzmann [103]
performed structural analysis of BN films grown by MSIBD in ADONIS. The structure is not correlated to the rapid switching process either.
3.1.1 ta-C fabrication
First, the highly doped n-type 111-silicon substrates (20 kS m−1 ) were cleaned with
acetone and 2-propanol. It is important to remove the final cleaning solvent by blowing it off the sample, if it would dry, non-evaporating dirt remains on the substrate
surface. As substrates, highly doped n-type 111-silicon was used. After mounting the
sample in the deposition chamber, the silicon surface was sputtered with a 1000 eV
40
Ar+ beam and a fluence of 5.5 × 1016 cm−2 . This sputter cleaning removes the native oxide layer of the silicon, microscopic dirt and amorphizes the surface improving
the adhesiveness and contact of the ta-C film to the substrate. Immediately after this
cleaning procedure, the actual carbon deposition was started. The source was fed
with CO2 gas and 12 C+ was deposited with 100 eV onto the Si. Typical deposition
rates are in the order of 10 nm h−1 at a current density of 15 µA cm−2 .
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The BN interlayers were prepared with an energy of 100 eV as well. The N ions were
provided by N2 gas, the B came from evaporating B2 O3 in the oven. The magnet
was used to switch the ion beam from N to B every 1 × 1015 atoms. An in-depth
analysis of the structural properties of BN prepared in this manner was performed
by Brötzmann [103].
The Cu impurities were incorporated into the ta-C by switching between C and Cu
atoms in different stoichiometry. The Copper was provided by evaporating CuCl2 .
Again, all deposition energies were set to 100 eV. Gerhards et al. proposed a model
for metal incorporation in a-C [158]. No effect of the switching process was seen,
instead a self-organization behavior forming multilayers was observed.

3.2 Swift Heavy Ion Irradiation
The majority of samples were irradiated at the GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung at the UNILAC2 using the beam of the UNILAC accelerator. In
particular, a 238 U28+ beam with an energy of 11.6 MeV u−1 was used. The accelerator
uses high frequency cavities to reach this energy, the beam is provided in bunches
(packages), in case of the UNILAC the frequency is 50 Hz. Each bunch has a length
of about 3 ms to 10 ms followed by a few milliseconds pause. Typically, not all
packages are used for one experiment, sometimes only three bunches per second are
available for one particular experiment. The flux of a 238 U28+ -beam is in the order of
1 × 108 s−1 cm−2 to 1 × 109 s−1 cm−2 , a single bunch consists of about 5 × 107 cm−2 =
0.5 µm−2 . The probability of more than one ion per bunch hitting the same µm2 is
small and therefore, it is safe to treat each hit as an individual independent event.
The final fluence was usually chosen between 1 × 109 cm−2 to 1 × 1010 cm−2 . In
this range, 10 to 100 tracks are expected per µm2 . Assuming a uniform pattern of
the impinging coordinates at 1 × 1010 cm−2 , the average distance of two track centers
is 151 nm. In case of randomly distributed tracks with this fluence, 30.5 % of the
tracks have no neighbors within 100 nm, 69.4 % have a free radius of at least 50 nm,
93.8 % have no neighbor within 20 nm, and 98.4 % have at least distance of 10 nm to
the nearest track3 . In other words, at 1 × 1010 cm−2 , 98.4 % of tracks are separated if
the track radius does not exceed 5 nm. Therefore, up to this fluence overlap of swift
heavy ion tracks in ta-C is neglectable and tracks can be assumed to be separated
structures. At 1 × 109 cm−2 , 99.8 % of tracks do not overlap.
The beam energy of 11.6 MeV u−1 at the GSI is about a factor two above the
possible. Furthermore, the charge state (28+ in
Bragg peak with the largest dE
dx
case of U) is much lower than the equilibrium charge state reducing the energy loss
further. Therefore, the ion energy is lowered to about 4 MeV u−1 to 5 MeV u−1 by an
aluminum degrader foil. The required thickness of the foil is calculated by energy
2
3

http://www-inj.gsi.de/index.php?section=3
All distances are measured center to center.
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loss simulation (SRIM) of the impinging ions. The degrader slows down the ion and
changes the charge state according to the equilibrium distribution. The resulting
stopping powers calculated with CasP are shown in table 2.1. The average stopping
power of the ion impinging the ta-C is about 40 keV nm−1 according to SRIM while
CasP predicts 50 keV nm−1 .
The energy loss of 1 GeV 238 U28+ ions in ta-C is only 22 keV nm−1 being barely
above the track formation threshold. For this reason, thin degrader foils (5 µm) were
used, even if the beam energy was in the range of the Bragg peak, in order to increase
the charge state to equilibrium values.
All samples, covered with aluminum degrader foils, were mounted onto Al sample
holders4 . The irradiation took place at room temperature. The beam energy deposited was about 3 J cm−2 for a fluence of 1 × 1010 cm−2 . If the resulting heat was
absorbed by a silicon waver (600 µm), the beam would have heated the sample by
30 K. This raise in temperature had no effect on the samples and could be neglected.
For safety reasons, the samples had to be stored until the radioactivity, caused by
the activation of the substrates and sample holders, dropped to safe levels.
In addition to the radiations at the GSI, a few samples were irradiated at Ganil at
Caen in France5 . This facility provided a Pb beam (4.57 MeV u−1 ) with high charge
states of 53+, 56+ and 60+. In order to achieve the high ionization states, the
accelerated ions passed through a thin carbon foil (compare figure 2.3(a)) prior to
the charge separation by a bending magnet. The single charge state beams were
aimed at the samples directly without any degrader in order to allow the analysis of
the effect of the charge state on track formation. The fluences were in the order of
some 1 × 109 cm−2 .

3.3 Transmission electron microscopy - TEM
3.3.1 Sample preparation
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used to characterize the structural composition of the films deposited by MSIBD. This microscopy method allows the direct
analysis of properties such as lattice structure and composition of nanometer-sized
volumes. A detailed description of theoretical and practical aspects of TEM is given
by Williams and Carter [159].
All samples analyzed in this work were prepared by Focused ion beam (FIB). For
each sample, a wedge, vertical to the surface of the film, was cut out by sputtering
with a focused Ga beam using the FIB Fei Nova Nanolab 600. In a first step,
each sample was covered with Palladium (e-beam deposited) to protect the surface
from sputtering. Two trenches were sputtered leaving a thin wedge. Finally, the
4

Al is used in swift heavy ion irradiation experiments because it is not as easily radioactively
activated by nuclear reactions.
5
http://www.ganil-spiral2.eu/?set_language=en
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sample was attached to an Omniprobe, a microscopic movable tip, by gluing again
with palladium. The specimen was transferred to a TEM sample holder (grid) and
attached again by Pd-gluing. In a last step, the cross section of the wedge is thinned
to be transparent to the TEM beam. The preparation is described in more detail by
Zutz [157].
3.3.2 TEM-imaging
The samples were analyzed in a 200 keV Philips CM-200-FEG-U/T capable of resolving to the atomic level (0.11 nm). The micrographs were recorded by a fiber-optic
coupled and peltier cooled CCD-camera from Gatan. The wedges prepared by FIB
offered a cross section view of the films, allowing for structural analysis (e.g. cluster formation) and the measurements of film thicknesses. To achieve the later to
sufficient precision, the samples were oriented using the crystalline structure of the
Si-substrates orientated in [111]-direction.

3.4 X-ray photoemission spectroscopy - XPS
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) is a standard characterization method for
chemical composition and bond structure. The sample is irradiated with X-ray photons which excite the electrons of the specimen. If the photon electron interaction
is close to the surface, the electron can escape into the vacuum according to the
photoelectric effect described by Einstein [160]. The kinetic energy of the electrons
is measured and the binding energy can be determined.
During the photon electron interaction, the photon is captured and its energy hν
is transferred to the electron which in turn can leave its orbit, if the energy is larger
than the binding energy Ebind . The remaining kinetic energy of the electron is
Ekin = hν − Ebind − Φ,

(3.1)

where Φ is the work function. The binding energy is relative to the Fermi energy
and the work function is the barrier height between EF and the vacuum. In other
words, Φ is the energy required for an electron at the Fermi energy to escape into
vacuum. The XPS detector scans the kinetic electron energy and maps the rates.
The result is an energy dependent electron count which can be used to determine
the chemical composition and stoichiometry of the sample. For each binding energy
a peak is measured in the XPS spectra. An example of a spectrum is shown in figure
3.2 showing two peaks, which are the result of the 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 levels of Au.
The energy scale is transformed to show Ebind , therefore, the kinetic energy of the
electrons increases towards the right while the measured kinetic energy decreases.
The intensity scale is normalized and presented in arbitrary units.
In addition to the binding energy, the plasmon energy (frequency) can be extracted
of an XPS measurement. If an escaping electron excites a plasmon, it will lose the
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Figure 3.2: XPS spectra of sputter-cleaned Au target used for calibrating the energy. The spectrum
shows the 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 peaks at 84.0 eV and 87.7 eV. The data was corrected by a constant to
fit these values.

plasmon energy (~ωplas ). Theoretically, multiple plasmon excitations are possible,
however, the likelihood of detected electrons decreases with increasing plasmon number and the signal is often undetectable for higher orders. For the first plasmon
excitation, the kinetic energy of the electron is:
Ekin = hν − Ebind − Φ − ~ωplas .

(3.2)

The plasmon energy depends on the electron density n and the permittivity :
s

ωplas =

ne2
,
me 

(3.3)

where e is the elementary charge and me the (effective) electron mass.
Although the X-ray photons may penetrate the sample deeper, the mean free path
of the escaping electrons is limiting the analysis depth. For electrons in the order
of 1000 eV, the mean free path is about 1 nm to 2 nm [161]. Therefore, the effective
signal depth of XPS spectra can be estimated to be less than 5 nm.
Electrons involved in inelastic collisions before escaping the sample will be detected
as random background in the spectra. Typically, towards lower energies of a peak,
the background raises because of inelastic collisions, as seen in figure 3.26 .
The precision of the spectra depends on three factors: Statistical count fluctuation,
energy resolution of the detector, and absolute energy calibration. The statistical
6

The higher background is towards higher binding energy which corresponds to a reduced kinetic
energy of the electron.
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fluctuation introduces a high frequency noise to the intensity of the Ekin -spectra,
which can be reduced by longer data acquisition. The limited energy resolution of the
detector will convolute sharp peaks usually with Gaussian distributions. The energy
calibration is achieved by measuring a known binding energy (Au) and calibrating
the detector. A false calibration will lead to systematic energy shifts of the spectra.
This shift limits the precision of absolute peak position, while it has no effect for
relative energy differences such as the plasmon energy.
The data in figure 3.2 shows a spectrum of a calibration measurement. A gold
target was sputter cleaned and measured. The peak positions of the 4f5/2 and
4f7/2 electrons were calibrated to literature values of 84.0 eV and 87.7 eV [162]7 .
By looking into various databases, e.g. the National Institute for Standards and
Technology [163], a fluctuation of the values of a few tenth electronvolt is revealed
limiting the precision of the calibration.
ADONIS is equipped with an in-situ XPS chamber (5 × 10−9 mbar) to analyze
newly deposited films. The Omicron DAR400, an X-ray source with a Mg-Kα line,
was used as well as an Omnicron EA125 hemispherical detector. Further descriptions
of this particular setup were written, for example, by Ronning et al. [164].

3.5 Electrical characterization
Electrical characterizations performed for this work were conducted with two setups,
one is capable to measure in the temperature range of 15 K to 300 K (low temperature
setup), while the other (high temperature setup) covers the temperature range of
295 K to 390 K.
Low-temperature setup
The low-temperature setup was constructed by Nix [32]. It has been used and described in further works by Nix [25, 33], Gehrke [27], and Brötzmann [103]. The
temperature is controlled by a closed cycle He-cryostat and a combined temperature controller and heater (Lakeshore 331 Temperature Controller). The cold-heat of
the cryostat is located in a vacuum chamber (< 1 × 10−6 mbar), on which the samples are mounted using a sapphire carrier. The temperature is measured with two
semiconductor diodes. The chamber offers six feedthroughs for electrical probing.
A Keithley 237 Source Measurement Unit (SMU) is used to perform the electrical
measurements. The cold-heat with a sample carrier and the glued contacts is shown
in figure 3.3(b).
The temperature controller, the SMU, and an additional relay switch are connected
to a computer to control and run the experiment. Self-written software, capable of
7

also online available: https://userweb.jlab.org/˜gwyn/ebindene.html.
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performing measurements at multiple temperatures in a batch-mode, can be configured to run temperature dependent measurements autonomously. The relay switch
allows the probing of different contact pads (pads) in a single run.
To conduct a typical experiment, the Software is started and the desired temperatures can be entered in a list. Usually, each temperature is measured twice
once during the cooling cycle and again while heating back to room temperature.
The consistency of the cooling and heating cycle data indicates stable contacts and
clean temperature readings. Usually, more than one contact of the sample should be
analyzed; each pad is connected to a different relay of the switch box. At each temperature multiple characteristics are recorded to ASCII-files for all pads depending
on user configuration of the software. Each pad can be examined using independent
SMU parameters. The software performs either I-V - or V -I-characteristics. In either case each measurement consists of three data ranges: zero to max, max to min,
and min to zero. All three data arrays make up one sweep resembling an I-V - or
a V -I-characteristic. Sweeping up and down helps detecting charging effects of the
sample during measurements, seen as hysteresis. In this work all sweeps recorded are
I-V -characteristics.
High temperature setup
The high temperature setup is relatively crude, but still efficient. The experiments in
this temperature regime were performed at ambient atmosphere in a small cylindrical
aluminum container connected to a hot plate. This configuration is shown in figure
3.3(c). A lid, not seen in the picture, can be closed to seal the ”chamber”. On the sides
of the cylinder five groves are cut into the aluminum for the pressure contacts and
temperature sensors. The temperature is measured using two type-k thermocouples
and a Voltcarft K204 controller, which features a serial port. The heater is powered
by a variable current source (3 A and 30 V) and the I-V -probing of the sample is
done either with the Keithley 237 or the Keithley 2611. The heated cylinder is
housed in a larger aluminum box to provide more stable environmental conditions
(no convection).
This experiment is controlled by a self-written python script recording I-V -characteristics at specific temperatures. Unlike the low temperature setup, the heating
power cannot be remotely controlled and has to be controlled manually. To perform
measurements above room temperatures, the script header has to be edited first.
The desired temperatures must be entered as well as the SMU parameters (min/max
voltages, voltages steps etc.). The script is started and waits for the first temperature
to be reached. The heater is set to a small power to ensure a slow temperature
gradient of about 1 K min−1 . As soon as the temperature is reached, the SMU is
triggered and performs the sweep saving the data to ASCII files. It is of importance to
choose SMU parameters to perform the sweep as fast as possible (i.e. 5 s). During this
time span, the temperature is almost constant, if the ramp is not too steep. As the
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temperature rises, the heating power has to be increased gradually until the maximum
is reached. The script automatically cuts the power using the relay switch after
measuring the highest temperature. While cooling, a second set of characteristics is
recorded. In case of correct configuration and a good measurement, both heating and
cooling runs deliver the same results. In this case it can be assumed that the sample
did not suffer from heating damage, the contacts are still intact and the temperature
measurement did not suffer from inertia effects of badly placed sensors8 . Another
instrument of ensuring correct temperature measurement is the second temperature
sensor, which measures the air temperature in the small sample chamber. During an
experiment, the sample temperature should not excite the chamber temperature by
more than 5 K to avoid incorrect measurements.

(a) Carrier in low temperature (b) Sample on sapphire carrier. (c) Carrier in high temperature
setup.
setup.

Figure 3.3: Photographs of the sample mounted on the sapphire carrier (a). The pads for the
top contacts are connected with bond wires to the carrier. The sample is fixed to the carrier with
conductive silver. This sample arrangement can be mounted in the low temperature setup (b).
Here, the holder is glued to the cold heat using conductive silver. The pads of the carrier are
also connected with conductive silver. Next to the sample, the temperature is measured using the
semiconductor diode. In (c) the high temperature setup is shown. The blue wires are the type-K
thermo-sensors, two pressure contacts are shown to connect the carrier to the SMU. The extra
groves of the cylinder are closed with tape to reduce convection inside the container.

Contact pads
To contact the top side of the films, contact pads were evaporated on top of the
samples. First, about 10 nm of chromium was deposited onto the sample by e-beam
evaporation. The chromium ensures good adhesion to the ta-C. In a second step,
100 nm gold was deposited on top of the chromium to seal the pad and avoid degradation of the contacts due to oxidation. The process was done in vacuum in the
8

If the sensor does not measure the sample temperature, but for example, the temperature of the
air directly above the sample, the true sample temperature will not be the same for the sensor
reading during cooling and heating.
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range of 1 × 10−6 mbar to 1 × 10−5 mbar. The sample holder for the evaporation
chamber can be equipped with different masks. For most measurements in this work
round contact pads with a diameter of 0.6 mm were used. The contact masks were
fabricated by the workshop of the II. Physical Institute from Copper foil using small
drills and a precision mill.
3.5.1 Carriers
The carriers for the samples during electrical characterization were made of sapphire.
On top of the holder different chromium-gold pads were evaporated (same method
as used on samples) as seen in figure 3.3(a). The large pad on top the carrier was
used to fix the sample, the smaller were used for connecting the carrier to the SMU.
3.5.2 Sample back-contacts
The samples were glued onto the holder using conductive silver giving a good electrical and thermal contact. The high doping level of the Si-substrates reduces the effect
of the Schottky contact to the silver and gold to such a degree, that the reverse-bias
resistance is in the order of 10 Ω. In case of highly conductive samples (tracks), a
four-point setup was used (chapter 3.5.3).
3.5.3 Wedge bonding
The wedge bonder, a device capable of creating contacts to micrometer sized pads,
was used to connect the evaporated pads of the sample to pads on the sample holder.
The bond wires used had a diameter of 30 µm. A typical bond connecting the ta-C
sample showed a resistance of about 1 Ω and was stable up to 300 mA. If a higher
current was required during measurements, two bonds were placed in parallel. A
third bond was connected to a different pad on the carrier as a sense for a four-point
measurement (see chapter 3.5.3).
Local and Remote Setup
In general, samples are connected with two leads to perform electrical characterization. In this two-point setup, the resulting resistance is the sum of resistances of the
sample, contacts, and wires used to connect to the equipment. This setup works well
if the contact resistance is small compared to the sample resistance. Otherwise, a
four-point setup is required. In this case, for each contact (top and back) two leads
are required. One will transport the current (output) while the other is used to probe
the voltage (sense). A high-impedance voltmeter was used in the (GΩ-range). The
four-point setup is also called remote probing because of the remote voltage probing,
whereas the two-point geometry is referred to local probing.
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In case of the ta-C samples the remote setup was realized by adding a contact
onto the free silicon at the edge of the sample where no film was deposited (sense
back-contact). Because of the high conductivity of the Si used, the potential within
the substrate can be considered constant, the exact position of the sense-contact is
irrelevant. Also creating two separate back-contacts, did not show different results.
An additional bond was added to the top contact pads. Nonetheless, the resistance
of the interface from silicon to ta-C and from ta-C to chromium remains in the circuit
in this remote setup.
In case of some measurements, the extra sense bond on the top contact was omittedAt the same time, the separate back contacts were kept to compensate the resistance
of the conductive silver. This method, referred to as three-point setup, was used for
measuring samples with resistances exceeding 500 Ω. The advantage of this setup
is the reduced demand for wires and feedthroughs of the vacuum chamber allowing
more parallel measurements per run. Assuming a top-contact-resistance of 2 Ω leads
to errors less than 0.5 %.
Source measurement units
Two different Source Measurement Units SMU were available. The default unit,
Keithley 237, offers a voltage range of −1100 V to 1100 V and a maximal current of
100 mA. The Keithley 2611 has a maximal voltage of 110 V offering a current of 1 A.
In case of the high temperature investigations of the irradiated samples, the highcurrent SMU was used. The current was limited by the bond wires to 600 mA. Both
SMU offering local and remote probing are sensitive enough to measure the relevant
voltages and currents. The setup-equipment (feedthroughs, wiring, and shielding) is
not designed for the pA-range. Measurements of currents lower than 0.01 nA become
erroneous, although the Keithley 237 should be able to measure smaller currents.
Characteristics of substrate
All samples characterized were grown on n-Si with a resistivity of 5 mΩ cm equivalent
to 20 kS m−1 . The low resistivity and the high degeneration of the semiconductor
should provide an almost metallic contact. In figure 3.4 the resistance of a contact
pad (1.1 mm diameter) directly evaporated onto the silicon is shown. The substrate
was cleaned with acetone to remove organic debris. Shortly before mounting in the
evaporation chamber, the silicon was etched with 1 % HF to remove any native oxide.
The sample was contacted in remote-setup mode onto the sapphire sample holder.
All measured I-V -characteristics exhibit ohmic-behavior.
As expected for semiconductors, the resistance of the substrate increases towards
low temperatures. Overall, the resistance of the contacts of the four-point setup and
the substrate are very small and can be neglected, except for very small resistances of
the order of 1 Ω. These values are only reached by irradiated samples at the highest
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Figure 3.4: Resistance of Silicon substrates used for all samples. A Cr/Au contact pad was directly
evaporated onto a the cleaned Si surface. The data was acquired in four-point configuration.

temperatures. Nonetheless, this effect has been neglected, because the substrate
resistance makes up less than 10 % of the measured values.

3.6 Atomic force microscopy - AFM
The Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [165] is a high-resolution scanning probe microscopy method, where a small nanometer-sized tip is moved over the sample surface. The tip height is measured and used to map the surface topography with
sub-nanometer precision.
The analysis of this work was performed using the XE-100 by PSIA at the Hochschule Harz - Hochschule für angewandte Wissenschaften (FH) in Wernigerode. The
microscope is housed in a sound insulated containment and is carefully decoupled
from the building to reduce mechanical vibrations. Depending on tip diameter, the
system resolves about 5 nm laterally and 0.1 nm vertically. This precision is sufficient
to record the hillocks of the ion tracks in ta-C .
In addition to topographical information, the AFM in Wernigerode is equipped
with an electric characterization setup using microscopic conductive tips. This feature allows the individual analysis of conductive ion tracks in ta-C . The setup is
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capable of measuring an I-V -characteristic of one position (e.g. an ion track). Alternatively, a fixed bias can be applied while scanning, the locally resolved current is
recorded creating a current map of a surface. Here, the identification of conductive
ion tracks as well as the comparison of their resistances is possible. A recent addition to the AFM setup in Wernigerode was a temperature controlled stage allowing
sample heating up to 100 ◦C.
The technical difficulty is the detection of low currents in the pA regime and below
while keeping a fast sampling rate in the order of 200 Hz. This rate is necessary to
keep up with typical scan rates of 0.6 lines per second and 256 samples per line.
Even while measuring local I-V -characteristics, a relatively fast analysis is required
because a minimal sample drift would otherwise reduce the spacial resolution. The
current is measured using an operational amplifier close to the tip allowing a current
resolution of 0.3 pA. The maximal current is 100 nA. This range is adequate for the
characterization of typical ion tracks in ta-C.
All ta-C films were analyzed in contact-mode using Pt/Ir-film coated tips (BSEM75
and MULTI75E) by Budget Sensors ContE tips allowing parallel electric and topographic characterization. The temperature in the AFM chamber is about 305 K in
case of temperature dependent measurements, this temperature was raised up to
373 K. All AFM data processing was done using Gwyddion 9 an Open Source (GNU)
application for scanning probe microscopy.

9

http://gwyddion.net/
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The XPS was performed on the sample for two reasons. First, to check the copper
content in the films and check the sp3 ratio of the ta-C in dependence of the copper
concentration. The sp3 -bond to sp2 -bond ratio can be determined by measuring the
C-1s peak, which is different for Graphite (284.4 eV) and diamond (285.2 eV) [166].
Typically, in XPS measurements of amorphous carbon films, a wide peak around the
two energies is detected. The bond ratio can be estimated by fitting two distributions
to the data centered at the sp2 and sp3 energy. This method was applied, for example,
by Ronning et al. [51, 164] and Gerhards et al. [153] using samples synthesized with
ADONIS. Unfortunately, careful calibration of the energy scale and good statistics
are required. The XPS detectors available were at the end of their lifetime while the
measurements for this work were performed. The aged detectors showed a higher
noise level and lower electron count. For this reason, only the peak position was
measured depending on copper concentration offering a first order approximation of
the change in hybridization ratio.
The plasmon frequency is also different for sp2 and sp3 hybridized electrons. Amorphous carbon exhibits a plasmon frequency between the values of graphite (26.0 eV)
and diamond (33.8 eV), which is according to Berger et al. [167] and Reinke et al.
[168] in the order of 30 eV. Figure 4.1 shows the XPS spectra of the C-1s peak and
the first plasmon oscillation for the ta-C films with different copper concentrations.
All spectra show the C-1s peak close to 285 eV. The inlet magnifies the peak and
reveals a small fluctuation, which is better visible in figure 4.2(a). The plasmon-peak
is at about 316 eV, shown in more detail in figure 4.2(b). All spectra look overall
very similar, the only exception is the sharper plasmon peak of the 5 % copper film.
In figure 4.2(a), the peak positions of the C-1s peaks are shown with margins of
error. The main source of error is the energy calibration, which causes a systematic
displacement. The spectra of 0 % and 0.1 % Cu were calibrated individually. The
higher copper concentrations were measured in a row and were calibrated to a single
Au spectrum. As a result, the trend seen for high copper concentrations has a small
error, only the absolute energy position of all peaks have an uncertainty of 0.1 eV.
Keeping this in mind, the data shows a constant C-1s peak position up to 2 %
within the margin of errors. At 5 % Cu, the peak energy drops by about 0.1 eV.
The C-1s energy of 285 eV to 285.1 eV corresponds to high sp3 hybridization ratio
of about 80 % [51, 168]. This result is supported by the energy dependence of the
plasmon frequency shown in figure 4.2(b), which depends as well on the hybridization
ratio [167,168]. Again, up to 2 % Cu concentration the plasmon frequency is constant
within the margin of error. At 5 % Cu, the energy drops slightly. Assuming a linear
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Figure 4.1: XPS spectra of the C-1s peak and the first plasmon oscillation of the ta-C films with
different Cu content. The position of both peaks is almost independent of Cu concentration, only
a slight shift of the plasmon energy at 2 % and 5 % is visible. The fluctuation of the C-1s peak
in the insert is mainly caused by the systematic errors of the energy-scale calibration. The peak
with is constant, which suggests a constant sp2 -sp3 ratio for all Cu concentrations. The background
increases with copper concentration.

dependence of the plasmon energy on the sp3 content [50] suggests a sp3 content of
about 75 % (31.8 eV) for samples with low copper concentrations and 60 % for the
sample with 5 % Cu. The expected sp3 hybridization of 100 eV ta-C is assumed to
be 80 % to 90 % [37]. The lower values in the present XPS measurements are caused
by the extreme surface sensitivity and the increased sp2 hybridization at the surface
of the ta-C films.
In figure 4.3 XPS spectra displaying the Cu-2p1/2 and Cu-2p3/2 peak at 933.1 eV
and 953.0 eV are shown for all copper concentrations. The copper-free sample shows
no peaks and for all other samples, the peak height increases with copper concentration. The peak area can be used to estimate the copper content at the surface of the
films comparing the peak area of the C-1s peak and the Cu-2p3/2 peak area for each
measurement, using an estimation for the different cross-sections [169]. All spectra
were normalized in order to show a direct comparison of the copper peaks. The
increasing background is the result of inelastic events creating tails at lower energies.
The quantitative results are shown in the insert of figure 4.3 compared to deposited
amount of copper. The values are larger than the expected stoichiometries calculated
from the deposited amounts during preparation. However, the XPS provides only
information of the very near surface. Copper is known to accumulate at the surface
of ta-C during MSIBD. Gerhards et al. [153] calculated similar results from XPS
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Figure 4.2: XPS spectra showing the C-1s peak energy depending on Cu concentration (a), a shift
towards lower energies would suggest an increasing sp2 content. Only at 5 % Cu, the value seems to
drop slightly. In addition, the plasmon energy (b) is also dependent on hybridization ratio. Again,
a lower value correlates to a higher sp2 content. The plasmon energy is constant up to 2 % and
drops at 5 % Cu.

spectra. In addition, they checked the stoichiometry using Rutherford-Backscattering
(RBS). This method is sensitive to the total film volume and not just the surface.
Hereby, they found a copper concentration close to the actually deposited amount.
Due to sputter loss, the values are slightly smaller (10 %) than deposited agreeing
with the theoretical model of Gerhards et al. [158].
The spectra show two additional peaks (a) and (b) in figure 4.3 which are caused
by an additional line of the X-ray source emitting a second energy. Therefore, (a)
and (b) are the blind peaks of Cu-2p3/2 and Cu-2p1/2 respectively. Especially, the
peak at (b) has a high shoulder increasing the background in turn decreasing the
precision of stoichiometry comparisons of the copper content.
In conclusion, the XPS-data of the C-1s peak and the plasmon oscillation show
a constant sp3 content up to 2 % Cu of about 80 %. At 5 % Cu, the sp3 ratio
starts to drop by about 10 %. This result is in good agreement with investigations
by Gerhards et al. [153] and Ronning [51]. The copper concentration detected by
XPS measurements is higher than expected from the deposition rate. The deviation
is caused by the tendency of copper to accumulate close to the surface. Gerhards
et al. showed by RBS measurements a Cu concentration slightly less (10 %) than the
deposited amount in the range of 0 % to 5 % Cu. Because of her experiments, it is
assumed that the deposited amount of copper matches the incorporated amount in
first order approximation.
An exception of this assumption occurs for the samples with 0.1 % Cu. These
samples were contaminated inadvertently by sputter depositing Cu during the initial
substrate-cleaning process. During the subsequential ta-C deposition, no Cu was co-
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deposited as done with the other samples. However, the tendency of Cu to accumulate
at the surface of ta-C during deposition diluted the initial contamination through the
entire film. The 0.1 % value was solely derived by XPS measurements and is a first
order approximation only. Most likely, the actual average copper concentration is
less.
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Figure 4.3: XPS spectra of the Cu-2p3/2 and Cu-2p1/2 peaks of the copper impurities in ta-C.
The spectra were normalized using the C1-s peak of the ta-C to compare the total Cu concentration.
The insert shows the calculated Cu concentration near the surface, which is higher than expected
by deposition (Cu accumulates at the surface). The small peaks marked (a) and (b) are blind peaks
of the two Cu-2p peaks, caused by second photon energy of the X-ray source.
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conductivity
The electrical characterization of ta-C, grown by MSIBD, is well established. The
first measurements performed with the equipment used in this work were performed
by Nix [32, 33]. The sample preparation was improved during the diploma thesis of Gehrke [27] and Nix PhD thesis [25]. In particular, the adhesion-enhancing
chromium film was added to the contact pad, the leads were created by wedge bonding instead of gold wires glued with conductive silver. Finally, the remote probing
of the bias-voltage was implemented. All these measures led to smaller impacts of
contact resistances and more stable, reproducible results in general. Furthermore,
the temperature-dependent setup for high temperatures was much improved to yield
stable and accurate temperatures to a precision of 0.3 K. Earlier measurements above
room temperature performed with the available equipment could not control the temperature well because of a crude heating controller and temperature probing system.

5.1 Unirradiated virgin ta-C
At first, the electrical properties of the pure ta-C are of interest. Figure 5.1 shows
the temperature dependence of the current measured at different potentials. The
film thickness was about 85 nm and the contact pad had a diameter of 0.9 nm
(6.37 × 10−3 cm2 ). The current decreases by five to seven orders of magnitude (depending on the applied field) in the measured temperature regime. Especially at
higher voltages, the lines exhibit a kink at 300 K. At this temperature, the two measurements of the low- and high-temperature setup were merged. The measurement
was performed in the three-point setup (see chapter 3.5.3) and the contact resistances
of both setups were slightly different. The temperature offset was less than 0.3 K.
Both measurement cycles were consistent for the cooling and heating run. The small
offset is caused by the delicate contacting procedure. The results are in accordance
with data of unirradiated ta-C shown by Gehrke [27] and Brötzmann [103]. However, compared to old measurements of Nix [32, 33] and Schwen [22], the measured
current has increased about a factor 1001 . The temperature dependence is comparable, at 1 V the current drops by about four orders of magnitude between 300 K
and 100 K in both the old and current measurements. Therefore, either the additional contact resistance had the same temperature dependence as the ta-C or, more
likely, the contact pads had a much smaller effective contact area due to the missing
1

comparing the currents at 300 K at 1 V
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chromium layer. At low temperatures at 20 K to 40 K, the curves show a king hinting
to a residual conductivity. An interesting property of this residual conductivity is
the strong variation between different contacts pads on a single sample. Two main
factors are substrates roughness and quality of the film. The residual conductivity
increases if rough and contaminated substrates are used. In this work, contact pads
with the lowest residual conductivity available were chosen for further examination
and presentation. This effect is discussed later in more detail (chapter 5.10).
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Figure 5.1: I-T -plot of the data measured on a contact pad on a virgin ta-C film (6.37 × 10−3 cm2
contact and 85 nm film thickness). The conductivity decreases by 5-7 orders of magnitude towards
low temperatures. The kink at 300 K is caused by the merging of the low- and high-temperature
measurements. The kink at very low temperatures is caused by the residual conductivity (chapter
5.10).

Some I-V -characteristics of the same measurement are shown in the following figure 5.2. All characteristics are s-shaped and almost symmetric, as expected for such
a ta-C film from previous publications and experiments. Earlier, in figure 3.4 the low
resistivity of a chromium gold contact on the n-silicon was shown. This experiment
did not suggest the formation of a Schottky contact between the silicon substrate and
the evaporated contact pad. The symmetric characteristics of the ta-C film suggest
an ohmic behavior of the contact pads and the silicon-ta-C interface as well. As analyzed by Brötzmann in more detail [103], a well pronounced heterojunction structure
is formed by metal, ta-C, and less doped silicon. In addition, the first measurements
performed by Nix showed symmetric characteristics for ta-C films on highly doped
n-Si suggesting symmetric contacts although a large contact resistance was present.
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5.2 Irradiation of ta-C
In fact, unsymmetrical characteristics measured on ta-C samples prepared on highly
doped n-Si suggested a bad sample or inadequate conductivity of the leads. Samples
degrade if too large fields are applied, subsequently slightly asymmetric characteristics are observed. This effect is illustrated in chapter 5.10.
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Figure 5.2: I-V -characteristics measured on a virgin ta-C film at different temperatures
(6.37 × 10−3 cm2 contact and 85 nm film thickness). All characteristics are similar in shape, mainly
the overall conductivity increases with temperature. The symmetry of the characteristics indicates
proper contacts with no significant Schottky effect between the chromium/gold-pad and the silicon
substrate.

5.2 Irradiation of ta-C
Here, the general effect of ta-C irradiation is shown. As theoretically discussed above
and shown in numerous publications, the ion bombardment will cause the formation
of individual ion tracks [26,28,33,80]. Analysis of individual tracks will be presented
later in chapter 6. At this point the properties of track ensembles are presented. The
pure ta-C was irradiated with 3 × 1010 cm−2 . The ion energy of the Uranium was
1 GeV after being degraded by an aluminum foil. All pads on irradiated samples have
a diameter of 0.6 mm (2.83 × 10−3 cm2 ). The contact covers about 8 × 107 tracks in
parallel. The current measured is the result of a large ensemble of tracks conducting
simultaneously. In parallel to the tracks, the unirradiated matrix is contacted as well.
The following plot, figure 5.3, shows the sum of both currents at different potentials.
In gray the currents of unirradiated ta-C is displayed (normalized to the contact area
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of 2.83 × 10−3 cm2 ). Obviously, the conductivity increases by approximately three
orders of magnitude by the irradiation process while only about 1 % of the film area
is effected by the irradiation. The increase in specific conductivity within the track
volume is even larger than the three orders of magnitude shown by the data that
leads to the conclusion of well pronounced conductive ion tracks embedded in an
insulating matrix. In case of the previously presented unirradiated ta-C, the current
increases with increasing temperature by seven orders of magnitude in the examined
temperature range. In fact, the overall temperature dependence seems similar to the
behavior of unirradiated ta-C.
At temperatures beyond 320 K, the current limit of the bond wires is reached at
600 mA. At this point the maximal field applied had to be reduced to keep within
the specification. In order to minimize this limitation, all irradiated samples were
contacted with the smallest pads available of 0.6 mm diameter.
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Figure 5.3: I-T -characteristics of different bias voltages measured on irradiated pure ta-C
(2.83 × 10−3 cm2 contact, 85 nm film thickness, 1 GeV U and a fluence of 3 × 1010 cm−2 ). The
contacted track ensembles makes up about 1 % of the contact-area. Nonetheless, the conductivity
increases by about three orders of magnitude compared to a similar unirradiated ta-C films. At
low temperatures the residual conductivity is visible and at high temperatures the higher voltages
reach at 600 mA the current limit of the setup, the characteristics are clipped.

In figure 5.4, some I-V -characteristics are shown of the same irradiated film. The
large increase in conductivity compared to unirradiated ta-C is obvious again. The
characteristics look more ohmic and less s-shaped than the unirradiated counterparts. However, the maximal electrical field is smaller, a quantitative analysis of the
shape is done later in chapter 5.6. Prior to this publication, ion track ensembles in
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Figure 5.4: I-V -characteristics at different temperatures of the irradiated ta-C film shown in figure
5.3. All characteristics are s-shaped and similar to the characteristics of unirradiated ta-C. The
curves show slightly asymmetric behavior caused by a degenerated Schottky contact of the metal
contact pad and the silicon, which is exposed by the high current. The overall current is increased
by a factor of 1000 compared to pristine ta-C .

comparable thin films were only measured to 0.3 V. In this regime the characteristics
seemed to be linear. Therefore, it was sometimes falsely suggested that ion track
ensembles are ohmic at room temperature. The average resistance at room temperature of the track ensemble is about 5 Ω. This regime requires the remote setup
to measure the behavior correctly. At these very low sample resistances, a small
asymmetry of the characteristics is observed. At positive bias the characteristic is
slightly rectifying. The asymmetry is field- and temperature-dependent; at 300 K it
is about 20 % at 1.2 V and 10 % at 0.5 V. At lower temperatures the values drop to
16 % and 8 % respectively. The most likely explanation of this behavior is a highly
degenerated Schottky contact. The temperature dependence is less steep compared
to the behavior of the ta-C tracks causing the effect to be more obvious at higher
temperatures. The properties of the Schottky contact are dominated by the metal
pad and the semiconducting silicon substrate and not by the ta-C, demonstrated in
detail by Brötzmann [103].
At low temperatures, the curvature of the characteristics increases and the nonohmic behavior is already visible at low fields. In figure 5.5 the regime below 100 K is
displayed. In addition to the curvature, the steep temperature dependence becomes
obvious. Between 100 K and 80 K the difference is about a factor three. At very low
temperatures in the regime of 30 K, the temperature dependence vanishes and the
residual conductivity is dominant.
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Figure 5.5: I-V -characteristics at different temperatures measured on irradiated ta-C (same sample
as figure 5.3). The curvature is increased compared to room temperature. Approaching 0 K, the
curvature of the temperature independent residual conductivity becomes dominant as later shown
in chapter 5.6.

5.3 Copper impurities in ta-C
One major goal of this work is the analysis of the effect of copper impurities on the
conductivity of ta-C and ion tacks. The effect of B and N on ta-C structure has
been studied by Ronning et al. [164] as well as the effect on conductivity [35]. Nix
and Krauser et al. examined the effect of Fe and Cu on ta-C as well as the effect on
ion tracks [25, 36]. All these experiments have shown an increase of conductivity of
the ta-C matrix and tracks. Nix has performed some benchmarking of the impurity
effect comparing the increase of matrix and track conductivity. The most promising
results were received by copper doped samples (1 % Cu). The ability of this copper
concentration to retain a high contrast ratio of track and matrix conductivity has
been noted by Gehrke [27] as well. In the following more extensive data on the effect
of copper doping in ta-C will be presented.
So far, only concentrations of 1 % at. were examined. In the scope of this work,
the effect of different concentrations were tested ranging from 0.5 % to 5 %. These
samples were synthesized by depositing x % Cu-ions and 100-x % carbon atoms quasi
simultaneously (see chapter 3.1). Unintentionally, some ta-C samples supposed to be
copper free show a small copper contamination. By XPS measurements the concentration was estimated to be less than 0.1 %. This concentration will be included in
the following comparison. Table 5.1 provides an overview of the examined samples
and their copper concentrations as deposited.
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# sample
1213
1314
1260
1281
1282
1279
1283

Cu
[%]
0
0
0.1
0.5
1
2
4

thickness
[nm]
85
85
60
65
65
65
45

pad diameter
[cm]
0.6
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

fluence in
[109 ions cm−2 ]
40
0
4
4
4
4
4

Table 5.1: Tabular overview of ta-C samples used in following examinations. Every sample, except
#1213 and #1314, was divided into several pieces. One part of each sample was not irradiated
and kept as reference. Since both matrix and track data were measured on the same sample, the
comparability should be as high as possible. All irradiations were performed with 1 GeV U at GSI.

In figure 5.6 the temperature-dependent current of sample #1260 is displayed for
three different voltages. In comparison the data of pure ta-C is shown in gray. The
difference of the contact pad area was normalized, the difference in sample thickness
was neglected. The conductivity increases by about a factor of 20. The overall
temperature dependence is similar. Towards lower temperatures the conductivity
approaches the values of the pure ta-C and again at extremely low temperatures
around 20 K a residual conductivity is dominant. At 300 K a kink is visible where
the low- and high-temperature measurement were merged. This is a measurement
artifact and not part of the sample behavior. The I-V -characteristics shown in figure
5.7, are similar in shape compared to pure ta-C. The overall conductivity is larger
and the curves are again almost symmetric.
In the next step, figure 5.8 shows the current measurement on an irradiated ta-C
film containing less than 0.1 % Cu. In gray, the measurement of the unirradiated
0.1 %-Cu film is shown in comparison. The conductivity increases over the complete
temperature range. Again, the overall temperature dependence is similar to the
measurements shown before on pure ta-C. The residual conductivity is visible below
30 K also.
The difference of matrix and track conductivity seems much smaller than in the
case of pure ta-C (figure 5.3). However, it should be noted that the irradiation
fluence is one order of magnitude smaller. Figure 5.9 shows the characteristics of the
irradiated samples with 0.1 % Cu. The main difference to pure ta-C is the smaller
curvature exhibited. At room temperature, the characteristics are almost ohmic up
to a bias of 1 V. The rectification of the curves is seen in a similar manner as in the
case of pure ta-C.
The temperature dependence and the shape of the characteristics up to 2 % Cu
are comparable to the results of #1260, mainly the conductivity increases with Cu
concentration and irradiation.
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Figure 5.6: I-T -characteristics of unirradiated ta-C:Cu with about 0.1 % Cu at different bias
potentials. In gray the respective characteristics of the pure ta-C are shown. The conductivity is
increased by about a factor of 20. At low temperatures, a temperature independent conductivity is
suggested as in case of pure ta-C.
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Figure 5.7: I-V -characteristics of ta-C:Cu with about 0.1 % Cu content (#1260). In case of pure
ta-C , the characteristics are symmetric and s-shaped. The overall conductivity is larger as expected
for ta-C:Cu films.
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Figure 5.8: I-T -characteristics of irradiated ta-C:Cu with about 0.1 % Cu content (#1260). In
comparison, the data of the unirradiated sample is shown in gray. The increase by irradiation is
smaller than in case of pure ta-C. However, the effect is exaggerated by the lower ion fluence used
for the doped samples. At low temperatures, the usual residual conductivity is visible.
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Figure 5.9: I-V -characteristics measured of irradiated ta-C:Cu with about 0.1 % Cu content
(#1260). Besides the increased conductivity compared to pure ta-C and unirradiated doped films,
although the curvature is decreased. At room temperature, the behavior is ohmic up to the applied
field.
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At 5 % Cu, the highest concentration, the results differ from the results of pure ta-C
and ta-C with smaller amounts of impurities. The Cu changes the sp3 hybridization
of the ta-C as shown by XPS spectroscopy (chapter 4) slightly. The bond ratio of
the film changes to a more graphitic structure with higher sp2 content. In figure
5.10, the data of the 5 % Cu sample is shown in comparison to unirradiated pure
ta-C . The increase in conductivity, caused by 5 % copper, is quite large, even before
irradiation. The changed matrix has a conductivity almost as high as the irradiated
pure sample. In turn, the irradiation process does not increase the conductivity as
much as seen in samples with smaller Cu concentration.
The temperature dependence of the 5 % Cu sample is still similar to pure ta-C
suggesting unchanged conduction mechanisms. The current measured decreases by
many orders of magnitude towards lower temperatures and below 50 K, the residual
conductivity is visible. However, compared to lower Cu concentration, the shape
of the I-V -characteristics appears much more ohmic in the examined bias range.
Towards smaller temperatures, the curvature increases as suggested in figure 5.11,
showing a selection of characteristics of the unirradiated sample. The characteristics
are almost symmetric, a slight rectifying behavior is observed as seen in other irradiated ta-C samples. The irradiation increases the conductivity only by a factor of
two. The shape of the characteristics does not change significantly by irradiation as
seen in figure 5.12. The rectifying property is more obvious at these higher currents.
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Figure 5.10: I-T -characteristics of ta-C:Cu with about 5 % Cu content. In gray the respective
characteristics of the pure ta-C are shown. The doped matrix reaches almost the same current
as seen after irradiation. The difference is only about a factor of two. On the other hand, the
temperature dependence is still comparable to pure ta-C.
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Figure 5.11: I-V -characteristics of ta-C:Cu (5 % Cu). The curves are almost ohmic at room
temperature in the bias regime analyzed. Towards lower temperatures, the curvature increases. The
measurements exhibit almost symmetrical behavior. Since the current is in the order of irradiated
samples shown before, a slight rectifying property is already seen in this unirradiated film.
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Figure 5.12: I-V -characteristics of irradiated ta-C:Cu (5 %). The current has increased by a factor
of about two by irradiation. At room temperature, the curvature is small but increases toward lower
temperatures. As before, if high currents flow, the behavior is slightly asymmetrical because of the
degenerated Schottky-contact formed.
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5.4 Comparison of I-V-characteristics of ta-C:Cu
To visualize the effect of the copper, the I-V -characteristics of all films are compared
at different temperatures2 :
Figure 5.13(a) displays the logarithm of the current for positive bias at 373 K. In
this comparison, the effect of copper on the matrix can be quantitatively seen. The
sample with 5 % Cu has a current exceeding the pure ta-C film by a factor of 250 at
0.5 V. A copper concentration of 2 % increases the current at the same potential by
a factor of 50, at higher voltages even by 75. The smallest amount of about 0.1 %
Cu increases the current by a factor of 16.
At 300 K, the overall picture is very similar to measurements at 373 K, only the
relative gain in current, caused by Cu, is larger at room temperature. As seen in
figure 5.13(b), the difference of pure ta-C and 5 % Cu has almost doubled to a
factor of 456. Towards smaller copper concentrations, the raise in current is about
20 %. However, at high fields, the factor for pure ta-C and 2 % Cu has decreased by
25 % compared to high-temperature characteristics being an indicator for different
temperature dependence of the conduction mechanisms at low and high fields.
The data at lower temperatures (200 K in figure 5.13(c)) continues the trend. The
factor for 5 % Cu to pure ta-C has increased to 1080. The ratio has doubled in
comparison to room temperature. The ratio of the currents for 0 % and 0.1 % Cudoped samples has increased to 45 about 90 % more than at room temperature.
The difference between 0.1 % and 5 % is more stable increasing only by 25 %. At
high fields, the ratio is almost constant between 0 % and 2 % showing a different
correlation for the conductivity at low and high fields.
Finally, at low temperatures around 100 K (figure 5.13(d)), the trend at 0.5 V still
continues. The factor between pure ta-C and the doped film with 5 % Cu shows a
ratio of 1775 that is an increase of 64 % compared to the ratio at 200 K. Between 0 %
and 0.1 % the ratio increased by 58 % in the same temperature range. Between higher
copper concentrations, the change in current ratio is stable at low temperatures. The
difference at 200 K and 100 K is only 4 %. At high fields, the current ratio of pure
and 2 % Cu-doped ta-C is about 30 to 40 if the I-V -characteristic is extrapolated.
This simple comparison of I-V -characteristics leads to a few qualitative conclusions. The effect of Cu doping is most apparent at low fields (more ohmic behavior
with increasing copper concentration). Furthermore, the effect of Cu is more dominant at low temperatures while hardly affecting the temperature dependence. In
order to further quantify the effect of copper on the ta-C matrix and tracks and to
understand the mechanisms causing the conductivity of the different films, a fitting
model is developed in the following sections.

2

The data of the current is comparable because the contact-area on each sample was the same.
1 mA is equivalent to about 3.53 × 103 A m−2
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Figure 5.13: I-V -characteristics of unirradiated ta-C and ta-C:Cu at different temperatures. The
difference in conductivity is shown as a factor for some points. At all temperatures, the conductivity
increases with the copper content. The ratios vary with temperature and applied field. The effect
of copper is largest at low temperatures and low bias voltages.

5.5 Frenkel-Poole model for virgin ta-C
Already Nix [32, 33] and Schwen [22] suggested a Frenkel-Poole fit to describe the
I-V -T -behavior of ta-C close to room temperature. The sole application of the
Frenkel-Poole (FP) formula did not yield satisfying predictions for the electrical behavior at different temperatures and low fields. The curvature was overestimated
and the conductivity at low temperatures was underestimated. An extension to
the FP model was developed by Brötzmann and Gehrke (published by Brötzmann
et al. [170]) to describe the behavior of ta-C with the goal to fit the characteristics more precisely at low and high fields and to cover a larger temperature range
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while keeping a simplistic model. Brötzmann used this FP extension successfully for
the description of ta-C and BN in his model for metal-amorphous-semiconductorsemiconductor systems [103, 171].
The difference to the description of Nix and Schwens is a parallel ohmic resistor
to the FP mechanism. The current density is equivalent to
J(F , T ) = σp (T )F + σ̃fp (F , T )F ,

(5.1)

where σp is the
conductivity of the added parallel resistor,
 temperature-dependent

qφfp
σ̃fp = σfp · exp − kB T is the temperature and field-dependent conductivity of the FP
equation and F = Ud is the electric field. The physical argument for the addition of
the parasitical resistor can be found in the failure of the FP model in case of barrierexhaustion, if more than one level is present, and in case of tunneling (chapter 2.5.1).
Here, the ohmic resistor is a first-order approximation for these effects.

Figure 5.14: I-V -characteristics and extended-FP fits for temperature-dependent data measured
on virgin ta-C. The extended-FP model is valid for the temperature range of 200 K to 373 K. At
lower temperatures, the fit underestimates the measured current.

As shown in figure 5.14, this extended FP model describes the characteristics of
ta-C well between 200 K to 373 K. To successfully obtain reliable values for all free
parameters of the model, the following procedure was used. First, the temperature
dependence was fitted to obtain a stable value for φfp as defined in equation 2.29
which was accomplish by examining the logarithm of the FP formula:
qφfp
ln (J(F , T )) = ln (σfp F ) + −
kB T
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5.5 Frenkel-Poole model for virgin ta-C
At high
√ of the
√ fields, the logarithm of the current is proportional to the square-root
field F , neglecting the first term. Equation 5.2 is now a linear function of F , that
can be extrapolated to F = 0. The y-intercept of this function is equivalent to:
!

qφfp
,
y(T ) = c + −
kB T

(5.3)

where c is a temperature independent constant. Equation 5.3 is derived by
d y(T)
qφfp
=−
.
1
kB
dT

1
:
T

(5.4)

Numerically, the y-intercept y(T ) was calculated of two different empirical characteristics
at adjacent temperatures (1 and 2) by extrapolating the high-field slope of
√
F . The barrier height can be calculated by solving equation 5.4 entering the values
obtained by experiment:
y1 (T1 )
T1 T2
kB
·
φfp = − · ln
.
(5.5)
q
y2 (T2 )
T2 − T1
√
This method depends on the F dependence of ln(I), which requires the examination
of sufficiently high fields. In case of the ta-C samples shown here, at least 1.5 V
(2 × 107 V m−1 ) should be applied. Secondly, the ohmic contribution σp must be
comparatively small at the fields used for extrapolation. Both requirements were
fulfilled and a value of φfp = 0.25 V was calculated for ta-C which is identical to the
results of Brötzmann [103].
In the second step of the fitting procedure the parallel resistance, σp , and  were
fitted with a least square method programmed in python v2.7√
[172] using scipy [173].
In figure 5.14 the logarithm of the current is plotted versus F (Schottky-Plot) in
order to visualize the FP behavior at high fields. The results of the fit are compared
to the measured data. For potentials exceeding 1 V, the characteristics become linear
in this representation of the data, as expected for FP conduction. In the temperature
range of 200 K to 373 K the fit is very precise and the data is well modeled. Towards
lower temperatures, the fit overestimate the data. In addition, the slope varies with
temperature at high fields, which is caused by assuming a constant effective barrier
height φfp compare to chapter 2.5.1.
The current, described by the FP model, depends exponentially on temperature
and field. In other words, if the bias voltage is constant, the film thickness has
an exponential impact on conductivity. This behavior is significantly different to
interface effects such as Schottky emission, which shows similar field dependence but
is less dependent on film thickness. The thickness dependence of the characteristics
of ta-C films was measured on different contact pads on a film with a gradient in
film thickness. Ten characteristics were recorded at different sample positions using
! 
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pads with a diameter of 0.9 mm at 297 K. In figure 5.15(a) a selection of different
characteristics is displayed. The s-shaped nature of the curves and the overall current
are comparable with the data shown in figure 5.2. To relate the data to the film
thickness, the I-V -characteristics were fitted using a numerically simplified form of
the Frenkel Poole formula (equation 2.29):
" 

V
V
· exp b
I=
dfit
dfit

0.5 #

,

(5.6)

where b = 450 m1/2 V−1/2 , V is the potential, and d the fit parameter for film thickness. The advantage of this formula compared to the original FP model is the
combination of curvature and thermal dependence into one parameter b. In addition,
the parasitic ohmic resistor of the extended FP model is included in b as well.
First, both b and d were set as free parameters and each curve was fitted. The curvature b varies for the different characteristics from 350 m1/2 V−1/2 to 500 m1/2 V−1/2 .
To receive stable results for d, the curvature was fixed to the weighted average value
of 450 m1/2 V−1/2 . The resulting values for d were normalized by a common factor
of 521 to correspond to the empirical thickness values. The empirical estimation of
the thickness was done by the color of the thin-film interference. This procedure was
calibrated by comparing the colors to the colors of samples analyzed by TEM providing exact measurements of film thickness. In addition, the average film thickness
is known from the deposited amount of C+ ions. The margin of systematic errors
was relatively high since both sets of values for d had to be calibrated differently.
However, the trend of each set is reliable. The results are shown in figure 5.15(b).
The trend of the fitted data corresponds well with the measured values supporting
the validly of a thickness-dependent bulk mechanism in these ta-C films instead of
interface governed processes such as Schottky-emission.
Besides supporting the validity of the FP model for ta-C, this experiment shows
the strong dependence of the conductivity on film thickness. Any calculated values
for conductivity, which were extracted from measured currents, strongly depend on
well known film thicknesses. An uncertainty of 10 % in film thickness results in an
uncertainty of 25 % for conductivities calculated from currents using the FP model.
The typical variation in film thickness of samples used in this work can be estimated
by 10 %.
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Figure 5.15: Correlation of ta-C film thickness d and conductivity. (a) shows four selected characteristics measured at different contact pads with different film thickness. All pads with identical
dimensions were on the same sample, only the thickness varies due to a gradient in this particular
sample. (b) compares the film thickness simulated by FP fit and the estimated film thickness by color
resulting from thin film interference. The conductivity of the ta-C films are thickness-dependent
and correlate well with the trend predicted by FP mechanism

5.6 Development of an empirical model for I-V-T-behavior
The extension of the Frenkel-Poole model works well for pure ta-C down to 200 K.
The addition of the parasitic ohmic resistor is even capable to describe the behavior
of irradiated ta-C and ta-C:Cu films to some extent. However, the model cannot
describe the behavior at low temperatures and is limited to low ohmic contributions.
Furthermore, the assumption of fixed curvatures (constant  and βfp ) cannot be
accomplished without assuming non-physical values for , especially at high copper
concentrations or after irradiation. As seen by the above fit in figure 5.14, at least
one other conduction mechanism should be dominant at low temperatures, which
needs to be added to the model. One candidate is hopping, in particular VRH. The
parallel contribution of hopping and FP is common in amorphous thin films. For
example, Simmons has reviewed different thin-film-systems exhibiting more than one
mechanism [106].
Ultimately, each conduction mechanism has two main dependencies: temperature
and field. The field dependency can be removed by observing conductivity close to
zero-bias. Here, the FP mechanism is reduced to the simple thermal activation. A
major draw-back of the above procedure to fit φfp is the inability to separate field
and thermal dependence of the conductivity; both have to be fitted simultaneously
(see chapter 5.5).
To overcome this problem, a different approach was taken. The characteristics
were fitted with a mathematical function separating thermal and field dependence.
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At the same time, the function was capable to simulate the curvature of the sshaped characteristics as well as ohmic behavior observed in the presence of tracks
and high Cu concentrations. The total parameter-space was reduced to three scalar
positive variables, one for the temperature dependence and two for the curvature.
The mathematical function fulfilling the requirements is the stretched exponential
function:
"
!γ #
βV
VA
exp
,
(5.7)
I = σ0
d
d
where A is the contact area, d the film thickness, σ0 , β and γ are fitting parameter.


qφ
This function is equivalent to the s-shaped FP model assuming σ0 = σfp ·exp − kBfpT ,
3

q
β = π
and γ = 12 . Ohmic behavior is modeled by σ0 as β approaches zero.
0
This function is capable to fit linear- and s-shaped characteristics. The temperature
dependence of the zero-bias conductivity is represented by σ0 . A distinction in barrier
height (φfp ) and proportional factor (σfp ), as done in the FP model, is not necessary.
The exponent γ describes the type of curvature. Physically common models for
field dependence of the different conduction models vary. Here, the parameter is
restricted to values between 0.5 (FP) and 1 (moderate-field correction in VRH). The
parameter β represents the amount of curvature relative to the zero-bias conductivity.
The contact area for the fitting-procedure of the unirradiated ta-C samples (Au )
is equivalent to the surface-area of the Cr/Au pad evaporated onto the film. The
film thickness was taken from deposition data, which had been calibrated by TEM
analysis. In case of the irradiated samples, only the track conductivity should be
fitted. The contact area is assumed to be equivalent to the area effectively changed by
the irradiation (track area). The track diameter is estimated to be 8 nm as proposed
by Schwen [22, 23]. The ratio τ of the sample surface affected by irradiation can be
calculated by the following empirical formula derived by Riedel and Spohr [174]:

τ = 1 − exp −rt2 π J˜ ,




(5.8)

where rt is the track radius and J˜ is the fluence. For a small surface coverage (< 1 %)
˜ The area
track overlap can be ignored and τ can be approximated by τ ≈ rt2 π J.
assumed for irradiated samples is therefore At ≈ τ Apad . Furthermore, the current
measured on irradiated films (Ii ) is corrected by the current flowing through the
unirradiated matrix, by subtracting the current measured through the unirradiated
film Iu . The track current It is approximated to be:
It = Ii − Iu ·

Au − At
.
Au

(5.9)

This expression can be simplified to It ≈ Ii − Iu if At  Au . All data of the irradiated samples were corrected in this manner by using the data of the corresponding
unirradiated films. Since all unirradiated and irradiated films with a particular Cu
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concentration were fabricated at the same time, the inhomogeneity of copper concentration was expected to be small. However, the sample thickness may vary by about
5 % to 10 % resulting in an uncertainty of 10 % to 25 % in matrix conductivity (see
chapter 5.5. This error is systematic to each measurement comparing two particular
contact pads (difference irradiated and unirradiated). Fortunately, by the irradiation
the total current increase is in excess of a factor of ten with the exception of the 5 %
Cu sample. The maximum error caused by the matrix-current correction is smaller
than 2.5 % for samples with less than 5 % Cu. At low temperature, the residual conductivity, fluctuating strongly between different contact pads, may surpass the effect
of irradiation making the correction very inaccurate at temperatures below 50 K.
The fitting of all characteristics was performed by a batch script implemented in
python v2.7 [172] using scipy.optimize.curve fit of scipy [173]3 . For the parameter
σ0 , the initial guess was estimated by calculating the linear slope of the data-point
with the smallest bias voltage. The starting value for parameter β was calculated by
subtracting the linear portion σ0 ·x of the current measured at the largest voltage. The
γ was not linearly independent of β becoming an increasing problem as curvature
decreases; the parameter was overdetermined and no stable convergence of the fit
was guaranteed. To avoid this problem multiple fits were performed with different
fixed γ values. At the end, the exponent yielding the smallest error square was chosen
together with the accordingly fitted σ0 and β values. This method ensures the finding
of the true minimum throughout the whole parameter-space of γ. Since the range
of γ is small, this brute force approach was most simple to implement and yielded
a precision of 0.002 by performing 250 least square fits, taking a reasonable time of
about one second on a typical desktop PC.
The negative and positive branches (bias) were fitted separately to allow for asymmetry of the characteristics. The averaged γ was used for both branches. The fit
yielded mathematically stable results, the statistical variance of the fitting parameters were smaller than 5 %.
5.6.1 Discussion of temperature dependence of zero-bias conductivity
Overview of zero-bias conductivity
In the following plot, figure 5.16, the extrapolated zero-bias conductivities σ0 (T ) are
shown for all films. The figure offers a multitude of information in a single overview.
First, for different copper concentrations the comparison of the temperature-dependent
zero-bias conductivity is given for tracks and matrix. The impurity effect is larger
on the matrix than on tracks. The matrix-values of σ0 (T ) increase by three to four
orders of magnitude from 0 % to 5 % copper content. The increase correlates with
copper concentration with the exception of the 0.1 %-sample. All track-ensembles
have much higher conductivities than the mere current comparison suggests because
3

http://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.optimize.curve_fit.html
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the effective contact area of the tracks is very small and the current density is large.
From 0 % to 1 % the values of σ0 (T ) of the tracks increase by a factor of eight,
at higher impurity concentration, the values decreases. Secondly, the shape of the
temperature dependence of σ0 (T ) is similar for all curves. Finally, the Arrhenius
presentation of the data reveals a deviation from a thermally-activated process. At
about 200 K the slope decreases, at this point the pure FP model starts to fail (chapter 5.5).
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Figure 5.16: The extrapolated zero-bias conductivity σ0 (T ) of irradiated and unirradiated taC:Cu at all available copper concentrations and temperatures. The extrapolation to zero-bias was
performed by fitting the field dependence with the stretched exponential model.

Fit model for σ0 (T )
The deviation from the Arrenius-like behavior towards lower temperatures suggests
additional transport mechanisms. In an attempt to describe the transition of the
different conduction mechanisms, a sum of three model functions is proposed:
• A thermally activated process σ0fp , identified as FP like (chapter 5.5),
• a VRH-term σ0vrh as suggested for tracks by Nix et al. [33] and Gehrke [27],
• and a temperature-independent term σ0r describing residual conductivity.
All three mechanisms in parallel lead to the following formulation of σ0 (T ):
σ0 (T ) = σ0fp (T ) + σ0vrh (T ) + σr .
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Applying the theoretical models (equation 2.18 and equation 2.41) leads to the following fit-function:
−qb1
σ0 (T ) = a1 exp
kB T

!

−b2
+ a2 exp
T 1/4

!

+ c,

(5.11)

where ai , bi and c are fit parameter. The parameter ai represent the contributions of
each conduction mechanism while bi are the temperature dependencies. The residual
conductivity is fitted by the constant c. The fits were performed using the fitting routine of Origin 7.0 implementing the Levenberg-Marquardt-Algorithm. b1 was fitted at
high temperatures, where thermally activated processes were dominant and b2 was
fitted below 200 K in the regime of VRH. Finally, the a parameters were readjusted
fitting the complete range keeping the b-parameter constant. With this method, stable and reproducible fit results could be obtained for the temperature dependencies.
The proportional factors ai show a strong correlation to the respective bi variable.
Therefore, a small error in bb will produce a large error in ai .
An example of the resulting fits is shown in figure 5.17 for ion tracks in pure ta-C.
The temperature scale is transformed to K−1/4 in order present the VRH temperature
dependence as a straight line. The plot nicely shows each mechanism dominating a
certain temperature regime, even the residual conductivity is well fitted with this
approach. Therefore, the zero-bias conductivity of ta-C ion-tracks can be described
by three conduction mechanisms in the range of 20 K to 400 K.
In the following, all σ0 (T ) values are shown together with their fit. In figure 5.18
the results for the unirradiated ta-C:Cu films are shown. In general, the model
describes the temperature dependence of σ0 (T ) well. Although a close look shows
some deviations. The conductivity of pure ta-C is not described precisely around 50 K
and below, showing some limitations of the modeling of the residual conductivity.
The data shows some straggling caused by fitting the I-V -characteristics in order to
extract σ0 (T ) that is most visible around 300 K where low- and high-temperature
setup data have been merged. One data point of the 0.1 % sample, an outlier,
was ignored during the fit. As already seen in figure 5.16, the effect of the copper
impurities causes an increase in conductivity of up to three orders of magnitude.
The increase is largest from pure to slightly doped ta-C and at lower temperatures.
The transition from VRH to FP is apparently shifted to higher temperatures with
increasing copper concentration. The residual conductivity is visible at about 20 K
for some samples; for pure ta-C and the 0.5 % doped films it is off scale. The
residual conductivity does not correlate with Cu concentration. Except for 0.1 %
Cu, the conductivity correlates with Cu concentration. The zero-bias conductivity
of this film exhibits slightly larger values than the film with 0.5 % Cu content most
likely caused by inhomogeneities of the 0.1 % Cu sample.
The overall temperature dependence of σ0 (T ) is similar to the dependence of the
current shown at the beginning of the chapter. However, at low temperatures, where
the curvature of the I-V -curves is largest, the values of σ0 (T ) decrease faster than
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Figure 5.17: ln [σ0 (T )]-plot of ion tracks in pure ta-C versus T −1/4 (VRH behavior becomes linear.
In addition, the fit according to equation 5.11 is plotted, including the individual terms representing each a conduction model. The thermal activation (FP) is dominant at high temperatures.
Towards lower temperatures VRH takes over and below 40 K the temperature independent residual
conductivity is observed. All mechanisms together describe the data well.

the current values. Therefore, the range of the zero-bias conductivity is even larger
reaching more than eight orders of magnitude over the temperature range.
The results for σ0 (T ) of the ion-tracks are shown in figure 5.19. As already seen
in the first overview of the zero-bias data, the effect of the copper is much smaller
than in case of the matrix. The copper concentration yielding the highest track
conductivity (factor eight) is about 0.5 % to 1 %. Again, curves of σ0 (T ) look similar
to the temperature-dependent current plots. At low temperatures, some deviation of
the model and the data is observed, especially in case of 0.5 % Cu. Otherwise, the
data is fitted well by the model.
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Figure 5.18: The extrapolated zero-bias conductivity σ0 (T ) of all unirradiated samples. The solid
lines are fits with the sum of the Frenkel-Poole, variable-range-hopping, and residual-conductivity
contributions.
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Presentation of fit parameter
Two tables, table 5.2 and table 5.3, summarize the fit parameters used to simulate
σ0 (T ) by equation 5.11. The ai parameters are proportional factors multiplied with
the exponential function. Their values correlate strongly with bi and should be carefully compared. The bi parameter, portraying the temperature dependence, yield
more information of the physical processes in the film. b1 is the activation energy for
the thermally activated high temperature conductance process. The b2 parameter is
equivalent to B as defined in the VRH mechanism (equation 2.44). The transition
temperature Ttrans is the temperature, where both FP and VRH conduction mechanisms have equal contributions. At higher temperatures, the thermal activation
dominates (b1 ), below, the VRH model (b2 ). The parameters are given with their
respective errors estimated by the fit-algorithm.
Cu
[%]
0
0.1
0.5
1
2
5

a1
[S m−1 ]
0.679(122)
11.5(17)
5.77(18)
19.2(10)
40.1(7)
5.38(7218)

b1
[eV]
0.281(5)
0.280(10)
0.278(7)
0.284(17)
0.284(6)
0.258(42)

a2
[S m−1 ]
1.44(119) × 104
1.82(11) × 108
9.98(35) × 105
1.86(10) × 107
1.15(21) × 1010
1.50(53) × 1011

b2
[K.25 ]
90.7(27)
107(2)
92.5(8)
95.0(21)
114(1)
114(1)

c
[S m−1 ]
5.0(5) × 10−14
3.1(3) × 10−12
7.8(8) × 10−14
4.0(4) × 10−12
2.5(3) × 10−12
4.1(4) × 10−11

Ttrans
[K]
192(2)
249(7)
220(5)
261(8)
308(12)
–

Table 5.2: The fit parameters of the zero-bias fit of σ0 (T ) (equation 5.11) for unirradiated ta-C:Cu.
In addition, the transition temperature, where σ0fp = σ0vrh is displayed. Below this temperature, the
system is dominated by VRH, above by FP. In addition to all parameters, errors were calculated
by the fit algorithm.

Cu
[%]
0
0.1
0.5
1
2
5

a1
[kS m−1 ]
24.8(26)
4.63(50)
254(154)
62.8(98)
126(12)
66.3(87)

b1
[eV]
0.239(4)
0.171(4)
0.255(17)
0.214(10)
0.250(3)
0.260(15)

a2
[S m−1 ]
3.20(48) × 1012
1.60(45) × 1011
5.73(387) × 1011
1.28(35) × 1013
1.01(8) × 1013
2.49(117) × 1014

b2
[K.25 ]
108(1)
93.1(9)
94.6(23)
107(1)
107(1)
121(2)

c
[S m−1 ]
3.7(4) × 10−7
2.3(3) × 10−7
2.0(2) × 10−6
1.2(1) × 10−9
3.3(3) × 10−9
2.1(2) × 10−8

Ttrans
[K]
249(17)
194(29)
268(12)
217(19)
254(27)
326(32)

Table 5.3: The fit parameters of the zero-bias fit of σ0 (equation 5.11) for irradiated ta-C:Cu. In
addition, the transition temperature, where σ0fp = σ0vrh is displayed. Below this temperature, the
system is dominated by VRH, above by FP. In addition to all parameters, errors were calculated
by the fit algorithm.

First, in table 5.2 the data of the unirradiated ta-C is shown in dependence of the
copper concentration. The activation energy (b1 ) of the high temperature thermally
activated transport is almost not affected by the copper concentration being stable
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at about 0.28 eV. This value is in good agreement with findings of other experiments
[134–137, 175]. The FP fit (chapter 5.5) resulted in a slightly lower value of 0.25 eV
caused by the different fitting procedures.
The low temperature fitting variable of the VRH part (b2 ) seems to increase from
90 K0.25 to 114 K0.25 being equivalent to a reduction of α−1 by 25 % or reduction of
N (EF ) by a factor of about 2.5 according to Mott’s model (equation 2.44). Assuming
α−1 to be of the order of 0.1 nm to 1 nm (order of Bohr radius) suggests N (EF ) to be
in the range of 1 × 1018 cm−3 eV−1 to 1 × 1021 cm−3 eV−1 for B = 90 K1/4 . A value
of B = 120 K1/4 would result in a DOS of 3 × 1017 cm−3 eV−1 to 3 × 1020 cm−3 eV−1 .
These values correspond to the results of Maiken and Taborek using a similar approach to the Mott formula to fit the data of a-C [176]. Electron Spin Resonance
(ESR) measurements suggest values for N (EF ) in the order of 7 × 1019 cm−3 eV−1 to
3 × 1020 cm−3 eV−1 [148]. However, the Mott equation is not very good in calculating
the DOS because of the extensive simplifications made to the hopping range and
DOS in general. The results merely suggest physical reasonable results for B.
The transition temperature, dividing the data in VRH and FP dominated regimes,
increases with Cu concentration. For pure ta-C it is 192 K, which would again explain
the failure of a solely thermally activated model below 200 K as shown in chapter 5.5.
At 2 % Cu, the transition takes place above room temperature at 308 K and finally,
the 5 % Cu sample shows no transition temperature at all. The VRH is dominant
at the whole temperature range measured. At some point a transition would be
expected, however, measurements at higher temperatures would have been required
to fit it. As a side effect, the value of b1 obtained for 5 % Cu is less precise than
the other values because no pure thermally activated regime has been available for
fitting. The slightly lower activation energy of 0.258(42) eV cannot be interpreted as a
dropping of activation energy for high copper concentrations. However, at increasing
impurity concentrations a smaller activation energy is plausible, assuming increased
nearest neighbor hopping and reduced effective barrier-heights by higher DOS.
The second table 5.3 shows the data of the tracks in ta-C. The values for the
thermal activation b1 are smaller and show more variation. The fluctuation of the
data does not allow a conclusion of a dependence on copper concentration. The VRH
temperature dependence is comparable to the data of the matrix, the values are in
the same range. Again, b2 seems to increase slightly meaning either a decrease of
N (EF ) or α−1 . The transition temperature of tracks in pure ta-C is significantly
higher reaching almost room temperature. Nix and Gehrke were able to fit tracks in
ta-C with only VRH for temperatures below 300 K calculating values for B between
82 K0.25 and 93 K0.25 [27, 32, 33]. The tracks in ta-C:Cu show only a small statistical
relevant difference in their transition temperatures. In fact, the values are affected
by large errors and fluctuation. In general, a higher transition temperature means a
larger contribution of the VRH.
Considering the data presented in both tables, the most interesting aspect is the
quasi independence of the temperature dependencies on copper concentration and
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irradiation. The main effect of irradiation and copper is the increase of the proportional parameters ai - especially the prefactor of VRH. In tracks and copper-rich
samples, VRH is more dominant because more hopping sides are created and tunneling transport becomes more important. In addition, the thermal activation energy is
also hardly affected by irradiation and copper impurities. The transport mechanism
and the energy levels seem to remain untouched, only the total number of charge
carriers increases. In the scope of this model, the effect of copper and irradiation
are very similar, in both cases hopping becomes more dominant. The VRH regime
extends to higher temperatures increasing the transition temperature.
Deviations of sample with 0.1% Cu
The sample with about 0.1 % Cu shows some non-consistence results for σ0 (T ) compared to the other Cu concentrations. The matrix conductivity is higher than compared to 0.5 % Cu, otherwise Cu concentration scales with conductivity. The tracks
have a comparatively high conductivity at low temperatures and at high temperatures the values drop to the conductivity of tracks in pure ta-C. The explanation
could be either an outlier of the sample per se. It has to be kept in mind, that
unlike the other samples, this film has not constantly been doped with copper but
rather contaminated by accident during the sputtering process prior to film deposition. Although Copper has the tendency to accumulate at the surface [153, 158],
it is most likely distributed though the whole film. The concentration gradient of
this film profile is most likely not the same as in other purposely doped samples.
Furthermore, the concentration of the copper is not homogeneously spread over the
film area as in case of intentionally doped samples. Finally, the sputtered copper was
not mass-selected and probably oxidized partially before being incorporated into the
ta-C.
Temperature-dependent activation energy
As a last thought on σ0 (T ), the transition of the different conduction mechanisms
should be visualized by plotting the temperature-dependent thermal activation EA .
This has been accomplished by deriving ln σ0 (T ) by T1 . If a single thermal activation
process is dominant, a constant derivative is expected. Numerically, the data is
derived by the following formula:
d
σ1
EA (T ) = 1 kB ln(σ0 (T )) ≈ kB ln
σ2
dT




T1 T2
,
T2 − T1

(5.12)

where T1 and T2 are temperatures of two consecutive measurements of σT (σ1 and
σ2 ). The fit function equation 5.11 is analytically derived and plotted in comparison
to the data. In figure 5.20 the results for the ta-C matrix are shown for all copper
concentrations. The fits show the transitions of the conduction models. At about
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30 K, the residual conductivity is surpassed by the VRH, where the slope starts rising
to about 0.05 eV. Up to 150 K EA increases linearly until the thermally activated FP
mechanism becomes more dominant. At this point, the activation energy increases
rapidly approaching the fitted value of b1 . This transition is quite sharp in case of
pure ta-C . As the copper concentration increases, the transition smears out over a
larger temperature range. In the extreme case of 5 % Cu, no transition is observed in
the measured temperature domain. The transition from linear to constant slope is the
regime, where σ0 cannot be well described by a single mechanism. This transition
takes place slightly below room temperature. Therefore, only the combination of
both high- and low-temperature measurements allows the correct recognition of the
processes around 300 K.
The data points are well described by the fits at low temperature, at room temperatures, the data becomes more noisy. The reason is on one hand the increasing
error in T1 and on the other hand the smaller step width in T increasing the error
caused by ln σσ21 . Nonetheless, the tendency of the data is reproduced by the fit.
In case of the tracks, displayed in figure 5.21, many similarities to the matrix
are visible. Again, at low temperatures the transition takes place from residual to
VRH conduction at 30 K. The linearly-increasing activation energy toward 150 K
has the same slope as in case of the unirradiated films (similar b2 values). At high
temperatures, the transition to the thermally activated conduction is less pronounced
than in case of the matrix. No significant effect of copper is visible (except 0.1 %)
as the effect of copper on track conductivity is smaller. The data fits the simulation
well at low temperatures, beyond 300 K the noise of the data increases because of
increasing margins of errors of the numerically calculated derivatives.
The plots of the temperature-dependent activation energies visualize the reason
for the variation of literature values of thermal activation energy of amorphouscarbon. Often, only small temperature domains are used to extract the slope. Around
room temperature, a temperature regime most conveniently used for measurements,
the activation is not constant. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the
activation energy visualizes the change of the importance of tunneling (hopping). At
low temperatures, tunneling is more likely and the resulting activation energy is small.
Towards higher temperature, the thermally activated transport gains importance
leading to a total dominance at high temperatures, where a constant activation energy
is seen.
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Figure 5.20: Temperature-dependent activation energy (derivative of ln[σ0 (T )] to 1/T ) for unirradiated ta-C:Cu. The residual conductivity has an activation of zero, followed by a monotonously
increasing activation energy in the VRH regime. At the transition temperature between the VRH
and the FP regime, the activation energy shows a steep increase towards the value of the barrierheight. At high temperatures, the activation becomes temperature independent. The addition of
copper increases the transition temperature.
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Figure 5.21: Temperature-dependent activation energy (derivative of ln[σ0 (T )] to 1/T ) for irradiated ta-C:Cu. Again, the residual conductivity has an activation energy of zero, followed by a
monotonously increasing activation energy in the VRH regime. At the transition energy the thermal
activated FP causes an increase towards the value of the barrier-height, which is not as steep as in
case of unirradiated ta-C. At high temperatures, the activation becomes temperature-independent.
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5.6.2 Discussion of curvature of the I-V-characteristics
After discussing and modeling the zero-bias conductivity, the curvature of the I-V characteristics will be investigated. The fit has two parameters describing the curvature: β and γ (equation 5.7). The high temperature thermally activated mechanism
has been successfully fitted with an extended FP model (chapter 5.5). The fitted curvature of the I-V -data shall be compared to the expected curvature of the
Frenkel-Poole model:


σ0fp

1
exp 
kB T

s



q3F 
= σ0fit exp (βF )γ .
π0

(5.13)

This equation can be solved for β assuming γ = 0.5 and σ0fp = σ0fit , where σ0fit is the
fitted value obtained in the previous section:
β=

1 q3
1 0.776[V−1 m]
.
=
T 2 π0 kB2
T2


(5.14)

In case of a fixed , βT 2 should be constant. In figure 5.22, βT 2 is plotted for matrix
and tracks at all copper concentrations. The β values used were fitted with a fixed
exponent γ = 0.5. On the right side of the plot the values of  are displayed according
to equation 5.14. The plot shows no constant regime of  in any film, in particular
the  of the unirradiated samples vary strongly, the irradiated samples (tracks) show
smaller variations . The  values of the pure ta-C matrix are in the order of 15 to 20
in the 150 K to 300 K region. These values are about three to four times larger than
expected from optical measurements [37]. However, this result is not unusual for a
FP fit as discussed in chapter 2.5.1. Especially the argument by Simmons should be
considered, explaining four times larger values of . In light of the small activation
energy of about 0.3 eV, shown for σ0 (T ), that is most likely not the distance from
the Fermi energy to the conduction band; the argument of Simmons seems plausible
for ta-C. If copper is added to the matrix, the apparent  increases further. The
tracks show apparent epsilon values, which are a factor 100 above the expectations.
Here, the increasing influence of hopping is most likely responsible for the results as
demonstrated by Hall and Hill. Therefore, in the sense of this work, Frenkel-Poole
more generally refers to thermally activated transport, including hopping.
As it has been already noted by Mott [125], the prefactors of conduction models are
hard to determine by theoretical approaches, since many processes are in competition
to each other and extended knowledge about properties, such as precise DOS or
phonon frequency would be required. For this reason, VRH and FP are usually
formulated as proportionalities. σ0 fitted to the characteristics is the sum of all
prefactors of the conduction mechanisms. In turn, β is the total curvature parameter.
The assumption σ0fp = σ0fit is not fulfilled if another mechanism besides FP or a
modification of FP has a significant contribution. Equation 5.14 is therefore not
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a reliable method to derive . Unfortunately, the sum of xai exp(bi x) cannot be
written as xa exp(bx). It can only be approximated. In the following equation this
approximation is illustrated for the sum of a FP resistor and an ohmic resistor (σx ):


1
σ0fp exp 
kB T

s



q

q

q3E 
+ σx = σ0fp exp βfp E + σx ≈ σ0fit exp
βfit E .
π0

Now βfit has to be smaller than βfp . A first order approximation is βfit ≈

(5.15)
σ0fp βfp
σ0fp +σx

assuming σ0fit ≈ σ0fp + σx . In the case of other mechanisms present in parallel (e.g.
hopping), the fitted β yields a smaller curvature (larger ) than expected by the
original FP model. This result is in accordance with theoretical expansions of the
FP model (chapter 2.5.1). Therefore, the more physical explanation of apparently
high  values fitting the FP are deviations form the pure FP mechanism. Toward
low temperatures, the parallel VRH becomes more dominant reducing the measured
β. With increasing temperature and copper concentration FP conduction becomes
less pronounced as more ohmic behavior is observed as portrayed in figure 5.22; one
possible explanation could be barrier exhaustion. Such exhaustion (saturation) is
suggested for carbon-nano-tubes described by Perello et al. [177,178]. Another factor
is the increased importance of thermally activated hopping (over-barrier-hopping) at
higher temperature.
The copper impurities and the tracks increase the defect density and decrease the
localization length enhancing the thermally assisted hopping (over-barrier). In addition, at higher temperatures, the decreased curvature could be the result of barrier
saturation of states as suggested by Perello et al. [177, 178]. At low temperatures,
the VRH contribution is significantly enhanced by the addition of copper and tracks
decreasing the influence of FP in turn reducing the curvature.
The jumps at 300 K in figure 5.22 are caused by the different contacts in the lowand high-temperature setup. Small kinks are already present in the fitting of σ0 (T )
which alternately causes jumps in β. These kinks are not caused by the physical
properties of the samples but are a artifact of the fitting procedure.
The non-linear behavior of the I-V -curves at low temperatures, where VRH is
dominant, can be described analytically as well. Based on peculation theory, a model
has been created by Pollak and Riess [132]. The field dependence is proportional
to exp F as seen in equation 2.44. The only material dependent variable is the
hopping range R. Figure 5.23 shows the exponent β, obtained from fitting the
characteristics using a fixed exponent γ = 1. In the plot the product βT is plotted
against temperature, which is directly proportional to the hopping range R:
β=

kB
qγ̃R
⇒ R = βT ,
kB T
qγ̃

(5.16)

where γ̃ = 0.17 is a numerical factor of the model by Pollak and Riess. The data
of the tracks in pure ta-C show the highest curvature and R values. Between 50 K
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to Pollak and Riess moderate-field correction are presented. The addition of copper reduces the
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to 270 K the fitted R is almost constant at 7.5 nm slightly increasing towards low
temperatures. Above about 300 K slightly higher values are found. The same general temperature behavior is seen for the samples with copper impurities but the R
values are generally smaller, indicating a reduction of the hopping distance with Cu
concentration. The R values should probably not be interpreted as width of the tunneling barrier, since that would give physically unreasonably-high values, but rather
as an average distance between hopping sites. The idea would be the combination
of a tunnel barrier followed by a free path making up each hop. For all curves the
calculated values for R cannot be interpreded in terms of the moderate field correction at both extremes because of the dominance of the residual conductivity (low
temperature) and the thermally activated transport (high temperature). Nix fitted
a comparable hopping range of 4 nm to 6 nm for ion tracks in ta-C with a slightly
different method [32].
The hopping ranges in unirradiated ta-C matrixes would be well beyond 15 nm.
The model by Pollak and Riess does not seem to work well for the ta-C matrix.
One first possible explanation could be the perculation approach chosen by Pollak
and Riess only looking at small forward angles for possible conduction channels. In
the low dimensional tracks, backwards hopping is unlikely because of the confined
dimensionality. However, in two dimensional films this confinement is not present, a
larger angle of hopping paths is possible. Pollak and Riess admit this weakness of
their model.
1
). Therefore, a
The hopping range is slightly temperature-dependent (R ∝ T 1/4
small increase of the hopping range is expected towards low temperatures. The
grey lines in figure 5.23 indicate the expected progression of R(T ) for three different
hopping ranges (R300 K ). The precision of the data is not well enough to clearly show
this relation, in addition, the summation of different parallel conduction mechanisms
obstruct the observation of trends. The behavior at low temperatures hints the slight
increase expected by the model, although at 50 K the residual conductivity could be
already present at high fields.
The exponent γ has been kept constant to fit either the FP emission (γ = 0.5) or the
moderate-field correction for VRH (γ = 1). In the following, the results of γ, treated
as free parameter, are presented. These fits are equivalent to the calculations used to
determine σ0 (T ) in the first place. In case of the ta-C:Cu matrix for concentrations
up to 2 %, γ was found close to 0.5. Except for temperatures beyond 330 K where for
some copper concentrations γ values up to 0.7 were obtained. The 5 % Cu sample
was best fitted with γ = 1 above 120 K, below this temperature the exponent drops
to 0.5. The tracks behave very similar to the film with 5 % Cu, i.e. at temperatures
beyond 120 K, γ is one, at low temperatures the values drop to 0.5.
The values of γ should not be interpreted too intensively because of a high linear
dependency with β while fitting causing a correlation between β and γ which makes
the individual values uncertain. To obtain good values for γ, higher bias voltages
would be required, especially with increasing copper concentrations and if tracks are
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considered. Nonetheless, the obtained γ values hint towards a better description of
the track data with the moderate
field correction model whereas the matrix data
√
are better described by the F field dependence. At low temperatures, the residual conductivity dominates the transport which seems to prefer an exponent of 0.5
independent of copper concentration and for both tracks or matrix.

5.7 Summary of the I-V-T-model
The approach of using the stretched exponential function (equation 5.7) for the field
dependence was a successful method to obtain the zero-voltage conductivity which
was then studied as a function of temperature and doping. The field dependence was
subsequently studied separately. The following conclusions can be drawn from the
data and the analysis:
• The temperature dependence of all σ0 (T ) can be explained by three mechanisms: residual conductivity at very low temperatures, Mott variable-rangehopping in the low temperature regime, and a thermally activated FrenkelPoole-like at room temperature and beyond.
• The copper content and the irradiation do not change the conduction mechanisms, only the weight of the different contributions is shifted towards more
variable-range-hopping conductivity.
• The activation energy at high temperatures is about 0.28 eV for matrix and
0.25 eV for tracks almost independent of Cu concentration.
• The activation energy at high temperature corresponds to results of other authors.
• The temperature dependence of the VRH component is very similar for tracks
and matrix, as well as different copper concentrations. A tendency of the
prefactor in the VRH formula to increase with Cu concentration is observed.
The resulting N (EF ) are physically plausible.
• The weight of FP and VRH, indicated by the transition temperature, shifts
to higher values for increasing Cu content and tracks, where VRH is more
dominant.
• The temperature-dependent-activation energies (derivatives) support the transition from the VRH to the FP conduction at around room temperature.
• The curvature (β) of the I-V -characteristics is lower than suggested by the FP
model, leading to unphysically high values of the calculated dielectric constant
. However, because of parallel mechanisms such as hopping, this behavior is
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expected. The curvature decreases at higher Cu concentrations and in case of
tracks, where hopping is more dominant.
• The curvature of the track data is well described by Pollak and Riess moderatefield correction in the domain of VRH leading to plausible hopping ranges R.
The hopping range decreases with increasing copper concentration, indicating
an increasing number of hopping sites.
• The exponent γ supports the description by FP and moderate-field correction.
The stretched exponential fitting and the explanation by FP as well as VRH are
a successful method to describe the transport behavior of ta-C with and without Cu
contaminations as well as tracks in a semi-classical empirical model. The temperature
dependence can be reliably fitted in accordance to other experimental results. The
field dependence is treated in a more empirical and qualitative manner because of
the limitations of the theoretical models to describe field dependence correctly and
the lack of microscopic knowledge of the structure. In order to understand the field
dependence sufficiently well, a low-level simulation of the transport processes is most
likely the best approach.
The semi-classical models applied allow only a limited interpretation of the microscopic effects of copper and tracks. Fitting results such as , N (EF ) and α should
only be considered rough estimates. The true microscopic structure requires quantum
mechanical treatment and a better modeling of the random nature of the structure.
However, the development of fitting parameters by the addition of copper and tracks
give a basic understanding of the change in structure. Furthermore, this approach
is suitable to model the current in ta-C and conductive ion tracks even with the
addition of copper.
A simple microscopic description, supported by the fitting results, is a network of
high- and low-resistivity links between neighboring atoms in the carbon matrix. An
sp3 link (weak link) causes a high resistivity, while current passes easily through sp2
links. The overall conductivity of the ta-C matrix depends only on the ratio of sp2 to
sp3 hybridization. In tracks the sp2 content is increased and the resistivity drops. The
remaining weak links are passed dominantly by tunneling (hopping). The local field
is very high at the remaining points of high resistivity leading to barrier saturation,
even at low average fields (large barrier reduction according to FP). Hence, the
behavior is more ohmic. Copper does not directly change the hybridization ratio
of carbon at low concentrations. However, the copper clusters will favor sp2 bonds
on its surface and will thereby short circuit weak links by adding additional paths
around. Ultimately, the effect on conductivity is similar to the reduction of weak
links by track formation. To some extend, both effects add up in case of tracks in
ta-C:Cu. The effect of copper is decreased by the confined dimensions of the track
allowing the introduction of new paths basically only along one dimension. At high
Cu content the track formation is dampened by hindering material transport and
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absorption of thermal energy by the larger Cu clusters. This model, considering only
the two hybridization states, would explain why only the ratio of the conduction
mechanisms and their prefactors change while the temperature dependencies remain
constant.

5.8 Comparison of track and matrix conductivity
Besides trying to understand and model the data of ion tracks in samples with different Cu concentrations, an optimal Cu concentrations should be found for increasing
the track conductivity while keeping an insulating surrounding matrix. In this respect, the evaluation of the data will be done using the values of σ0 (T ). Two aspects
are considered:
• High track conductivity and
• high ratio of track-to-matrix conductivity (track contrast).
The following graphs will benchmark the tracks with different copper concentrations using these two criteria on the basis of the fitted σ0 (T ) as this value gives a
good indication of the conductivity of matrix and tracks. The comparison is made
by calculating three ratios showing the increase in conductivity in the matrix, tracks,
and the track to matrix contrast.
First, the impact of the copper on the matrix conductivity is portrait in figure
5.24. At the bottom the base-line of pure ta-C is at the ratio of one. The copper
doping increases the conductivity, except for 0.1 % Cu, the ratio increases with higher
doping concentrations. While small concentrations of 0.5 % cause only an increase of
a factor 10 to 50, the highest doping of 5 % increases the current by a factor of 300
to 10000. All curves have a maximum at low temperatures between 120 K to 150 K.
At very low temperatures, the effect of the copper decreases in the regime of the
residual conductivity decreasing the ratio. Towards higher temperatures, the ratio
continuously decreases by an order of magnitude to room temperature, decreasing
further to higher temperatures. Beyond the transition temperature of the VRH and
FP regime, the ratio should be almost constant because the thermal activation is essentially independent of copper concentration. This constant ratio is seen for smaller
Cu concentrations up to 2 %. The copper doping is therefore more advantageous at
higher temperatures, where the increase in matrix conductivity is smallest.
Next, figure 5.25 shows the ratio of σtrack to tracks in pure ta-C. Again, the baseline at one is given by pure ta-C. The copper doping increases the conductivity and
thus the ratios. However, the increase is not as large as in the matrix measurements.
Values are in the order of 1 to 6. In addition, higher copper concentrations do not
result in higher conductivities, a maximum is observed for about 0.5 % to 1 %. At
concentrations beyond 1 % Cu, the enhancement of the track conductivity decreases
again. The ratios are more or less temperature-independent. The strong rise of
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Figure 5.24: The increase of σ0 (T ) caused by copper in unirradiated ta-C:Cu. The effect of copper
is largest at low temperatures in the VRH regime. Above room temperature, in the thermally
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Figure 5.26: The σ0 (T ) contrast of tracks and matrix depending on Cu concentration. Pure ta-C
has the highest contrast, followed by 0.5 % and 1 % Cu. At room temperature and beyond, the
difference of the contrast of small copper concentrations compared to pure ta-C is small. Here, Cu
could be used to enhance track conductivity without destroying the contrast ratio.

the 0.5 % curve is caused by a high residual conductivity. Only the sample with
0.1 % behaves differently. This sample has already shown a much smaller activation
energy resulting in the decreasing ratio towards higher temperatures. Otherwise
for other samples, a constant ratio is expected as the activation, as well as the VRH
temperature dependence of tracks are very similar. The increase in track conductivity
is almost temperature independent. Up to a concentration of 1 %, the conductivity
is enhanced, beyond that concentration, the conductivity decreases. Tracks with 5 %
Cu show only twice the conductivity of pure ion tracks.
track
Finally, the track contrast is shown, these values are formed by σσmatrix
and displayed in figure 5.26. The pure ta-C matrix has the highest contrast. The tracks
are most pronounced. The irradiation increases the conductivity by more than five
orders of magnitude. At very low temperatures the residual conductivity reduces
the contrast, at about 150 K a maximum is reached, here the contrast surpasses one
million. Towards higher temperatures, the contrast decreases and stabilizes around
room temperature. The copper doping reduces the contrast in all cases. With the
exception of 0.1 % Cu, the reduction in track contrast correlates with impurity concentrations. In case of the 5 % Cu sample, the contrast is reduced to a factor of less
than 1000. On the other hand, 0.5 % Cu reduces the contrast only at temperatures
below 300 K, otherwise, it is almost on pair with pure ta-C. Doping the ta-C with
1 % copper reduces the ratio at low temperatures by a factor of about 100 compared
to pure ta-C. However, at room temperature, the difference is about a factor of four.
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Higher copper concentrations reduce the track contrast strongly. The copper doping
is more efficient at higher temperatures in terms of track contrast. This effect is
caused by the constant thermal activation in all samples at sufficiently high temperatures. Concentrations producing the best enhancement are in the order of 0.5 % Cu
and 1 % Cu.
In conclusion, 0.5 % and 1.0 % Cu are most promising. The absolute increase in
track conductivity and the relative contrast ratio are best for these concentrations.
The contrast is best at room temperature and beyond in the thermally activated
regime.
Physically, the small temperature dependence of the conductivity enhancements
of the tracks (figure 5.25) supports the conclusions of the zero-bias conductivity
predicting no change in the overall conduction model. Instead, the prefactor (amount
of hopping sides and states) increases enhancing the transport. The ratios of the
matrix conductivities (see figure 5.24) show a temperature dependence caused by
the shift in transition temperature of the thermally activated to the VRH transport.
This shift also causes the temperature dependence of the track to matrix ratio of
pure ta-C seen in figure 5.26. All other samples show less change in current contrast
over temperature because the thermal activation and VRH temperature dependence
as well as the transition temperature are relatively constant for matrix and tracks.
In the regime of tested Cu concentrations, the matrix conductivity increases with
more Cu impurities. At the highest concentration, a shift towards more sp2 hybridization has been observed suggesting a continuing of the trend. The track conductivity
is already at a maximum at about 1 % Cu. Nonetheless, all Cu concentrations increase the track conductivity compared to pure ta-C tracks. This behavior is most
likely governed by the cluster size of the metal. At low concentrations of up to 1 %
no visible clusters could be found in ta-C suggesting sizes of 1 nm to 2 nm. At 5 % Cu
clusters are visible in TEM [153]. Within the confined track volume, the number of
clusters is probably more important for track conductivity than the size. At higher
concentrations, larger clusters form with radii in the order of 5 nanometer [156]. In
addition, the track formation depends on thermal transport capabilities of the target. In case of high thermal transport the required stopping power increases. Larger
copper cluster could spread the ion energy to a larger volume decreasing the completeness of the track formation process. In addition, the larger track may hinder
the material transport (hillock formation) causing higher pressures during the track
formation process. Again, the result could be less complete track formation.

5.9 Scalability of ensemble measurements
The evaluation of data measured on track ensembles with macroscopic contact pads
is based on the assumption of individual separated tracks, which linearly add to the
conduction. The evaluation of σ0 (T ) is based on this linearity.
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Figure 5.27 shows the relation of fluence and current density of all parts of sample
# 1260. For this sample three different fluences were applied and measured. The
irradiation density was measured by AFM analysis. The error-bars in x-direction
represent the statistical uncertainty of the fluence evaluation. The error-bars in ydirection demonstrate the spread of different contact pads on a single sample (film
inhomogeneity). The linear fit demonstrates the expected linear relation within the
margin of error. The slope of the fit function 6.32 × 10−10 A per ion at a bias potential
of 0.1 V. As expected from the σ0 (T ) evaluation the resulting conductivity per track
is 8.1 S m−1 assuming a diameter of 8 nm, a length of 65 nm, and ohmic behavior.
In a second step, the scalability is tested at different temperatures. The specific
track conductivity σ0 is plotted for all fluences in comparison in figure 5.28. Ideally,
all functions should superimpose each other. However, some temperature-dependent
divergence can be observed. At very low temperatures, the residual conductivity,
independently of track behavior, is dominant. Between 50 K to 200 K, the lowest fluence shows twice the conductivity expected by the other two measurements. Towards
room temperature, the scaling works very well. Finally, at high temperatures, the
slopes are noticeable different. This particular sample was contaminated by a small
copper concentration of less than 0.1 %. The impurity distribution is not necessarily
homogeneous in all parts of the sample, possibly causing some deviations. Secondly,
the films show a certain inhomogeneity in film thickness. At lower temperatures,
where characteristics are far from ohmic, the false assumption of film thickness and
resulting false fields have an exponential effect on calculated specific conductivity
being most likely the reason for the deviation at lower temperatures. Finally, the
effect of track-overlap could be responsible for spread of the results. This effect could
be even temperature-dependent because ta-C hit twice by ions forms especially high
conducting tracks. On the other hand, the chance of double-hits at 1 × 1010 cm−2 is
about 1 % and only 0.25 % of the total track area is hit twice. Therefore, the effect
of double hits should not be dominant at the fluences evaluated.
In conclusion, it should be noted, that scaling of the conductivity works sufficiently
well. The main limitations are film inhomogeneity and uncertainties of the actual
ion fluence. The fluence has been measured by AFM analysis and is thereby known
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to reliable precision. Therefore, the main source of error is the inhomogeneity in
impurity concentration and film thickness. The conductivity of tracks, measured by
AFM, is also compared to the track ensembles in order to validate the normalized
values of the ensemble measurements (chapter 6).
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Figure 5.28: The zero-bias conductivity σ0 (T ) for ta-C irradiated with three different fluences. The
different contact areas due to the different fluences were taken into account. At low temperatures,
different residual conductivities are observed towards room temperature, the calculated values for
σ0 (T ) are comparable. Only the values of the lowest fluence are higher around 150 K. At room
temperatures, all fluences yield the same conductivity. Towards higher temperatures, the slopes are
different.

5.10 Residual Conductivity and stability of films
The residual conductivity is the temperature independent conductivity at low temperatures limiting the maximal resistance of the films. In I-T -plots, this behavior
is visible as plateaus at low temperatures as shown, for example, in figure 5.29 very
distinctively.
Generally, this type of residual conductivity is not unusual for thin amorphous
films. Sze [179] and Sullivan et al. [180] measured residual conductivity in SiNx .
The typical explanation for this transport mechanism is nearest neighbor hopping
of shallow traps at low fields. This process requires only a very small activation
energy and is mainly dominated by tunneling. In the context of VRH and the
Miller-Abrahams conduction (equation 2.35), the 2αR term dominates. At higher
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fields, the barrier lowering of shallow traps as illustrated by the FP model, can be
sufficient to free an electron. At 30 K, the thermal energy is 2.5 meV. In comparison,
1 × 107 V m−1 lowers the potential of an electron over a distance of 0.25 nm by the
same energy. In other words, a level thermally activated at 30 K is activated as
well by a field of 1 × 107 V m−1 at lower temperatures. Another high field effect is
the propagation of hot electrons. The electrons gain significant energy over relatively
small hopping distances. This kinetic energy can be transferred to a trapped electron,
which in turn migrates increasing the transported current. Ultimately, at high fields,
the electron temperature can be above the lattice temperature. The transport of
hot electrons
√ has been described, for example, by O’Dwyer [181]. He suggests a
J ∝ exp( F ) relationship, which is obtained as well for FP and Schottky conduction.
The current density in the residual conductivity regime depends on local film properties and varies significantly by position and sample. Figure 5.29 shows an example
of the variation of the plateau in case of four contacts on the same ta-C film. The
residual conductivity varies by three orders of magnitude. At high temperatures,
all measurements show the same current, the thermally activated transport at all
positions is comparable. The plot shows a greater dominance of the residual conductivity at higher fields supporting the concept of field induced hopping (activation)
and hot electrons. The tunnel processes strongly depend on local DOS distributions
and similar to the concepts of VRH, the assumption of few highly conductive paths
is reasonable. The quality of these paths depends on statistical distribution but also
on sample quality and treatment.
A main aspect in terms of sample quality is roughness of the substrate. The
film shown in figure 5.29 was grown on ultra-flat Si (< 0.3 nm RMS). However,
the substrates were cut and handled in non-clean-room environments. The cleaning
process for the substrate used for this earlier film was different compared to all other
samples shown in this work. The silicon was wiped off with laboratory paper just
before mounted in ADONIS. This procedure resulted in small particles on top of
the substrate. Later, substrate cleaning was finished by blowing off excess solvents
with N2 -gas. This measure resulted in much less pronounced residual conductivities.
The cleanness of the substrate varies by sample position explaining the spread of the
plateaus measured on a single sample.
The correlation of substrate roughness and residual conductivity is experimentally
evident looking at measurements of ta-C films on metals. Nix et al. measured the
temperature-dependent conductivity of ta-C ion tracks on Ni [33] as well as Fe [32].
The dynamic range of the currents over temperature are much smaller in case of
metal substrates than silicon. Nix gave a RMS roughness of 3.22 nm for the Fe substrate. The results of a comparable experiment are shown for a Cr substrate (50 nm
evaporated onto n-Si) in figure 5.30. The current at 0.1 V of two track ensembles
(a) and (b) on Cr are compared to a track ensemble in ta-C directly deposited onto
silicon. At temperatures above 250 K, all three pads show a comparable behavior.
At lower temperatures, the slope of the current is much smaller on the rougher Cr
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Figure 5.29: I-T -characteristics (0.1 V and 1.0 V) of different contact pads on unirradiated ta-C
film. At high temperatures, all curves are comparable, at low temperatures, a strong fluctuation
of the residual conductivity is observed. The elevated plateau is attributed to unclean substrate
surfaces during the deposition process.
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Figure 5.30: I-T -characteristics (0.1 V) of ion track ensembles in ta-C films deposited on flat n-Si
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substrate. Both pads (a) and (b) show different slopes and deviate towards low temperatures. The roughness of the Cr substrate was 3 nm RMS (AFM), which is very
similar to the roughness of the substrates used by Nix. Contrary to the temperature independent plateaus of the unirradiated ta-C shown in figure 5.29, a slight
temperature dependence remains in case of the track ensemble on metal substrates.
The roughness of the interface, induced by the type and cleanness of the substrate,
influences the weight of the residual conductivity. One effect is the reduction of the
film thickness locally at high spikes. These spikes may have an antenna-like effect
injecting more hot electrons. Ta-C grows by subplantation and the behavior of the C
ions beneath the surface is important. The sputtering and growing of the film during
deposition reduces the roughness. Therefore, the sputtering and subplantation rates
are locally different during the deposition process of the first few nm. Again, the
effective film thickness, the hybridization ratio as well as the DOS can be affected by
the roughness of the substrate. All films analyzed were between 50 nm to 100 nm a
RMS roughness of a few nm is significant.
A further increase to the residual conductivity is attributed to applying too high
fields to the sample and changing its characteristics permanently. In figure 5.31, the
temperature dependent current of a ta-C:Cu film is shown for 0.1 V and 1.0 V for
three measurements. First, the characteristics were measured to 1.2 V (1. run). The
same pad of the film was measured again this time up to 2.5 V (2. run). The plot
shows a deviation at low temperatures, the residual conductivity is more pronounced
after the second run. Finally, new contact pads were connected on the film and
measured up to 2 V. The third line is an extreme case of this measurement, where
the plateau is observed already close to room temperature.
This experiment demonstrates the possible destruction (permanent change) of the
sample by applying high electric fields. The change is only present at lower temperatures (VRH regime). The thermally activated domain at room temperature and
above is not effected. In figure 5.32, the I-V -characteristics are shown at 300 K. The
first and second run yield the same curve, even the third run, tremendously affected
by the elevated residual conductivity, seems comparable. The only difference is a
30 % asymmetry. This asymmetry is typical for the observed residual characteristics
suggesting the increased importance of the charge carrier injection.
The residual conductivity is on one hand an indicator for substrate roughness
(cleanness). Furthermore, changes in sample behavior induced by high applied fields
are indicated by an elevated residual conductivity. The examination of the ta-C:Cu
film data, shown in figure 5.31, indicates a delicate effect of high fields on sample
behavior on the VRH dominated temperature regime. Baring this effect in mind,
the fluctuation of the temperature dependence of the VRH fitted to σ0 (T ) could
be caused by the field induced effect (see table 5.2 and table 5.3). The sensitive
correlation to substrate roughness limits the choice of substrates for the growth of
thin ta-C films with consistent electrical properties at low temperatures.
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5.11 Summary - contact pad characterization
The characterization of pure ta-C has yielded comparable results to earlier experiments [27, 103]. The combination of the low- and high-temperature setup allows
the analysis from 20 K to 380 K. The resulting characteristics can be modeled by
an extended FP model (chapter 5.5) beyond 200 K. The irradiation increases the
conductivity by orders of magnitudes as it has been observed in earlier publications [22,25,27,32,33]. The characteristics become more ohmic at room temperatures
and cannot be described efficiently by the FP model used to describe unirradiated
ta-C. In this publication, the contact pads exhibiting very low resistivities (irradiated
films and high Cu concentrations) were measured in four point geometry reducing
the contact resistance significantly. In addition, the Cr/Au-contact pads show much
better results, it is expected that Au-contacts in earlier publications [22, 25, 32, 33]
led to reduced effective contact areas.
The addition of copper increases the conductivity of unirradiated and irradiated
films. Interestingly, the overall temperature dependence is only slightly affected
by the addition of copper. At high copper concentrations of 5 %, the effect of
the irradiation becomes comparably small, the current increase is only small. The
measured current is dependent on film thickness supporting a domination of the bulk
ta-C instead of interface effect. Although, a slight asymmetry is observed in case of
irradiated films with low resistivity suggesting a degenerated Schottky contact.
In order to describe the conductivities in matrices and tracks with different copper
concentrations, a model based on a stretched exponential function was developed
(chapter 5.6). This model is capable to fit the zero-bias conductivity σ0 in terms of
three conduction mechanisms. Despite the addition of tracks and copper impurities,
the fitting results confirm the observation of an almost constant temperature dependence and describe σ0 of the conduction mechanisms well between 20 K to 380 K.
Only the overall current increases. The curvature can be explained in terms of FP
and moderate field correction of VRH. A more detailed summary of the results of
this model is given in chapter 5.7.
The comparison of the track conductivities depending on copper concentration
have revealed an optimal concentration of 0.5 % to 1 % copper. Here, the track conductivity increases the most while the matrix conductivity increases only moderately
persevering a high contrast of tracks and matrix. At higher copper concentrations,
the current enhancement in tracks is reduced while the conductivity of unirradiated
films increase further. Furthermore, this comparison showed the larger effect of copper on unirradiated ta-C compared to tracks.
In addition, the plausibility of the normalization of the track conductivity has been
checked by comparing the results of different irradiation fluences (chapter 5.9). The
linear dependency could be confirmed for fluences up to 1 × 1010 cm−2 .
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The residual conductivity, observed at low temperatures, has been linked to sample
quality (chapter 5.10). In particular, the roughness and cleanness of the substrate increased the amount of residual conductivity. Furthermore, the possibility was shown
to increase residual conductivity by applying too high electric fields.
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6.1 Tracks and hillock
As portrayed in chapter 2.3.7, individual tracks can be visualized by AFM in two
ways. The topographic map of the film surface is covered with a hillock at each ion
impact side and the current-mapping at a constant bias voltages shows the conductive
tracks embedded in the insulating matrix. Figure 6.1 shows an example of a 80 nm
ta-C film irradiated with 4 × 1010 cm−2 U ions with an energy of 1 GeV. Both maps
recorded simultaneously display the same area using a bias of 0.2 V in contact mode.

(a) Topography

(b) Current-Map

Figure 6.1: AFM scans of irradiated ta-C film (1 GeV U) where the topography (a) visualizes the
hillocks of each ion track (bright spots). The current-map (b) (0.2 V) shows the increased current
at each ion impact side. Both hillock height and current fluctuate significantly from track to track
(variation of the brightness of the spots).

The landscapes recorded by the AFM tip are convolutions of the actual surface
and the tip used. An idealized spherical tip can be approximated with a Gaussian
convolution. The diameter of the hillock structures appears wider than expected by
TEM analysis and theoretical calculations. The topographic hillocks in figure 6.1(a)
seem to be about 30 nm wide, which is three to four times more than expected. In
addition to the physical limitations of the tip, electronic noise interferes with the
recording of the topography. Less electronic background noise and a finer tip result
in smaller hillock diameter as seen in figure 6.2. In this case the diameter appears to
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be about 15 nm, which is still about twice the expected radius. While the topographic
convolutes with a soft function (e.g. Gaussian), the current convolution appears to
be with a step function. As soon as the conductive part of the tip is in contact with a
track, the maximum current flows. If the tip contacts two tracks simultaneously, the
accumulative current is measured. The current suggests a track diameter of about
35 nm. Therefore, AFM is not adequate to determine the track diameter to sufficient
precision.
The ta-C films deposited on Si substrate are extremely flat with a RMS roughness
of less than 0.09 nm (unirradiated). The apparent roughness is partially caused by the
technical limitations of the setup (noise). Slight line shifts (vertical lines) are visible
along the slow scanning axis. In case of figure 6.1 and figure 6.2 the slow axis is along
the x-direction. All images corrected have been adjusted by line medians and in some
extreme cases, scars have been removed by gwyddion. Finally, an average quadratic
background was removed excluding the hillock areas flatting and calibrating the
height (the average background height is adjusted to be zero). The data of the
current-maps was not corrected.

Figure 6.2: AFM topography of irradiated ta-C recorded with less noise in the electronic signal of
the topography scan than figure 6.1(a). The hillocks appear to be higher but smaller in diameter,
although measured on the identical film.

To treat the data in a quantitative manner, the hillock heights and the conductivities (normalized) currents are averaged for all tracks recorded by AFM. Furthermore,
in order to analyze the fluctuation, histograms are calculated. To reduce human bias,
all identifiable tracks of an AFM image were used1 . The data was extracted using
the mask tool of gwyddion.
The results for Uranium tracks in pure ta-C are shown in figure 6.3. The conductivity was calculated assuming cylindrical tracks with 8 nm diameter. The average
conductivity of 3.4 S m−1 corresponds well to the result of the macroscopic measure1

Tracks not completely recorded are account if atleast half the hillock is within the picture.
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ment of 3.5 S m−1 . As suggested by the false color current-map (figure 6.1(b)), the
distribution of track conductivities is wide. The data fits a Poisson-like distribution
that could be explained by the concepts of hopping and the incomplete track formation (chapter 2.3.6). The quality of hopping sides depends on the randomly degree
of material transformation inside the track volume. In a simple model, tracks can
be split in short segments with dimensions in the order of typical hopping ranges.
Each segment has a probability to be a good segment with low resistivity, otherwise,
a high resistivity is assigned. Physically, the reason for either high or low resistivity
of a track segment would be mainly influenced by the local ratio of sp2 and sp3 bonds
of the carbon. An uninterrupted chain of sp2 bonds would provide a low resistivity
while interruptions by sp3 links would increase the resistivity. In case of 80 nm long
tracks and hopping ranges in the order of 5 nm, only 16 segments would constitute
each filament leading to a Poisson distribution rather than Gaussian if low overall
conductivities are favored.
The hillocks show a Gaussian distribution around 1.4 nm with a FWHM of 1 nm.
The distribution of hillock heights is slightly widened by the surface roughness of
the sample. The heights measured are in relation to the average background. The
mean height is slightly smaller but comparable to the results presented by Krauser
et al. [24]. Schwen et al. [23] measured hillock heights of about 4 nm (Pb ions).
Their larger values for hillock heights can possibly be explained by different film
properties (sp3 -ratio) and a different processing of the AFM data. The average
hillock height of 1.4 nm, presented in this work, is smaller than expected by later
results obtained by measurements of U-irradiated ta-C:Cu films and by Pb-irradiated
ta-C. The difference is caused by electronical noise superimposing the topography
signal. The AFM analysis of the ta-C films presented above in figure 6.1 and figure
6.2 was conducted before improving the electronic setup. All other samples were
characterized after the reduction of signal noise. The critical parts of the AFM were
protected with isolation transformers and the topography signal was passed through
a low-pass filter. Therefore, the difference of measured hillock heights before and
after upgrading the electronics cannot be compared.
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Figure 6.3: Histograms of track conductivity and hillock height measured by AFM on irradiated
ta-C (1 GeV U). The conductivity appears to be a wide Poisson distribution with a mean value
corresponding well to macroscopic measurements. The hillock height is Gaussian distributed around
1.4 nm which is slightly lower than reported by Krauser et al. [24] caused by instrumental differences.

6.2 Effect of copper
The irradiated ta-C:Cu films examined by macroscopic contact pads have also been
analyzed by AFM. In figure 6.4, examples for the topography of all copper concentration up to 2 % are displayed. The hillock height decreases with increasing copper
concentration. The density of hillocks corresponds to the applied fluence. At 5 %
Cu no distinct hillocks were found (figure 6.6). The large white spots are surface
contaminants on top of the film and not hillocks.
In figure 6.5 the current-maps of ion tracks in ta-C are shown for different Cu
concentrations. All images were recorded using a bias of 0.3 V. The track conductivity increases significantly with copper impurities as already seen in macroscopic
measurements. As demonstrated on pure ta-C, the position of hillocks and elevated
currents correspond to each other. The fluctuation of track properties is quantitatively analyzed below. Again, at 5 % Cu no obvious signs of tracks could be found.
Comparing tracks in figure 6.5 and figure 6.1(b) reveals a different geometry of the
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(a) Topography 0.1 % Cu

(b) Topography 0.5 % Cu

(c) Topography 1 % Cu

(d) Topography 2 % Cu

Figure 6.4: AFM topography of hillocks on top of irradiated (1 GeV U) ta-C:Cu films with different
Cu concentrations showing a decrease in hillock height for high copper concentrations.

track signals. The later is more asymmetrical along the fast scanning axis caused by
a slightly different type of AFM tip (MULTI75E). The offset in hillock height between films with low Cu concentrations and pure ta-C is caused by the instrumental
improvements reducing the noise of the topographic signal. All ta-C:Cu films were
measured under the same instrumental conditions using the same tip type, therefore,
the results can be compared.
The data of the 5 % Cu film is displayed in figure 6.6. The topography (figure 6.6(a)) shows an increased overall roughness compared to films with lower Cu
concentrations. However, no explicit hillocks can be identified. The Cu impurities
tend to accumulate at the film surface. The XPS measurements suggested a surface
concentration of almost 10 % Cu. In addition, the XPS experiments have shown
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(a) Conductivity 0.1 % Cu

(b) Conductivity 0.5 % Cu

(c) Conductivity 1 % Cu

(d) Conductivity 2 % Cu

Figure 6.5: AFM current-maps (0.3 V) of irradiated ta-C:Cu (1 GeV U) with different copper
concentrations. The current increases significantly with higher copper concentrations.

a decreasing sp3 hybridization of the ta-C with high impurity concentrations. The
hillocks are formed by the transformation from sp3 -rich to sp2 -rich a-C, if the initial
ratio is shifted towards the graphitic structure, the hillock formation is reduced. Furthermore, the accumulating Cu cluster at the surface dampens the track formation as
well. The clusters may absorb significant portions of the stopping power and hinder
the material transport suppressing good hillock formation. Last, the initial roughness
of the surface superimposes possible small structures rending possible small hillocks
and random roughness indistinguishable.
The current-map (figure 6.6(b)) also differs significantly compared to the irradiated
surfaces presented before. Although some spots exhibit higher conductivities, they
do not necessarily correspond to ion tracks. First, the conductivity is smaller than ex-
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pected from other copper concentrations and macroscopic measurements. Tracks are
expected to show at least a conductivity 100 times higher than the matrix. Secondly,
the number of conductive spots does not correlate with the irradiation fluence. The
sample was irradiated along with the other ta-C:Cu films and should have obtained a
similar irradiation fluence. The geometry of the conductive structures is significantly
different, especially the width is much reduced compared to track signals in other
current-maps. In fact, no two neighboring lines along the fast scanning direction
(y-axis) show increased conductivity at the same y-position. These conductive scars
indicate a sporadic and poor contact to the conducting spots. Therefore, the observed conductivity does not resemble the conduction caused by the ion tracks. The
bad contact is caused by the overall roughness and the absence of distinct hillocks.
The high number of copper cluster at the surface could present a false track signal
by showing high conductivity while being touched by the tip. Finally, the samples
were kept at air which could cause a surface oxidation of the metal which in turn
could reduce the microscopic conductivity as well. Therefore, expected weak tracks
are hidden to AFM analysis.

(a) Topography

(b) Current-map

Figure 6.6: AFM scans of irradiated (1 GeV U) ta-C:Cu film with 5 % Cu. The topography (a)
shows an increased overall roughness compared to lower Cu concentrations. No distinct hillocks
are visible. The bright spot is a dust particle. The current-map (b) (0.3 V) shows also no distinct
tracks. Some spots of elevated conductivity are likely due to large Cu clusters.

For a quantitative analysis, all track data has been summarized in histograms. For
this data pool, multiple AFM images of different areas were used for each sample.
The data processing of the images was again accomplished with gwyddion.
In figure 6.7, the hillock height distributions are compared and the arithmetical
averages are marked. The heights are distributed in Gaussian curve with about
the same width for all copper concentrations. The width is also comparable to the
distribution of tracks in pure ta-C. At Cu concentrations of 1 % and 2 %, the hillock
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height drops by about 1 nm. At 5 % Cu no distinct hillocks are visible (figure 6.6) and
no histogram is shown for this concentration. The decreasing hillock height is most
likely the result of the increased cluster concentration and size at the sample surface.
Furthermore, the increased copper concentration at the films top layer causes a higher
sp2 hybridization decreasing in turn the hillock height. As seen in figure 6.6(a), at
concentrations of 5 % Cu, no hillocks could be observed being in accordance with
the development seen up to 2 % in the histograms. The average hillock height at low
Cu concentrations is larger than the value measured for the pure ta-C film (compare
figure 6.3). The data is not directly comparable because of different experimental
conditions.
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Figure 6.7: Histograms of the hillock height distribution of ion tracks in ta-C:Cu with different
Cu concentrations showing Gaussian distributed results with a FWHM of about 1 nm. The hillock
height decreases at higher copper concentrations noticeably
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Analogously to the hillock height, the conductivity distributions of the tracks are
shown in figure 6.8. The distribution for 0.1 % Cu is comparable to pure ta-C and
the arithmetic average is also very similar. At 0.5 % Cu the average conductivity
is significantly increased by a factor of 15. The distribution width is much smaller
if normalized to the average conductivity. In addition, the distribution has no significant portion close to 0 S m−1 and therefore looks more Gaussian even if it is a
Poisson distribution. At 1 % Cu, the track conductivity seems to decrease compared
to 0.5 % Cu. The distributions look very similar with only a shift of about 20 S m−1 .
At 2 % Cu, the average conductivity again increases and the distribution becomes
very wide. However, the statistical accuracy is low because only a limited amount of
data is available for this sample.
The copper has a significant effect on the conductivity of individual ion tracks.
Between 0.1 % and 2 % the increase is in the order of a factor 10 to 20. Because
of the higher average values, the distributions look more Gaussian. Compared to
pure ta-C the distributions are narrower but still show a significant variation of
individual tracks. The copper increases the density of states in general increasing
the possibility for better track conductivity and decreasing the likelihood of poor
tracks. The increased number of current paths per track caused by copper-enhanced
DOS decrease the statistical fluctuation reducing in turn the width of the track
conductivity distributions. However, the copper does not seem to lead to a more
complete transformation of the track material instead, the increased conductivity is
caused by the generally higher density of defects. In addition, the presence of larger
copper clusters along the track, as well as a generally increased matrix conductivity,
may increase the effective track diameter which would increase the electron transport
and reduce statistical fluctuation as well.
The trend of 0.5 %, 1 %, and 2 % seems to be erroneous because the middle
concentration exhibits the lowest conductivity. A major problem of the AFM analysis
is the limited sample area probed. A large fluctuation of track conductivity has been
observed by changing the sample position in AFM in case of ta-C:Cu. The data
presented was deduced by measuring about 100 to 200 tracks per sample in an area
of some µm2 . Judging the data, the measured areas are not necessarily representative
for the overall film. Typical reasons for local fluctuations of surface properties are
surface contamination with dirt and oxidation of copper (age of sample).
In figure 6.9 the results of the AFM study are compared to the data obtained
by macroscopic contact-pad measurements at room temperature. In pure ta-C both
results correspond very well. In case of the copper samples, the AFM measurement
resulted in higher overall values. One reason for an increased track current in AFM
measurements could be the electric field distribution. In case of the macroscopic
setup, the equipotential lines are perpendicular to the track paths, within a thin
horizontal plane of the film the surrounding matrix is approximately at the same
potential as the track. In AFM mode, the lines are bent around the track axis
because the surrounding matrix is not contacted causing a field gradient into the
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Figure 6.8: Histograms of the track conductivity distributions in different ta-C:Cu films. The
smallest copper concentration leads to similar results as observed in pure ta-C. Higher concentrations
increase the conductivity significantly. Furthermore, the width of the distributions (normalized to
averages) are reduced. The absence of very poor tracks lead to more Gaussian distributions.

surrounding matrix. The macroscopic measurements of the ta-C:Cu matrices have
shown a significant increase of the matrix conductivity, which in turn could increase
the track current in AFM contact mode. The effect is enhanced by larger Cu clusters
at higher Cu concentrations further increasing the effective track diameter for current
transport.
In addition to actually increased track currents in AFM, sources of error and local
fluctuations should be considered. The AFM measurements are very sensitive to
surface contamination and surface oxidation of the copper of the samples. In some
occasions, vast variations in conductivity in AFM measurements on a single ta-C:Cu
film have been observed at different locations. The difference of the mean conduc-
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tivity at two locations can be in excess of 50 %, far beyond statistical fluctuations.
A possible explanation is a locally different level of surface oxidation and contamination. Furthermore, the measured areas are microscopic (1 µm2 ), where the copper
surface concentration could fluctuate. A high surface concentration of copper enhances the planar conductivity of the surface increasing the effective track diameter
in turn. The high resistivity and homogeneity at a microscopic level of pure ta-C is
lost to some extend by the copper incorporation.
While it is not possible to deduce the best Cu concentration for highest track
conductivity, it is obvious that 0.5 % to 2 % Cu increase the track conductivity significantly. The values seem to be larger than measured in macroscopic measurements.
Considering the sources of errors, the data of the macroscopic and microscopic experiments do not contradict each other. While the macroscopic contact pads, for a
specific copper concentration, result in similar and reproducible data, the small areas
covered by AFM measurements are not as stable for different locations on a single
sample containing Cu. On the other hand, each sample position gives stable results
in AFM measurements if measured again. In order to produce representative data of
ta-C:Cu films, much larger data-sets are required to improve the confidence interval
and detect systematic deviations of microscopic areas analyzed.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of normalized track conductivities extracted from AFM and macroscopic
pad measurements at room temperature. The results for pure ta-C are in very good agreement,
while the results for ta-C:Cu differ. Both methods result in elevated conductivities of doped ta-C.
However, the values extracted from AFM measurements are larger. Most likely explanations are the
normalization factors which depend on the exact number of contacted tracks, the large statistical
fluctuation of the AFM data, the local (microscopic) fluctuations of the properties of the ta-C:Cu
film surfaces as well as the different field geometries of the setups.
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6.3 Effect of charge state selection
So far, all samples presented were irradiated by 1 GeV uranium. The ions with originally 2.8 GeV were slowed down to 1 GeV by an aluminum foil placed in front of the
ta-C films. This moderation yielded a charge state distribution of the impinging ions
centered around the equilibrium charge state. In the following, data of conductive
ion tracks formed by irradiations with charge selected Pb ions is presented. For each
sample, all impinging ions had the same charge state upon impacting the ta-C film.
In figure figure 6.10, the topography and corresponding current-maps are shown for
the three different irradiation conditions available. The number of track varies and
correlates with the irradiation fluence of each sample. Again, each hillock corresponds
to an area of high conductivity on the sample. Obviously, the track properties are still
distributed randomly, the initial charge state is not the only cause for this fluctuation
as expected by the concept of incomplete track formation. The stopping power
increases with higher ionization of the ion. Therefore, more pronounced tracks are
expected for higher charge states. This correlation can be seen to some extend by
comparing the current-maps. A more precise comparison is provided in the following
histograms of the hillock heights and track currents.
To achieve a high level of comparability, all samples were analyzed on one day using
the same AFM tip. The first sample was rechecked at the end of the session to ensure
no significant degradation of the tip. Furthermore, the irradiated samples originated
from the same film deposited by MSIBD in ADONIS, which had been divided into
four pieces prior to irradiation. Each histogram was composed from multiple AFM
images to increase the statistical accuracy. Hereby, the best possible consistency of
the data should be achieved to ensure the precision of quantitative comparison. No
data of ta-C:Cu was considered for this experiment because of the local fluctuations
induced by the copper impurities.
First, in figure 6.11 the hillock heights are compared. All distributions are Gaussian and the widths of the distributions are very comparable to the results of uranium
irradiation with the tendency to be narrower. The statistical uncertainty and the differences in noise reduction of the topography signal do not allow the confirmation
of an effect of the fixed charge state on the width of the distribution. However,
the mean values increase with higher charge states as expected by a higher stoppingpower with statistical relevance. Between 53+ and 60+ the height increases by about
0.5 nm which is about 25 % of the total height. The difference in energy loss induced
by different charge states is about 20 %. Schwen [23] et al. and Krauser et al. [24]
suggested linear dependence of hillock height on stopping power. A linear extrapolation towards lower values to a hillock height of zero is interpreted as estimation for
the threshold energy required for track formation. Applying this method to the Pb
data results in a threshold value for Se of 10 keV nm−1 to 15 keV nm−1 . The expected
margin of error is very high because of the small range of stopping powers available
for this extrapolation.
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(a) Topography Pb 53+

(b) current-map Pb 53+

(c) Topography Pb 56+

(d) current-map Pb 56+

(e) Topography Pb 60+

(f) current-map Pb 60+

Figure 6.10: AFM scans showing the topography of hillocks and the corresponding current-map
(0.3 V) of the irradiations of ta-C with different charge states (Pb 4.57 MeV u−1 ). The hillock
height and current still show a distribution. A slight increase of both hillock height and current
with increasing charge state is observed.
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Figure 6.11: Histogram of hillock height distributions of the ion tracks formed by differently
charged Pb ions (4.57 MeV u−1 ). The heights are Gaussian distributed and the averages increase
with higher charge state.

The track conductivities are analyzed in the same manner and displayed in figure
6.12 including the results of the U irradiation in comparison. Again, the distributions are Poisson-like for all samples similar to the results obtained with U-ions. The
statistical precision of the 60+ irradiation is not as good resulting in a higher fluctuation of the data. The averages increase with higher charge state and stopping
power. The energy loss of Pb60+ ions is comparable to the average energy loss of
U ions with the equilibrium charge state distribution (simulated with CasP). The
extracted conductivities are corresponding reasonably well considering that Pb and
U irradiated samples were analyzed at different bias voltages and with different AFM
tips. The widths of the distributions are again mainly governed by the randomness of
the track formation process itself. Extrapolating a linear dependency of the average
conductivity of the Pb and U data as well as the average conductivity using 1 GeV
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Au ions (charge state distribution resulting in Se = 39 keV nm−1 and σ = 0.63 S m−1 )
leads to a threshold stopping power of about 36 keV nm−1 which is much larger than
the value received by extrapolation the hillock data(10 keV nm−1 to 15 keV nm−1 ).
Krauser et al. [24] obtained about 32 keV nm−1 extrapolating the track current using the stopping powers predicted by SRIM. The SRIM values are slightly lower
than predictions of CasP leading to a shift in threshold extrapolation. Waiblinger
et al. [80] observed conductive tracks using Xe ions with a stopping power of about
22 keV nm−1 , a value clearly below the above mentioned threshold. These tracks exhibit a rather low conductivity but contradict a pure linear relationship of stopping
power and conductivity close to the threshold of track formation.
Using different charge states clearly shows an effect of the initial state on track
formation. The formation of the hillocks is a surface process which is logically influenced by different stopping powers induced by charge states. The thin films analyzed,
are only 80 nm thick. Along this short passage, ion projectiles do not reach equilibrium charge state (chapter 2.3.4). Therefore, the track conductivity of such thin-film
tracks are also influenced by the initial ionization significantly.
The formation of conductive ion tracks in thin ta-C films is not only dependent
upon the projectile energy but also upon the charge state. The stripping of ions to
high charge states is very important before hitting the carbon films. For example, the
238 28+
U
beam available at GSI would induce a stopping of only about 22 keV nm−1
leading to no significant track formation.
The fluctuation of track properties (hillock height and conductivity) do not just
depend on initial charge state. The statistical process of incomplete track formation
as suggested by Herre et al. [63] is the main factor for the distributions in properties.
A high charge state increases the stopping power which leads to enhanced track
conductivity. The highest-charged-Pb irradiations resulted in track conductivities
very close to those obtained with equilibrium-charge-state U ions at the Bragg peak.
Highly-charged U is expected to lead to an additional increase in track conductivity.
Therefore, the charge state can be used to enhance the stopping power of single ion
projectiles.
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Figure 6.12: Histograms of conductivity distributions of the Pb irradiation (4.57 MeV u−1 ) measured by AFM in comparison to 1 GeV U (charge distribution). The conductivity increases with
higher charge states each distribution is a rather wide Poisson distribution.
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6.4 Comparison of temperature-dependent AFM and pad
conductivities
In this section temperature-dependent AFM measurements are presented and compared to the macroscopic pad results. The temperature range extends from room
temperature to 100 ◦C. At different temperatures, current-maps were recorded to
produce statistical averages for track conductivities.
Figure 6.13 displays data of the 0.1 % Cu sample irradiated with 1 GeV U ions
with a fluence of about 2 × 109 cm−2 . The currents, measured by AFM at different
bias voltages, are compared to the macroscopic current normalized by the number
of tracks under the contact pad. The data shows an increasing conductivity with
increasing field and temperature as expected. The error bars were derived from
statistical fluctuations of the data. As seen in the plot, the macroscopic data is larger
than the AFM data for this 0.1 % Cu sample, contrary to what is found usually in
other samples with higher Cu content. The 0.1 % Cu sample had an exceptionally
large conductivity in macroscopic measurements whereas the AFM results are more
in accordance with the general trends in doping dependence. The reason for the
high conductivity of the 0.1 % sample in the macroscopic measurement is unknown.
Nonetheless, the difference between both predictions for track conductivities is less
than a factor two apart.
In figure 6.14 the currents are converted to conductivities using the linear part of
the I-V -curves at low bias voltages. The temperature dependence of the AFM data
). The resulting temperature
was fitted to thermal activated transport (σ = a exp( k−b
BT
dependence (b=0.17 eV) is comparable to the result of the macroscopic measurement
plotted in comparison (taken from figure 5.28).
The same experiment was conducted on sample #1281 with 0.5 % Cu. The results
are shown in figure 6.15. Here, the statistical variation of the data points is small and
the temperature dependence is well described by the fit with the Arrhenius function.
It should be noted for this sample that the AFM data is larger than the pad data
(compare figure 6.9). The slope is comparable to the AFM result of the previous
sample. Compared to the macroscopic measurements, the slope is noticeable lower.
On the other hand, at high temperatures, both measurements approach each other.
The normalized conductivities of both measurements deviate, as already seen in
the previous section (chapter 6.2). The temperature-dependent AFM measurements
suggest a thermally activated transport process as found before for pad measurements
in the respective temperature regime. In case of the sample with 0.1 % Cu, the
activation energies (slopes) of both experiments correspond but are lower compared
to the results of the macroscopic measurements of the other samples. The AFM
characterization of the film with a Cu concentration of 0.5 % gives an activation
energy comparable to the results of the film with 0.1 % Cu content. However, this
value is smaller compared to the pad measurements. Besides the uncertainty caused
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by the small temperature window available in AFM setup, a possible explanation
could be the analysis of non-representative areas. In order to gain a conclusive
explanation for this deviation of the activation energy, more AFM data and a larger
temperature regime would be required.
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Figure 6.13: Average track current (1 GeV U) measured by AFM on ta-C:Cu (0.1 % CU) depending
on temperature and bias voltage in comparison to normalized macroscopic pad data (normalized by
the number of tracks under the pad). The data agrees fairly well except for the overall normalization
which is off by approximately a factor 1.5.
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Figure 6.14: Temperature-dependent track conductivity (1 GeV U) derived from AFM measurements of ta-C:Cu (0.1 % Cu) in comparison with the data taken from macroscopic contact pad
measurements (normalized by the number of tracks under the pad). The fluctuation of the AFM
data is large, but the average temperature dependence compares well with the macroscopic data.
The overall conductivity appears to be about a factor 1.5 smaller.
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Figure 6.15: Arrhenius plot of the temperature-dependent track conductivity derived from AFM
measurements in comparison to macroscopic pad results of ta-C:Cu film with 0.5 % Cu (1 GeV U
ions). The statistical errors of the AFM data are small, systematic errors are more likely larger.
A thermally-activated transport mechanism describes the data well. The slope of the AFM data
(Ea = 0.157(4) eV) is smaller than the slope of the macroscopic measurement (Ea = 0.255(17) eV).
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6.5 Summary AFM measurements
The AFM analysis has confirmed the statistical fluctuation of track properties (hillock
height and conductivity) shown in previous works such as [23–26, 33, 80]. The reason
for this fluctuation is found in the random transformation from sp3 to sp2 coordination within the track volume as formulated analogously to the findings of Herre
et al. [63].
The hillock height follows a Gaussian distribution typical for randomly distributed
processes. The conductivity distribution is in most cases Poisson-like as expected for
a small number of highly-resistive segments (weak links) determining the transport
properties.The number of the dominant resistive sites in a single track is low. Assuming a hopping range of 5 nm would result in about 16 hopes (weak links) through
a track in a typical 80 nm thick ta-C film. Microscopically, chains of sp2 bonded sides
providing good conductivity are randomly interrupted by sp3 configurations (weak
links). The density of the sp3 bonds decreases with higher stopping powers. The
widths of the conductivity distributions are wide with variations exceeding the average by far. The addition of copper reduced the relative width of the distributions
indicating a larger number of hops (shorter hopping range) and more conductive links
per track (higher DOS) account for lower overall resistivity.
The normalization of conductivity of the macroscopic pad measurements of large
ensembles to a single conductive ion track measured by AFM works well, for pure
ta-C. This result indicates the compatibility of the completely different contact geometries formed by the two setups both showing the actual physical behavior of the
film. A successful calibration of both characterizations requires high quality contact pads, precise knowledge of the irradiation fluence, and large ensembles of tracks
analyzed by AFM providing reliable statistics.
The normalization of ta-C:Cu samples is less precise but still provides similar
predictions. The AFM results lead to overall higher track conductivities compared to
pad measurements. The fluctuation of conductivities obtained by AFM for different
ta-C:Cu samples indicates a large margin of error2 . The surface accumulation and
oxidation of Cu may lead to local fluctuations of sample conductivity at the surface
causing the systematic errors in AFM data. The overall higher conductivity may be
caused by the field geometry.
The temperature dependence of the track conductivity was also measured by AFM.
Similar to the pad measurements, thermally activated transport was observed above
room temperature. The resulting activation energies are smaller. These measurements present a first overview and more AFM data must be recorded to obtain higher
statistical reliability. The results of this work indicate the general compatibility of
both temperature dependent setups.
On samples with the highest copper concentration of 5 %, no signs of tracks were
2

Compare 0.5 %, 1 % and 2 % Cufigure 6.9
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found. The absence of hillocks could be caused by a high copper concentration and
sp2 hybridization at the surface. Already at 2 % Cu, the hillocks were significantly
reduced in height. Finally, the elevated overall roughness could superimpose small
hillocks. The absence of conducting tracks may be the result of missing hillocks
leading to a bad contact.
The experiments using charge selected Pb showed the importance of the initial
charge state upon thin film ta-C irradiation. The hillock height and conductivity of
tracks increased with higher ionization of the projectile. A high charge state can be
used to increase track conductivity and hillock height. However, the distribution of
track properties was still present confirming the theory of incomplete track formation
as suggested by Herre et al. [63] for stopping powers between the threshold and
saturation for track formation [23, 24]. The range until equilibrium charge reached
was estimated to be in the order of 10 nm to 100 nm [57, 58]. Therefore, in case of
thin films the initial charge state is of substantial importance. High charge states
are suitable to enhance track conductivity.
Overall, a substantial connection can be made between macroscopic and microscopic data concerning the track conductivity. The improved macroscopic setup as
well as the sufficient amount of statistics in AFM measurements allows the comparison of both results leading to a much better correspondence compared to earlier
attempts [25, 32].
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Electrically conducting islands of nanometer-sized dimensions (nanodots) combined
with nanoleads are essential parts of novel electronic devices based on Coulomb
blockade effects [182–184]. The low dimensions of these structures allow for single electron effects and the occurrence of quantum effects. A manifestation of the
quantum behavior is the Coulomb blockade; the transfer of a single electron onto a
conducting nanodot requiring a well-defined amount of Coulomb energy determined
by the capacity of the nanodot. An electron-transfer is blocked if this energy is not
available [182, 185]. Nanodots and nanoleads are usually constructed by lithographic
methods [184, 186]. The requirement to reach dimensions of 10 nm and below poses
severe problems and the structures are often rather fragile. Self-organized nanodots
are another approach to nano-electronics [185, 187, 188]. Here, the electrical contacts
(nanoleads) are the main challenge.
A simple concept to construct nanodots together with the appropriate self-aligned
leads in a single step is given by using swift heavy ions impinging an appropriate
multilayer target. This principal method, described in figure 7.1, takes advantage
of the possibility to modify matter by swift heavy ion irradiation along a single ion
track. Ion paths are straight within a few micrometers allowing the fabrication of
nano-structures with high aspect ratios. A single ion can penetrate through multiple
layers of a film structure transforming material along into a self-aligned ion track.
For the device proposed here, the conductive leads and nanodots are formed by ion
tracks in ta-C. The insulating layers are made of high resistivity BN, which does not
form conductive ion tracks and is easily available in MSIBD.
The properties of the BN synthesized in ADONIS by MSIBD has been studied
in detail by Brötzmann [103]. He provided an extensive study on the electrical
behavior as well as the microscopic structure. The low surface roughness of thin BN
films has been confirmed by AFM. Furthermore, neither hillock nor conductive track
formation could be observed. All BN allotropes exhibit high resistivities. Because
of the technical compatibility and the promising properties of BN, it was used as
insulator for the prototype of this device.
Multilayer samples with one or two BN insulator films, embedded in ta-C, were
grown and irradiated with 1 GeV Uranium. The top- and bottom-film forming the
leads were made of 40 nm ta-C each. The different thicknesses of the BN layers and
the center ta-C layer are summarized in table 7.1. The formation of interrupted ion
tracks upon swift heavy ion irradiation is shown in figure 7.1
Unfortunately, all of these films suffer from slight copper contamination, similar
to the sample with 0.1 % Cu presented above (chapter 5.3). Brötzmann showed an
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increase in conductivity of BN by a factor of about 30. However, the resistivity of
copper contaminated BN still exceeds the value of pure ta-C. Therefore, the results
and conclusions drawn from the analysis of these samples should be similar to the
expected findings on copper-free samples.
name:
single BN 6 nm
double BN 12 nm
single BN 15 nm
double BN 22 nm

total BN
[nm]
6
12
15
22

first BN
[nm]
6
6
15
6

second BN
[nm]
–
6
–
16

Table 7.1: Thicknesses of BN films in multilayers. In case of two BN films, the center ta-C was
8 nm, the leads are made of 40 nm ta-C (compare figure 7.1).

ion
conductor

ta-C

insulator (8 nm)
dot
(8 nm)
insulator (8 nm)

BN
ta-C
BN

conductor

ta-C

8 nm

Figure 7.1: Schematics of double barrier structure designed to exhibiting a Coulomb blockage
effect (left) as well as conceptional schematics of such double barrier structure realized with an ion
track in a ta-C/BN multilayer structure.

The Coulomb blockade is characterized by the Coulomb energy EC , which is required to add an electron to the nanodot:
EC =

e2
,
2C

(7.1)

where e is the elementary charge and C the capacity of the nanodot. A higher
Coulomb energy and a more pronounced Coulomb blocking effect are achieved for
lower capacities. In experiments the I-V -characteristics of a nanodot separated by
thin insulators between the leads would have a staircase-like appearances [189]. The
applied field must reduce the energy levels of the dot by the Coulomb energy, before an additional electron level is activated for current transport. Therefore, the
resistance decreases discretely at specific fields applied.
Typically, the Coulomb blockade is observed close to 0 K, where little thermal
energy fluctuation is visible. The randomness of the thermal activation would smear
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out the staircase and at sufficiently high temperatures, no signs of Coulomb blocking
would be visible [183]. The general requirement for the observation of the effect is
kB T  EC . However, very small capacities have led to the observation of the effect
at room temperatures (see for example ref. [183, 187, 190]).
The charge energy of an idealized nanodot realized by ion tracks in the proposed
structures would have an energy in the order of 0.1 eV to 1 eV depending on BN layer
width. This estimation was done assuming a double plate capacitor, a track diameter
of 8 nm, r = 7.1, and an insulator width of 2 nm to 20 nm. These values would be
promising large suggesting a visibility of Coulomb blocking at room temperature.

7.1 TEM characterization
The multilayer systems were analyzed by TEM. In a first test, the ta-C was interrupted using two CNx layers. Both ta-C and CN form amorphous films as seen in
figure 7.2 displaying a cross section view of this multilayer sample. The central layers of the film are about 8 nm thick and the interfaces are flat on the nanometer
scale. All ions were deposited with an energy of 100 eV using MSIBD. The growth by
subimplantation (chapter 2.2) causes an intermixing at the interfaces. The mixing
range is in the order of 1 nm to 2 nm in accordance with experiments by Neumaier
et al. [49]. The TEM image suggests a slight intermixing at the interfaces as well,
the width is about 2 nm being in accordance to the findings of Neumaier et al. and
SRIM simulations. Simulations by Hofsäss using SDTRIMSP predict a slightly larger
intermixed region of 4 nm using a deposition energy of 100 eV1 . This first experiment
confirmed the plausibility of thin multilayer films with smooth interfaces fabricated
by MSIBD.

Figure 7.2: TEM micrograph of a cross section
of a ta-C/CNx multilayer structure. The ta-C
and CNx grow amorphously. The interfaces are
flat and smooth, a slight intermixing is visible
forming 2 nm interlayers.

1

Private communication with H. Hofsäss
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A cross section of a final ta-C/BN sample featuring two insulator layers embedded
in three ta-C films is shown in figure 7.3. In the overview (left part of figure) the
Pt glue of the FIB preparation is seen on top of the actual sample. The top and
bottom ta-C films are about 40 nm thick. The BN layers are 6 nm and 16 nm separated by a central ta-C film with a thickness of 8 nm. The sputter-cleaning of the
silicon prior to deposition leads to an amorphous surface of the substrate. The ta-C
grows amorphously on top with a thin intermixed layer. The magnification of the
center of the sample (right) reveals the three thin layers. The typical turbostratic
structure of the BN is visible (compare to TEM analysis of Brötzmann [103]). Even
in the very thin top BN film, the structure is formed. Below each BN layer, a thin
intermixed ta-C:BN film (1 nm to 2 nm width) is visible being in accordance to the
results seen in case of CNx interlayers. Each ta-C film starts on a mixed BN:C film as
expected by the subplanation model. All film thicknesses, even of thin films, are very
homogeneous. The interfaces are smooth and flat on large scales observed in AFM
measurements being in accordance with low roughness of ta-C, BN, and multilayer
films. The high film quality permits the fabrication of very thin layers on large areas
necessary for macroscopic measurements.

Figure 7.3: TEM micrograph of a cross section view of a ta-C/BN multilayer structure. The ta-C
grows amorphously and the BN shows the typical turbostratic structure of BN grown under these
conditions in MSIBD [103]. The interfaces are flat and smooth, a slight intermixing (about 2 nm)
is visible at the beginning of each new film. Multilayer structures with very thin layers are possible
using ta-C and BN in MSIBD.
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7.2 Macroscopic electrical characterization
Analogously to chapter 5, macroscopic contacts were evaporated on top of the multilayer films. The contact area was typically 2.82 × 10−7 m2 (0.6 mm pad diameter).
Otherwise, the current was normalized to this area. All films are in the order of
100 nm thick allowing a first order comparison of the currents at specific sample
biases. The calculation of specific conductivities has been omitted because of high
uncertainties of actual sample geometers and properties (e.g. mixed interfaces) and
the true path of the current.
Boron nitride
A single BN film was grown on top of high conductive n-Si, which has been used for
all samples in this work. This film has been contaminated with copper as all multilayer samples. Therefore, it provides a plausible approximation of the BN behavior
in the multilayer films. The appearance of the I-V -characteristics are comparable to
ta-C. In fact, BN can be described as well by the extended FP model in the range
of 250 K to 370 K [103]. In figure 7.4 the I-T -characteristics of a 93 nm BN sample are plotted. The current was normalized to the contact area of 2.82 × 10−7 m2
from 9.5 × 10−7 m2 . The conductivity decreases significantly towards lower temperatures. Between 100 K to 150 K, a residual conductivity becomes dominant. The
conductivity is lower than in case of unirradiated ta-C confirming the good insulation properties of BN. However, the residual conductivity is more pounced becoming
dominant at higher temperatures compared to ta-C. Therefore, at lower temperature,
the resistivity ratio of BN to ta-C decreases, reducing the relative resistivity of BN
at low temperatures and high fields.
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Figure 7.4: I-T -characteristics of a 93 nm BN film (contact area normalized to 2.82 × 10−7 m2 ).
Similar to ta-C the conductivity decreases towards lower temperatures significantly reaching a residual conductivity. The overall resistivity of BN is larger than the resistivity of ta-C.

Multilayer films
The multilayer films were characterized electrically in the temperature regime of
20 K to 300 K using the same setup and procedure used for ta-C and ta-C:Cu. The
I-V -characteristics of both unirradiated and irradiated multilayer structures show
an s-shape form at all temperatures. In figure 7.5 some exemplary and representative characteristics are shown for the multilayer sample with two 6 nm BN insulator
films. The two plots show the results at 300 K and 100 K for both irradiated and
unirradiated films. All characteristics are s-shaped and clearly non-ohmic. At low
temperatures, the conductivity decreases significantly. The irradiation increases the
conductivity by about an order of magnitude. The sample was irradiated with a
fluence of 2 × 109 cm−2 U ions. None of the shown characteristics have shown signs
of Coulomb blockage. Instead, the characteristics can be simply described by a serial
arrangement of BN and ta-C or tracks.
The qualitative effect of the BN insulator films in macroscopic pad configuration
is visible in figure 7.6. All four irradiated multilayer samples, exposed to the same
irradiation fluence (2 × 109 cm−2 U), are shown in comparison to pure irradiated
ta-C and BN. The contact pad areas are normalized in order to compare the currents
directly. The BN reduces the track conductivity in all cases and thicker overall BN
layers cause a higher reduction in current. While the thin BN films reduce the sample
conductivity about a factor of 10 to 30, the thickest insulation interlays reduce the
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Figure 7.5: I-V -characteristics at 300 K (a) and 100 K (b) of a multilayer structure with two 6 nm
BN insulator films. The plots show both the irradiated (2 × 109 cm−2 U) sample (left scale) and
unirradiated case (right scale). The characteristics are representative for the results of all multilayer
structures showing the typical s-shaped behavior.

current about three orders of magnitude. The current ratios of the samples are stable
between 300 K and 100 K caused by similar temperature dependencies of ta-C, tracks,
and BN. The single 6 nm and double 6 nm interlayer film (12 nm total) show about
the same current. A significant difference is only visible at high temperatures and low
voltages. Contrary, the thicker insulator films reduce the conductivity dramatically.
This observation is explained by the intermixing of the films at the interfaces as seen
in TEM analysis. The thicknesses given for the BN layers include such intermixed
portions reducing the effective height of each insulator by a few nanometer. The
dramatic effect of the interfaces between BN and ta-C will be more obvious in AFM
analysis provided in the next section.
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Figure 7.6: I-V -characteristics of all irradiated multilayer films in comparison to continuous tracks
in ta-C as well as bulk BN at (a) 300 K and at (b) 100 K. The insulating effect of the BN is present in
irradiated multilayer structures successfully interrupting the ion tracks and increasing the resistance
by orders of magnitude.
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(a) 6 nm BN single layer

(b) 12 nm BN double layer

(c) 15 nm BN single layer

(d) 22 nm BN double layer

Figure 7.7: AFM Current-maps of irradiated multilayer films with different BN layer configurations. The bias voltage was 0.1 V, all films were irradiated with 1 GeV U ions. The insulating effect
of the BN seen in macroscopic measurements seen in figure 7.6 is not visible. The measured track
current is hardly affected by the different BN film configurations.

Figure 7.7 shows the current-maps of the irradiated multilayer samples at a bias
of 0.1 V. Similar to current-maps of tracks in ta-C, a broad distribution of track
currents is visible. Contrary to expectations from macroscopic measurements, the
average currents are not reduced as much as expected for increasing BN content of the
samples. While macroscopic measurements suggest a factor 1000 between the thin
6 nm single BN layer sample and the 22 nm double layer, only a factor of two is seen
in AFM measurements. In addition, the currents are generally higher than expected
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from the conductivity of the BN layers and the tracks in ta-C and macroscopic
analysis of multilayer samples. An average current of 0.5 nA at 0.1 V is equivalent to
a conductivity of 10 S m−1 assuming a cylindrical filament with a diameter of 8 nm.
This value is two to three times larger than resulting conductivities for continuous
tracks.
The possible explanation for the elevated currents of interrupted tracks in the AFM
measurements is found in the interface mixing of the multilayer samples. Boron and
Nitrogen increase the conductivity in amorphous carbon by orders of magnitude
(compare chapter 2.5.4). The result is a thin, but relatively conductive, film at the
interfaces of ta-C and BN layers. This effect increases the effective contacted area of
the ion track at the BN insulator probably connecting neighboring tracks. In figure
7.8 on the left side, the possible current path through an ion track in a multilayer
film is illustrated in case of AFM analysis. Up to the first BN layer, the current
has to go through the contacted track. At the interfaces the current can spread
through the mixed interlayer reaching neighboring tracks. The BN film is penetrated
over a much increased area reducing the resistance effect, annihilating the insulating
effect. Beyond the BN layer multiple tracks are contacted further reducing the total
resistance measured in AFM mode. The large difference of the normalized currents
(factor 1000) obtained in AFM and macroscopic measurements is explained by the
short circuit caused by the conductive mixed interlayer.
The right hand side of the schematics shown in figure 7.8 illustrates the reason why
this effect is not observed in macroscopic contact mode. Here, the equipotential lines
are similar in all neighboring tracks and in the surrounding matrix. It is therefore not
possible to connect additional tracks as it is observed in AFM mode. However, the
conductive interlayers will still increase the contact area to the BN film. The effect of
an increased contact area is illustrated in figure 7.9. The plot shows the macroscopic
currents measured on differently irradiated samples with a single 15 nm BN insulator
. The fluence increases by a factor of five while the current is almost constant. The
dominating element is the BN insulator, estimating from figure 7.6 at least 90 %
of the current drops over this thin film at the lowest fluence. The contact area of
the tracks to the BN does not seem to increase for higher fluences, the complete BN
film is already contacted by the conductive mixed interlayer at the lowest fluence
available. Again, this observation supports the idea of contacting parallel tracks in
AFM setup.
This increase of the contact area makes the observation of the desired Coulomb
blocking effect impossible. The mixed interlayer functions as large capacitor plates
adding a large capacity to the system which is highly undesired. The effect of B and
N to increase the conductivity of a-C is an elimination criteria for BN. An additional
drawback of BN is illustrated in figure 7.10 showing the current of a multilayer
system in comparison to ta-C. The figure shows the tendency of BN to relatively
decrease its insulation property compared to ta-C tracks and matrix towards low
temperatures. Both currents of the irradiated and unirradiated multilayer samples
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reduce their resistivity ratio compared to the corresponding ta-C system. Therefore,
BN loses its value as good insulator towards low temperatures.

Figure 7.8: Schematics of different conduction
paths in AFM and pad measurements. The conductive interlayers between ta-C and BN will provide planar current paths in AFM mode, neighboring tracks can be connected. In pad mode,
all neighboring tracks are already contacted and
no additional paths are available. In both cases,
the contact area at the insulating BN is increased
reducing the resistivity.
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Figure 7.9: I-V -characteristics of an irradiated multilayer structure (single 15 nm BN) with different irradiation fluences. The current does not depend much on the number of ion tracks suggesting
an increased contact area to the BN film by the conductive mixed interlayers. Even at the lowest
fluence the BN is breached over the total contact area instead of the track area.
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Figure 7.10: I-T -characteristics of irradiated and unirradiated ta-C in comparison with a multilayer structure. The insulating effect of the BN is clearly visible reducing the current significantly.
However, towards lower temperature, the ratio ta-C decreases because of the more pronounced
residual conductivity of BN.

7.4 Summary multilayers
Although no Colomb blockade could be observed, the fabrication and analysis of
these multilayer structures illustrate the possibility to interrupt ion tracks with the
aid of thin insulating films. The effect of even 6 nm BN is significant reducing the
track conductivity by one order of magnitude. This effect is macroscopically observed
over large areas indicating very homogeneous film properties successfully achieved by
MSIBD. The application of a different insulator or the elimination of the conductive
mixed interlayers could lead to actually functioning devices.
The mixed interlayers could be reduced or even eliminated by using very low ion
energies at the beginning of the growth of of each film. The insulating BN could be
replaced by ex-situ fabricated insulators such as thermally evaporated SiOx or SiNx .
However, any external step of the delicate growth process of these thin films causes
trouble with surface contamination if samples have to be taken out of vacuum. A
possible insulator candidate for in-situ deposition by MSIBD is pure Si exhibiting
a relatively low conductivity. Unfortunately, it is difficult to provide an N-free Si
beam in the MSIBD setup ADONIS. Therefore, the problems of applying a suitable
insulator are caused mainly by technical difficulties but are physically plausible.
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8.1 Conclusions
The results of the experiments evaluated in this theses confirm and extend the knowledge about electrical conduction processes in ta-C matrix and conductive ion tracks.
The structural analysis by XPS (chapter 4) confirmed the behavior observed by
Gerhards et al. [153]. Copper tends to accumulate at the film surface and the hybridization ratio starts to move towards more sp2 content at a copper concentration
of 5 %.
The electrical characterizations (chapter 5) delivered results in agreement with
other works on ta-C [25, 27, 103]. The most important finding of this thesis is the
behavior of the two dominating conduction mechanisms. In principal, they do not
change their temperature dependency upon irradiation or the addition of copper
impurities. Only the weight of thermally activated as well as tunneling assisted
transport shifts and the overall current density increases. In other words, the current transport in ta-C, ta-C:Cu and the corresponding conductive ion tracks can be
explained by the combination of hopping (VRH) and thermally assisted transport
(FP) with almost fixed temperature dependencies. The stability of the temperature
dependencies, especially of the thermally activated high-temperature mechanism, indicates no change in the DOS of active electron sites. A very similar behavior has
already been observed in the unsuccessful quest of doping a-C. The high defect density, as well as the high DOS within the band gap in combination with the chemical
behavior of the carbon hybridization, make an introduction of further energy levels
hardly possible. Only the density of existing energy levels can be changed leading
to different overall current densities. In particular, the conduction is dependent on
ratio of sp2 to sp3 hybridization. Each sp3 link will increase the resistivity along a
current path. The irradiation directly decreases the density of sp3 links by increasing
sp2 hybridization. The addition of copper leads to fine clusters embedded in the ta-C
matrix. At the surface of copper, a higher sp2 hybridization of carbon is expected
decreasing the number of sp3 links at sufficient copper concentrations. Even at very
low concentrations, copper clusters may short circuit high resistivity paths reducing the resistivity as well. Although the addition of copper and the formation of
tracks are two different processes, the effect on conductivity is similar. The increased
sp2 ratio favors hopping and can be described by variable range hopping. At high
temperatures, the thermal activated transport dominates in all films. The reduction
of high resistivity links decreases the field dependency; more ohmic behavior is the
result in ta-C:Cu films and tracks. Microscopically, the field is highest at points
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of high resistivity. If the number of these points decreases, the local field increases
at these locations leading to barrier-saturation (FP barrier is reduced to practically
zero) already at low overall fields.
The resulting conductivities of the macroscopic pad characterizations were well
described in terms of a simple model. The stretched exponential approach allowed
the separate fitting of temperature- and field dependence. This method revealed
the observation of the electrical behavior of the ta-C systems described above. In
addition, the large temperature range reaching from 20 K to 380 K is required to
clearly identify residual conductivity, variable range hopping and thermally activated
transport. The findings of this thesis extend and connect earlier works by Nix et al.
[33] and Schwen [22] proposing variable range hopping for tracks in ta-C as well as
the proposed Frenkel-Poole model by Brötzmann [103] for pure ta-C.
The large array of temperature and copper concentration dependent data allowed
the determination of a most efficient doping concentration for enhancing track conductivity while keeping a resistive matrix. The maximal enhancement of track conductivity is reached at low Cu concentrations of 0.5 % to 1 %. These tracks are
about five times more conductive than their counterparts in pure ta-C. The conductivity of the unirraidated matrix is affected more by copper impurities compared
to tracks. Therefore, the conductivity ratio decreases dramatically at high Cu concentration. However, up to 1 % the increase in matrix conductivity is moderate,
making lightly doped tracks interesting for applications. The different effect of copper on matrix- and track conductivity can be understood in terms of the idea of highand low resistivity links. In unirradiated ta-C, the density of high-resistivity links
is large. Therefore, copper clusters have a high probability to short circuit some of
these points. In tracks, the density is lower decreasing the probability of a copper
cluster to bridge a high-resistivity link. In addition, the confined dimensions of a
nano-sized track decrease the probability of additional paths1 . At very high copper
concentration, larger clusters are formed and possibly decrease the rate of material
transformation within the track by hindering material transport as well as binding
thermal energy required for track formation. This effect of copper is observed by
AFM, reducing observed hillock heights of tracks (chapter 6.2).
The results of the AFM characterization of tracks in ta-C are comparable to findings published earlier [24,28]. This work attempted to connect both microscopic and
macroscopic electric characterization by normalizing the average track conductivity.
In case of pure ta-C, both results matched very well. The comparison of conductivities of different ta-C:Cu showed some deviation, but overall, the normalization
delivered similar values. The statistical fluctuation of the AFM data as well as an
increasing copper content at the sample surface caused differences in the normalization of a factor of up to four. The temperature dependent AFM data also suggested
1

Paths are almost only possible along one dimension compared to a possibility of three in case of
bulk matrices.
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a thermally activated conduction mechanism. Extracted from these first results the
activation energy was lower than predicted by macroscopic measurements. However,
the trends led in the same direction. Although, the statistical precision of the AFM
data could have been better providing a more solid normalization in case of samples
with copper impurities, the results of both characterization methods support each
other. The pad measurements have been improved by using Cr/Au contact pads
as well as applying four-point probing for low resistance samples to reduce contact
resistance significantly.
The experiments with selected charge state ions showed the dependency of both
hillock height and track conductivity on the initial charge state. An increased charge
state led to a higher stopping power and a more complete track formation. Highly
charged ions could therefore be used to produce more conductive tracks, when film
thicknesses are in the range of 100 nm. The experiment conducted also supports
the concept of incomplete track formation in the range of the stopping powers of
swift heavy ions. A sole dependency was not observed on initial charge state. The
distribution-width of the variation of track properties was hardly changed by chargestate-selection compared to equilibrium-charge-distributed ion irradiations.
Multilayer films were successfully synthesized to produce interrupted conductive
ion tracks. Smooth and even interfaces could be produced on large areas. The
conductivity of tracks was significantly decreased by the boron nitride insulator layers. However, careful analysis of pad and AFM characterization revealed a thin
low-resistivity interface, where B and N increase the conductivity of the ta-C. The
intermixing was also observed by TEM. These conductive horizontal planes connected
neighboring tracks and reduced the insulating effect of the BN. However, the plausibility of the structure is still valid. The conductive interlayers could be reduced by
deposition techniques or a different insulator could be tried.
The different experiments have enhanced the understanding of the electronic transport mechanisms of ion tracks in ta-C. Macroscopic- and microscopic characterization have been brought together leading to a more complete understanding. This
comparison and the semi-classical model describing the conductivity allow directed
interpretation of results obtained from device prototypes. Therefore, this thesis provides additional theoretical understanding of ta-C and its conductive ion tracks as
well as knowledge for practical applications in possible devices.
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8.2 Outlook
The results of this work have improved the understanding of the correlation of impurities and tracks in ta-C films. Low copper concentrations of about 1 % lead to an
attractive enhancement of track conductivity. In addition, the distribution-width of
the randomly varying track-conductivity in ta-C:Cu is reduced especially eliminating
tracks, exhibiting high resistivities. Therefore, devices, such as field emission structures and interrupted ion tracks, could benefit by adding small amounts of copper.
The matrix conductivity does increase, but within moderate margins. The accumulation of copper at the surface could be reduced by depositing less copper towards the
end of film synthesis. A reduced copper concentration at the surface might improve
the results obtained in microscopic analysis. In addition, conductivity enhancement
of tracks could be achieved by higher charge states. Above-equilibrium-charged uranium is expected to produce even better tracks than highly charged lead.
The multilayer structure could be improved by tuning the insulator. One option
is the search for a new material which does not increase the conductivity of ta-C at
the interfaces as done by boron nitride. On the other hand, the BN insulator could
be improved by decreasing intermixing. First simulations2 by Hofsäss demonstrate
the plausibility of reducing the intermixing by a factor of two or higher.
The first temperature dependent AFM analysis above room temperature has been
promising. Low temperature AFM could be used to further investigate the microscopic behavior of irradiated samples. More hopping dominated transport should
be visible at low temperatures. The temperature dependent distribution-widths of
randomly varying track-conductivity remain an open field of research as well. The
analysis of low- and high-conductivity tracks at different temperatures could further
improve the understanding of the variation in track properties.
The conduction in ta-C has been described by a model of high- and low- resistivity
links (sp3 and sp2 bonds). The idea of such networks could be treated by percolation
theory possibly increasing the understanding of the field dependency observed in
electrical characterization.

2

SDTRIMSP simulation using different deposition energies (private communication)
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